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D-12: Compact Enough for 08
Powerful Enough for Breaking News
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The D-12
Digital Audio

Control Surface

mixing router based topology  fullscale digital peak and VU metering

5.1 surround sound plus 3 stereo masters  two studios, CR and HDPN/Studio 3 monitors

COMPACT -32 faders - 53" wide/32"deep /9" high  talkback communication (programmable)

router based source/destination selection  mix follows talent / logic follows source

paging channel strips - 64 channels on 32 faders

scalable - up to 64 input faders

routable mixes

event storage and recall

eight stereo subgroup mixes

eight stereo sends

eight mix -minus outputs (can be expanded)

four DCM faders (digitally controlled groups)

Bus -Minus (w/TB & solo) on every input (direct out)

pan/bal, blend, mode, EQ/dynamics on every input

delay inputs or outputs (frames or milliseconds)

 12 user -programmable switches (comm, salvos, triggers, etc.)

 automatic failsafe DSP card option

 automatic failsafe CPU card option

 redundant power supply option

 switched meters with system wide access (including all
console inputs and outputs)

 dedicated master, group and DCM faders (no fader sharing)

 motorized faders

 pageable fader option

 dedicated LCD display per function (EQ, Pan, Dynamics)

 multiple surfaces can share I/O

With thousands of digital consoles installed, trust Wheatstone for your next project!

THE DIGITAL AUDIO LEADER ri
Copyright 2006 by Wheatstone Corporation
Spea & features subject to change w/o notice te; 252-638-7000 / www.wheatstone.corn / sales@wheatstone.corn
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POWER UP WITH NEXIO AMPim- THE ADVANCED MEDIA PLATFORM.

NEXIO AMP- is here ... and all the rules have changed.

Featuring the industry's most advanced HD / SD server architecture, best -in -class

storage protection, integrated software codecs and automatic up/ down / cross

conversion for complete format transparency, NEXIO AMP- does much more

than simplify your workflow. It provides higher availability to your content and

speeds up the deployment of new channels.

Take on broadcasting's toughest challenges and change the way you think

about video servers - with NEXIO AMP-.

To learn more, visit www.broadcast.harris.com/nexioamp.

Canada +1 800 387 0233 I USA East +1 800 231 9673 I USA West +1 888 843 7004 I

System Highlights:

Exceptional fault tolerance - Complete I/O, data path and
storage redundancy available

I/O flexibility - Software -configurable HD, SD and mixed
HD/SD modes come standard

High-performance architecture - Real-time, multistream,
64 -bit processing

Built-in scalability - Upgrade path from 3.6 TB of integrated
server storage to the true shared storage NEX10- SAN

Integrated media services - Designed to support software -
enabled Harris broadcast applications, including media
analysis, channel branding, automation and multiviewer I/O
monitoring

Latin America -1 786 437 1960

Harris is the ONE company delivering interoperable workflow solutions across the entire broadcast delivery chain with a single, integrated approach.
Business Operations f,le,11-, Management  NEWSROOMS & EDITING Co,  CHANNEL RELEASE 1.1edia Transport  Transmission

/trOZIS® assuredcommunications® www. harris. corn
Broadcast Communications  Defense Communications Systems  Government Communication Systems  Harris Stratex Networks



From complete solutions to products that integrate with your existing technology, Avid can provide

the tools you need to anticipate every challenge. Learn more at www.avid.com/broadcast.

©2007 Avid Technology, Inc All rights reserved. Avid is a registered trademark of Avid Technology, Inc. All other trademarks contained herein are the property oftheir respective owners.



When there's no place to hide,
you need absolute confidence to stand your ground.

NV(' will get you to air with speed, accuracy and quality
on time, every time.

Avid.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

STEP UP TO MAXELL BROADCAST MEDIA.
Renowned for product innovation and pioneering technologies, Maxell has been a leading
brand for acquisition, duplication, editing, post -production, archiving and p ayback-to-air for
over 30 years. And now, that legacy continues with the introduction of Maxell Professional Disc
for XDCAM. With 23.3GB of ultra -fast optical storage, Maxell Professional Disc provides a superior
direct -to -disc recording solution, capable of holding 65 minutes in HD format. Exceptional speed,
capacity, reliability and durability. That's why broadcast professionals who demand maximum
performance choose Maxell performance.

For more information, visit www.maxell.com.
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MARCH FREEZEFRAME QUESTION

MPEG-4 AVC, otherwise known as H264 when used for transmis-
sion, claims to have better performance over MPEG-2. This means
lower bit rates for the same quality or improved quality at similar
bit rates. Which of the following techniques are employed by H264
to achieve this improved performance?

1) Variable block sizes
2) Deblocking filter
3) Lossless macro block coding features
4) Higher precision motion prediction and compensation
5) Higher bit depth precision

MARCH FREEZEFRAME ANSWER

All of them
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Ikegami

Many Affordable HD Camcorders.

Only One Lens Standard: Canon HDgc.

Canon's HDgc lenses are fast becoming
the standard for today's affordable HD
camcorders. The HDgc line features
a complete range of lenses for major
brand tapeless and tape -based
affordable HD camcorders using 2/3,
1/2, and 1/3 -inch image formats. Thac

HD camcorders, which are being used
for news -gathering and economical
production, including documentaries and
industrial applications, perform a-. tt-eir
optical best when outfitted with a Canon
HDgc lens. Maximize your affordable HD
camcorder with Canon's HDgc lenses.

I -D G C See Us At
"'JIB Booth #SU3020

c7r: .X11

Find out more at canonbroadcast.com
1 -800 -321 -HDTV (Canada: 905-795-2012,

Can on
mageANYV/ARE

02008 Canon U.SA, Inc. All rights reserved. Canon Is a 'registered &aderoark of Canon Inc. in the United States and may
also be a registered trademark or trademark in othe, cou&tries. IMAGEANVWARE is a trademark of Canon.

All logos trademarked by their respective companies.



details where you want them

With extraordinary sharp and clean native 1080i image quality

and the widest range of precision image control of any

camera in its class, the new Panasonic AK-HC3500 HD

studio camera system makes everything look good - including

you. Incorporating three select 2/3 -inch, 2.2 megapixel CCDs,

the HC3500 captures an industry -benchmark horizontal

resolution of 1,100 lines at a signal-to-noise ratio of 60 dB.

Panasonic's exclusive picture -enhancing features like



Cine Gamma Curve'," Dynamic Range Stretch (DRS) and 12 -Pole Color

Correction give you unrivaled real-time image and color control in

challenging environments. Fine-tuned with our advanced Skin Tone

Detail function, you can eliminate unwanted details, while emphasizing

those you want - a feature the on -air talent will love. And when they look

good, you look good. To arrange a demonstration, call 1-800-528-8601.

Panasonic
ideas for life

For more information, please visit us at www.panasonic.com/broadcast © 2008 Panasonic Broadcast



EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT

My name is
Dick

Did people ever make fun of you as a kid? Maybe
your ears were large. Or, maybe your voice was
too high or low, depending on your sex. There
could be dozens of reasons that, as a kid, you

were picked on, or in today's vernacular, bullied. In my
case, people made fun of my last name: Dick.

I haven't any idea of the name's origin. I don't know a
nationality that would claim it, but somehow my father's
family ended up with it. Therefore, as father is named, so
too is son.

I've heard more awful jokes about my name than you
can imagine. I mean really, I've heard them all - long,
short, hairy, big, little. If someone thought that adding an
adjective to my last name created a funny phrase, they said
it. I've used the phrase, "Stick and stones ..." more times
than you can count.

Fast -forward to today. Not much is said to me anymore
about my last name - probably because I'm older, or even
just old. Anyway, adults seem less likely to make fun of my
name. Sometimes an authority person will make the mis-
take of asking, "What's your first name? Bradley or Dick?"
I just reply "Moby." That usually shuts them up.

This January, I was researching broadcast engineer
training when I ran across the firm Cleveland Institute
of Electronics (CIE). To get more information about its
program, I had to complete an online form. I got as far as
filling the box with my last name when my screen was im-

mediately filled with a warning notice, "Inappropriate lan-
guage." You can see a screen grab of the message at www.
broadcastengineering.com/images/inappropriate.jpg.

CIE had determined that my name, Dick, is inappropri-
ate language. The site refused to process my information
request until I changed my last name.

I decided to try another approach by changing the entry
in the last name field to, "You may not like my last name
but it's still Dick." Wham, I hit the enter key and the data
was accepted.

About three weeks later, I received an automated e-mail re-
sponse from CIE. Here's how the e-mail was addressed. "Dear
Brad You may not like my last name but it's still Dick."

The e-mail invited me to take a free quiz to identify the
best type of training for me. I'm also getting e -mails from
Elizabeth at e-learning.com filled with photos of pretty
girls inviting me to click for more information.

That was bad enough, but now my own company is bul-
lying me because of my name. When registering at the new
Broadcast Engineering Forum, I typed my username, "bdick,"
completed the remainder of the form and hit enter.

Once again, the language censors took over. "Filled in
username is prohibited on this forum." (This one can
also be found at www.broadcastengineering.com/images/
inappropriate.jpg.)

What's most distressing is that our Web wizards claim
this can't be fixed. To which I replied, "Yes, it can be fixed,
but that would take an engineer, and all you've got are
programmers:'

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Send comments to: editor©broadcastengineering.com

BE

T H E BROADCASTENGMEERMG

Come join the discussion on
the latest industry topics with
other broadcast professionals

and enthusiasts.

http://community.broadcastengineering.com/forums/
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Rethink multi-imace quality
Simply put, Kaleido-X redefines multi -image picture quality. Using unique scaling

technology, it displays the most detailed and color accurate images, irrespective of

picture size. Operators can exploit this power with any number of layouts, across

multiple rooms, enabling them to choose their ideal monitoring configuration. The

very best monitoring, without limitations. t's time to rethink what's possible.

Rethink what's possible

SEE OUR NEW
SYSTEM EXPANSION

OPTIONS AT NAB

BOOTH SU,5811

www.mi-anc a.com/kaleido



FEEDBACK
DEPARTMENT

Frames and fields
Dear editor:

I grew up in my professional career with Broadcast Engineering maga-
zine. Its pages have always given me information on both the old and new
technology. When reading the sidebar accompanying David Birdy's "High-
def video cameras come of age" article in the January 2008 issue, I found
that I had to point out some errors.

Beginning with paragraph two, 59.94 was not used to reduce flicker. The
field rate was 60fps until color was adopted in 1953. Because of the 3.58MHz
that was chosen for the subcarrier, and its relationship to horizontal and
therefore vertical, a slight adjustment to the frame rate was made to use the
chosen subcarrier. Those of us that have worked in analog for years and had
ground loop problems remember the hum bars slowly rolling up the picture,
a true sign that the frame rate did not match the 60Hz power frequency.

Paragraph three states that film was shot at 23.97fps for television. This
is not true. Film has always been shot at 24fps. A motion picture theater
plays back film at 24fps, but displays 48fps by presenting each frame twice
to reduce flicker. A telecine converts 24fps to television rates by using 3:2
pulldown. The film is running at 23.976fps (speed adjusted for 59.94 field
rate). The first frame of film is presented to three fields of video. The next
frame of film is presented to two fields of video. The process then repeats.

Glen
David Birdy responds:

When I wrote "to comply with broadcast standards, film is shot at 23.97fps"
that was written within the context of how a telecine machine works to pro-
vide a usable format for television broadcast. The film is "shot" with a video
camera as part of the telecine process. I can see how that may be confusing
on its own, but given the context of the paragraph, I hope most readers un-
derstood the camera "shooting" to be a video camera, not a film camera.

I stand by the statement that 59.94 will avoid picture flicker on an electri-
cal system that runs at 60Hz.

A ground loop is shown as a hum bar on the television display. The rea-
son the hum bar is present has nothing to do with a frame rate. The hum is
present due to a ground differential - two AC devices on different power
sources that travel to a ground at different times, thus creating a potential
visible as a hum bar.

Thanks for your constructive comments. I see we are both longtime read-
ers of Broadcast Engineering and enjoy the magazine very much.

IT/broadcast engineer gap
Dear editor:

Do you have any suggestions on
bridging the gap between IT employ-
ees and broadcast engineers?

Dale Scherbring

John Luff responds:
That is a HUGE question. I have

some clients who feel that if there are
"networks" involved, video people
should stay away. Others feel that if
the network carries content, then the
IT folks should have an advisory role
only. I applaud the SBE certification
that provides for a bridge to educate
video professionals in network fun-
dementals. Unfortunately, the cur-
riculum to do the educating is hard to
come by. I am working with NAB to
see if there is a role it can play in do-
ing that, so stay tuned!

I think the key is to get someone
to help educate the management on
the complexity of carrying video over
networks, and then get them to buy
into training personnel in the cross-
over technology areas.

New forum
Dear editor:

Glad to hear you started a forum
(http://community.broadcastengineering
.com/forums). CompuServe had one
years ago before computer users got
dumbed down through icons. Thanks
for existing!

Tim Townsend

02.17.09 Countdown to Digital
Broadcast Engineering's weekly online poll

What's your opinion about the FCC
allowing unlicensed devices to
operate in the white spaces on the
digital spectrum?

Should be allowed 9%

Should not be allowed 71%
Won't have any negative effect 18%

Test Your Knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question

of the month on page 8.
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Ikegami ND Cameras:
Our greens won't glue you the blues.

Ikegami's HD cameras are making the competition men...
with envy. With a full line of Native 1080i, Native 72Cp, and
multi -format CMOS cameras, including the HDL-50 Sox
Camera, the HDN-X10 Tapeless Editcam, and the HDK 79EC
camera system, Ikegami CCD and CMOS cameras deliver
flexibility and performance that stands out. Plus our superb
colorimetry means that with Ikegami cameras, the grass is
always greener. Discover the Ikegami difference today.

See Us At NAB Booth #C4228

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc. 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607

East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (310) 297-1900 Southeast (954) 735-2203

Southwest: (972) 869-2363 Midwest: (630) 834-9774 www.ikegami.com

HDN-X10 (EditcamHD)

Ikegami
Tapeless  Wireless  Seamless
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Decoupling
Less can be more in the world of DTV broadcasting.

Ispend a fair amount of time in-
teracting with industry experts on
e-mail forums. Recently, one fo-
rum, the DVDList, has been abuzz

about what most members perceive as
the dawn of a new era in high -quality
HDTV: the end of the format war be-
tween Blu-ray and HD-DVD.

I am not the most popular mem-
ber of the DVDList at the moment. I
have taken the position that Blu-ray
will not replace SD DVD as the deliv-
ery system of choice for home theater
systems. I believe Blu-ray will appeal
primarily to the videophile audience
and those who like to collect mov-
ies rather than renting them, which
is how most movies are acquired for
home viewing today.

The Blu-ray zealots claim that all
TVs benefits from the use of a 1920 x
1080 raster updated progressively (i.e.
not interlaced as with 1080i). They
may be right, but for the wrong rea-
sons. They claim the improvement in
image quality on a 1080p display fed
by a Blu-ray player can easily be seen
even on the 32in to 42in panels sport -

BY CRAIG BIRKMAIFR

ing the 1080p raster. In this, they are
wrong, as this column will explain.

An observation
A recent post from Jerry MacKay,

Littleflick Pictures, to the DVDList
will help explain what's going on
here: "I just rented a movie last night,
and it had a commercial on it for Blu-
ray. It showed footage from 'Pirates of
the Caribbean: 'Wild Hogs; 'National
Treasure: 'Lost: etc. Watching the
commercial, I thought 'Man, Blu-ray
looks GREAT!!!' The movie I rented
was an SD disc, played from an up -
converting DVD player going to my
Sony 46in DLP projection HDTV."

Thanks Jerry! You just revealed
the dirty little secret about SD DVD.
Because the format is optimized for
interlaced displays, it does not typi-
cally deliver the full resolution po-
tential of a 480/576 line format. The
level of vertical detail is significantly
lower than what can be delivered us-
ing frame -based 480/576p formats.

SD DVD players could have used
the full resolution potential of 480p

FRAME GRAB A look at the issues driving today's technology

Online video watching/downloading is up
This year, 61 percent of people will view online video weekly.
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from day one if they had included a
cheap convolution filter to reduce
the vertical detail in the interlaced
composite and S -video ports of the
players. Instead, SD DVD authors are
forced to reduce the levels of vertical
detail for everyone. Scenes with high-
er levels of horizontal detail - like
car grills - must be prefiltered to
prevent severe aliasing on interlaced
displays. The average level of vertical
detail is reduced throughout because
of the filtering required for presenta-
tion on interlaced displays.

The commercial MacKay watched
via his upconverting SD DVD player
looked sharper for good reason. It
was produced in HD using the full
resolution available and then resam-
pled for encoding as 480p rather than
480i. It has significantly more vertical
detail than the rest of the content on
that disc. This makes it pop on today's
big -screen progressive displays and
alias on those old analog interlaced
displays. The Blu-ray vendors are not
worried about the folks watching on
those old displays. They are trying to
get viewers to upgrade to Blu-ray on
big progressive displays.

Authoring a movie title for SD DVD
is a complex process. The average bit
rate for the movie must be calculated so
that it will fit in 4.7Gb. A compression-
ist typically reworks scenes that exhibit
compression artifacts at this average
rate. They may allow the bit rate to in-
crease for that scene or low-pass filter it
to reduce the stress on the encoder.

This raises an important point.
DVDs are one of the few digital video
distribution mediums where people
are paid to make the content quality
as good as possible given the band-
width restrictions. The other medium
where video quality is taken seriously
is with some of the Internet video
download services. Apple's iTunes
store is a prime example.

16 broadcastengineering.com I March 2008



Dolby. Essential to evolving entertainment.
Our yea' s of end -to -end broadcast e>perience make us an essential partner across tl- e entire content
creation and delivery process. From traditional broadcast technologies to new innovaticns for optimizing
content delivery over HDTV, IPT\:, digital radio, mobile services, and beyond, Dolby is tf-er-2 every step

of the way to help make good theigs great Visit us at NAB and see how we can enhance your content
today-and tomorrow.

NAB 2008, April 14-17
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Booth N1814

DOLBY
Dolby and the doulde-D symbid 11,1 ,,j,f If

Laboratories. InL. All rights resnrved SOSM 3g] dolby.com/nab
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We Have the Solution
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NPR Satellite Services is a full-time C Band satellite space
segment provider specializing in building and designing radio
and video networks. NPRSS-with more than 25 years'
experience-helps broadcasters reach new markets while
providing cost-effective solutions. NPRSS offers the satellite
capacity to meet your broadcasting challenges. We provide
system designs using the newest compression methods to
save bandwidth while lowering your costs. Talk to us about
HD Radio over Satellite and custom -designed solutions.

space segment I system design
engineering support I uplink services
equipment I 24/7 customer service
Call NPR Satellite Services at 202.513.2626
or visit us at www.nprss.org

npr
satellite
services

The SD movies that Apple sells
and rents via the iTunes store are en-
coded with 640 x 360 samples from
progressive source. There is no pre -
filtering for interlaced displays. This
resolution is slightly shy of the 720
samples per line for SD DVD, but the
vertical resolution is superior because
the source is not filtered for interlace,
which reduces the effective resolution
of 480i to less than 300 lines.

Another observation
Every TV department of any con-

sumer electronics store today touts
the wonders of 1080p. The salespeo-
ple say 1080p is the best possible reso-
lution for an HD display. They are less
likely to tell you that size matters.

1080p is a good thing on almost
any display, especially those 50in or
larger. Display oversampling is benefi-
cial. Increasing the pixel density helps
to hide the visibility of the raster and
can be used by other applications.

The key issue here is the sam-
pling theorem. Shannon and Nyquist
learned that when sampling images
from the real world, a sampling rate
2X or more than the highest frequency
we want to capture is needed. Cameras
typically use optical filters ahead of
the sensors to limit the level of detail
seen by the sensor to half the resolu-
tion of the sensor. This allows the cam-
era to see horizontal and vertical lines
that are not perfectly aligned with the
sensor sites, and it helps to eliminate
aliasing on diagonal lines. Increase the
sampling rate beyond 2X, i.e., overs-
ampling, and things get even better.

When an image is resampled to a
lower resolution for emission encod-
ing, it reduces noise and puts more
information under the modulation
transfer function (MTF) curve, which
improves the contrast level viewed by a
human. The picture appears sharper.

In the world of computer appli-
cations, the Nyquist limits can be
ignored for certain applications. For
example, we can draw single pixel
lines and have sharp edges on text.
We perceive some aliasing, but we get
much higher contrast. This forms the
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Multibridge Eclipse has SDI, HDMI and Analog
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Multibridge Eclipse is the most sophisticated
editing solution available. With a massive
number of video and audio connections,
elegant design and the world's first 3 Cbis SDI,

advanced editing systems for Windows"' and
Mac OS X"' are now a reality.

Connect to any Deck, Camera or Monitor

Multibridge Eclipse is the only solution that features SDI, HDMI,
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2 channel HiFi monitoring outputs. Connect to HDCAM, Digital
Betacam, Betacam SP, HDV cameras, big -screen TVs and more.

Advanced 3 Gb/s SDI Technology

With exciting new 3 Gb/s SDI connections,
Multibridge Eclipse allows twice the SDI data
rate of normal HD -SDI, while also connecting
to all your HD -SDI and SD -SDI equipment.

Use 3 Gb/s SDI for 4:4:4 HD or edit your latest feature film using
real time 2048 x 1556 2K resolution capture and playback.

2K
DIGITAL

FILM RESOLUTION

World's Highest Quality

Multibridge Eclipse is the first solution to
include 3 Gb/s SDI and Dual Link 4:4:4 SDI
for connecting to decks such as the Sony

HDCAM SR. Multibridge Eclipse works natively in uncompressed
10 bit video, so it offers the highest video quality possible.

Microsoft Windows or Apple Mac OS X

Multibridge Eclipse is fully compatible with Apple Final Cut Pro",
Adobe Premiere Pro", Adobe After Effects", Adobe Photoshop"',
Combustion", Fusion" and any DirectShow" or QuickTime"
based software. Multibridge Eclipse instantly switches between
feature film resolution 2K, 1080HD, 720HD, NTSC and PAL
for worldwide compatibility.

Multibridge Eclipse

$3,495

Learn more today at www.blackmagic-design.com

The Aviator images are courtesy of Miramax, Warner Bros. and the8asement.
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basis for the graphical user interface
and much of the content on the Web.
A computer can also display Nyquist
limited imagery like video and digi-
tal photos; however, the highest fre-
quency in these images must be re-
duced by half.

So a 1080p display is a good thing.
It makes it possible to see more of
a Web page when a browser is put
into a big -screen TV. And it allows
us to upsample whatever source the
TV receives with more samples to
present the available information.
The question, however, is: Can you
see this extra detail? The answer de-
pends on two factors: screen size and
viewing distance.

Recently, CNET Labs directly com-
pared two 50in displays, one with
1280 x 720 resolution and one with
1920 x 1080 resolution. The source
used to feed both was 1080p from
a Blu-ray player. (See "Web links.")
The observers found that on TVs
50in and smaller, the added resolu-
tion has only a minor impact on pic-
ture quality. Bottom line: It's almost
always difficult to see any difference
- especially from farther than 8ft
away on a 50in TV.

Carlton Bale took exception with
this conclusion in a story published
on his Web site. He created an inter-
esting diagram that attempts to relate
how much resolution is needed for

Web links
The DVDList

www.tully.com/DVDList
"720p vs. 1080p HDTV: The final

word," CNET Reviews
littp://re views. c n et com/4520-6449_

7-6810011-1.html?tag=txt
"1080P Does Matter- Here's

When"
wwwcarltonbale.com/2006/11/
1080p -does -matter

"Beyond MPEG-2," Broadcast
Engineering, October 2006
http.//broadcastengineering.
com/infrastructure/broadcasting_
beyond_mpeg/index.html

various screen sizes at different view-
ing distances. (See "Web links.") While
taking issue with the CNET study, his
conclusions are nearly the same.

The realities of decoupling
In the world of analog TV, every-

thing is tightly coupled. The cameras,
equipment in the studio and the TV
all operate synchronously at the same
scanning rates. The main reason that
NTSC has improved in recent years is
related to CCD cameras that overs-
ample in the horizontal axis. These
cameras typically use more than 1000
samples per line to produce a 720 x
480 raster.

With DTV, acquisition, emission
and display are decoupled. It allows
creators to use the highest resolution
possible to acquire the image and then
resample it to lower resolutions for
different applications that range from
the big screen in the family room to
the 2in handheld display. In band-
width -constrained channels, such as
those that exist today for cable, DBS
and ATSC broadcasts, delivering the
highest pixel count can reduce the
delivered image quality as the EBU
found when comparing 720p and
1080p formats for emission. (See "Be-
yond MPEG-2" in "Web links.")

The MPEG compression algorithms
are low-pass filters. The more the
source is quantized, the lower the
quality of the delivered samples.
Resampling to a lower resolution for
emission can improve the delivered
image quality in a bit rate constrained
channel.

What really matters is that we deliv-
er the highest quality samples possible
to the receiver, which must scale every-
thing to the native display resolution.
The folks that author DVDs already
know this. It's time for broadcasters to
understand that less, not more, may be
the most productive path to improv-
ing the quality of DTV. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs.

ElSend questions and comments to:
craig.birkmaier@penton.com
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The UTAH-400 Router Gives You The Power
When you get your hands on a UTAH -400, you've got all
the routing power you'll ever need.

The Utah Scientific family of routers is so powerful, with so many frame choices, you can build the perfect -sized system for your application and budget.
Power at hand for as many signals as you want, in whatever fcrmats Mow at it, up to and including

3-Gb data rates, and internal conversion on inputs and outputs aE needed.
Yet the real power is in the reliability.With multiple redundancy

optims,roind-the-clock support, and thebest warranty in the business, you can't get a more solid system.
On the other band, it's also flexible, expandable, and affordable. Contact as tziday and we'll spec a UTAH -400that's just right foryou.

Note: while the UTAH -400 offers
more power to broadcasters, as an extra bonus, it actually cc nst:ries 25% less energy than similar systems,providing cooler, clearer, and less -expensive operation.

The Best In The Business

www.utahscientific.com

Utah Sckntffice



FCC UPDATE
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Record -keeping rules
New FCC rules requireTV licensees to electronically file

record -keeping forms each quarter.

" n January, the FCC released its
television reregulation order. The
order heralds a dramatic change
in the reporting and record -

keeping requirements for television
licensees. It imposes standardized and
enhanced programming reporting
slated to go into effect 60 days after
a new reporting form is approved by

BY HARRY C_MARTIN

electronically each quarter by April
30, July 30, Oct. 30 and Jan. 30.

In the quarterly reports, which
cover not only the main broadcast
channel but also any additional pro-
gramming streams, each full -service
and Class A licensee is required to de-
scribe its programming according to
a list of categories, including:

In January, the FCC released its
television reregulation order. The

order heralds a dramatic change in
the reporting and record -keeping

requirements for television licensees.

the Office of Management and Budget
and published in the Federal Register.
New public file rules, also adopted in
the order, take effect 60 days after the
FCC's order is published in the Fed-
eral Register.

Reporting requirements
The current issues and programs

lists required by full -service and Class
A licensees will be replaced by the new
FCC Form 355. Licensees will have to
file the form with the commission

Dateline
 April 1 is the deadline for TV sta-
tions in Texas to file their biennial
ownership reports.

In the following states, April 1 is

also is the deadline for TV, Class
A and LPTV stations that originate
programming to place their an-

nual EEO reports in their public files
and place them on their Web sites:
Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky, Penn-
sylvania, Tennessee and Texas.

national news;
local news;
local civic affairs;
local electoral affairs;
local programming;
public service announcements;
paid public service announcements;
programming from underserved
communities;
religious programming; and
programming that is independently
produced.

The report form also requires informa-
tion on closed captioning of program-
ming. In addition, the form requires
a certification that the reporting li-
censee has undertaken ascertainment
efforts to assess the needs of its com-
munity, together with a description
of any programming it has designed
to address those needs.

Public inspection
file requirements

Stations with Web sites must post
their public inspection files online.
Stations without Web sites must post
their files on their state broadcaster

association Web site, if permitted to
do so.

Stations must give notice twice
daily (including at least once be-
tween 6 p.m. and midnight) that the
station's public inspection file is avail-
able at the station's main studio and
on its Web site.

While political files are not re-
quired to be posted on the Web site, e -
mails (but not public correspondence
received in hard copy) from the pub-
lic must be included in the electronic
public file. Stations must retain hard
copies of all letters and e -mails from
the public in their hard copy public
inspection files.

Some documents, such as children's
television reports, which are required
to be included in the public file, are
also available on the FCC's Web site.
If a licensee wants simply to link to
such documents on the FCC site (or
on any site where the documents may
be located, as long as access to that
target site does not require any pay-
ment or registration), it may do so.

Harry C. Martin is a past president of the
Federal Communications Bar Association
and a member of Fletcher, Heald and
Hildreth, PLC.

Send questions and comments to:II -
harty.martin@penton.com
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*11PMW-EX1. The world's first Full HD handheld camcorder.

Under $7800.*

Think you need to spend a bundle for full professional performance? Think again.
The new PMW-EX1 is the world's first handheld camcorder with three half -inch
1920x1080 CMOS sensors-and full 1920x1080 recording. The camcorder also
provides HD or SD -SDI output, complete with embedded audio and time code.
Compared to outdated PC cards, the new SxS PRO- solid state media is smaller,
faster and supports more recording time. And the media is available from Sony
and other manufacturers. Sony's PMW-EX1 XDCAM EX- camcorder is more
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Smart antennas
They can minimize the impact of the DTV transition.

The analog cutoff is now less
than one year away, and with
that change will come new
reception issues for terres-

trial broadcast viewers. Although the
FCC has sought to replicate analog
service in its digital channel alloca-
tion plan, most broadcasters will have
a digital channel assignment different
from their analog one. Inherently, this
means that the RF field conditions
at the viewer's location will be con-
siderably different from those of the
analog service. Smart antennas offer
a convenient way to minimize the im-
pact on the viewer.

Because terrestrial television receiv-
ers must potentially receive signals from
various locations, a fixed antenna can-
not provide optimum reception across

BY AI DO CUGNINI

the available channels. In addition,
community antennas using the same
transmitting site may cause receivers to
experience different multipath recep-
tion conditions across different chan-
nels. While indoor antenna re -aiming

Electronically steerable smart an-
tennas that automatically optimize
the preferred signal direction for each
particular broadcast emission were
developed years ago for military ap-
plications and are increasingly being

Most broadcasters will have a digital
channel assignment different from their
analog one. Smart antennas offer a way
to minimize the impact on the viewer.

may not affect an analog viewer - or
the viewer simply tolerated a lower
SNR on some channels - re -aiming
an antenna for optimum digital service
could be quite burdensome.

FRAME GRAB A look at tomorrow's technology

Telcos vs. cable companies in providing high-speed access
By 2011, telcos will catch up to cable companies.
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used in cellular telephone base sta-
tions. This optimization can take into
account various signal quality factors,
such as signal strength, multipath en-
ergy and BER.

Digital signal reception
varies widely

Terrestrial television reception is
subject to many transmission path
impairments, including multipath
interference, where delayed echos of
the transmitted signal can arrive at
the antenna because of reflections off
large objects in the receiving space.
Moderate to severe multipath can
lead to an increase in BER, which
could compromise video and audio
or, in the worst case, result in no re-
ception at all.

While this situation can often be
remedied by physically re -aiming the
receiving antenna, this adjustment
may not be ideal for all received
stations because of their different
transmission powers, frequencies
and locations.

These difficulties are compounded
because of the cliff effect, wherein the
BER increases catastrophically below
a certain C/N ratio or D/U interfer-
ence ratio. As such, antenna adjust-
ment can be problematic under many
reception conditions. The situation

24 broadcastengineering.com I March 2008
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is equally inconvenient with outdoor
antennas (requiring a rotator) or in-
door ones (requiring frequent trips to
the television).

It is now practical to use this same
technology for consumer digital tele-
vision reception. By providing an
automatic mechanism to adjust the

adjusts the antenna for optimal re-
ception of each DTV station.

One example of such a system is
shown schematically in Figure 1. The
optimization algorithm is typically
executed by the CPU in the receiv-
ing device and is done once during
initial setup. In addition to selecting

Figure 1. Simple smart antenna system, with selectable element phase and overall
gain

antenna, the direction and gain (am-
plification) of the antenna can be
electronically changed, with no need
for user intervention or physical ad-
justment of the antenna. This type of
antenna functions by changing the
relative gain and phase (delay) of the
internal elements. While offering a
high degree of optimization for both
signal capture and interference rejec-
tion, this kind of adaptive antenna is
somewhat complex and hence expen-
sive to implement.

Practical smart antennas
An alternate type of smart antenna

is the so-called switched beam an-
tenna system. In this system, multiple
fixed elements within the antenna
are selectively used so that a primary
receiving direction is favored. At the
same time, strong sources of multi -
path can be negated. An optimization
algorithm can perform a trade-off be-
tween the two factors. The user sim-
ply plugs the antenna in to a suitably
equipped DTV receiver or converter
box, and the receiver automatically

different azimuth directions, units
can operate with different levels of RF
amplification. This is useful in areas
of high signal strength to avoid over-
load of the receiver front end, which
could otherwise result in high inter -
modulation distortion.

Selecting an antenna direction
and gain setting for optimum signal
reception involves assessing the sig-
nal quality over the operating extent
of the antenna. Various parameters
of the received signal can be evalu-
ated and weighed, including signal
strength, mean squared error of the
channel equalizer, spectral flatness
and unwanted interference.

Depending on the system architec-
ture, this optimization process can be
tightly integrated with the demodu-
lator or implemented separately. The
combination of direction and gain can
also be used in a more sophisticated
algorithm that anticipates third -order
intermodulation interference from
strong UHF taboo channels, or from
the n ± 1, two -channel pairs where
tuner RF selectivity may be minimal.

A standardized smart
antenna interface

While a smart antenna can be an
option to the consumer, it will only
function if the appropriate interface
is available at the receiver. Such an in-
terface has been developed and stan-
dardized by the Consumer Electron-
ics Association, and is known as CEA-
909A, "Antenna Control Interface?'

This standard describes how a com-
pliant receiver can operate with any
compliant antenna, regardless of man-
ufacturer. The standard also specifies
the data format used, the connection
standards and other requirements.

The antenna configuration is nei-
ther specified nor implied, leaving
specific design considerations to the
manufacturer. As such, an elaborate
system can even be designed using a
full-blown antenna farm. The more
practical design allows for the real-
ization of an affordable, attractive
antenna with a small form factor, as
seen in Figure 2.

The CEA R4-WG4 working group
has also defined a control protocol
that works over the antenna coax,
resulting in two options for the CEA-
909A standard: one that uses a sepa-

Figure 2.A smart antenna can be a small,
attractive and affordable solution.

rate connector for the control signal,
and one that shares the RF signal con-
nector/coax.

Proven utility
DTV smart antennas have been

tested in a variety of field locations
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with promising results. The new antenna has demonstrat-
ed a considerable advantage over various indoor antennas,
including the popular mini yagi, with no amplification,
and the set -top UHF loop/VHF rod antenna combination
with built-in amplification. The smart antenna performs
at least as well as a hand -optimized yagi - but doesn't re-
quire user intervention. In a few locations, smart antennas
may be unable to automatically optimize the signal. How-
ever, in those few cases, a yagi would require meticulous
adjustment as well, especially when subjected to a high
level of multipath.

Preliminary tests by the CEA R-5 Antenna Standards
committee have shown impressive results, finding that a
smart antenna can be most effective in ghosty areas and

A smart antenna can be
most effective in ghosty
areas and increase DTV
system performance by

as much as 12dB.

can increase DTV system performance by as much as 12dB.
In addition, both the MSTV and the NAB have endorsed
the technology, and the NTIA is allowing the interface on
converter boxes certified in its DTV coupon program.

Various DTV converter box manufacturers now include
the smart antenna interface on their products. Nonethe-
less, and despite the potential of the technology, the pub-
lic knows little about it, and retail stores are of little help.
With a bottom line mentality, the major store chains have
been hurt in the past by poor antenna sales, so they don't
want to carry a slow mover that won't come down in price
unless millions are sold. Just imagine the confused cus-
tomer who has reception difficulties and blames it on the
DTV receiver or converter. As with the DTV transition it-
self, education is needed in order to fully appreciate the
benefits of digital television.

Aldo Cugnini is a consultant in the digital television industry.

Disclosure: The author is a consultant to a company that
manufactures smart antennas.
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Comparing BXF/MXF
Although different, the standards are complementary.

By now you probably have
heard of the Material eX-
change Format (MXF),
and if you haven't already

heard about the Broadcast Exchange
Format (BXF), you will soon. As
these two formats grow in popularity,
broadcasters want to know the differ-
ence between the two.

The two technologies cover fun-
damentally different aspects of the
transition to digital technology, yet
they are highly complementary. Part
of the confusion about these formats
is caused by their names. Although
they both include the word "format,"
it might be more appropriate to call
BXF a protocol and MXF a wrapper.
And while they both contain the word
"exchange," BXF exchanges metadata
as messages, while MXF primarily
exchanges pictures and sound along
with a small amount of metadata.

Defining the two standards
As Bruce Devlin of Snell & Wilcox,

one of the primary authors of MXF,
points out, "MXF is a container which
glues together video, audio, VBI,
VANC and metadata. BXF is a meta -
data language which facilitates stan-
dardized communications between
the program planning, automation
and traffic areas of your facility."

Chris Lennon, the chairman of
SMPTE 22.10, the committee that
developed BXF, says, "BXF, despite
the acronym's similarities to MXF, is

BY BRAD GILMFR

something entirely different. BXF al-
lows for the exchange of decoupled
content -related metadata among
systems, and also allows for the com-
munication of content movement
instructions."

Lennon goes on to point out, "Not
only do BXF and MXF have no colli-
sions, they serve completely different

Although they
both include the
word "format,"

it might be more
appropriate to call
BXF a protocol and

MXF a wrapper.

needs. But BXF and MXF are likely to
be key components of a total system.
Picture a BXF message initiating the
movement of content from server A
to server B. When the content ar-
rives, wrapped in MXF, its metadata
is extracted by MXF-aware utilities,
which then use BXF to notify traffic,
program -planning and automation
systems that the content has arrived
at the playout server:'

Distinguishing between a
wrapper and a protocol

As Figure 1 shows, a wrapper is a

type of file format that is specifically
designed to carry other things inside.
In the figure, you can see that video,
audio and title information are all
contained inside one MXF file. Meta -
data is also enclosed in the file. Some
people think of MXF as a digital ver-
sion of a tape in a box with a label on
the front and a rundown sheet inside.

MXF file wrapper

Milift dr
Audio Metadata

Figure 1. MXF is a file wrapper that
can contain video, audio, subtitles and
metadata.

MXF is primarily intended for the
exchange of finished content between
two devices. While MXF supports
streaming of content, it is primarily
deployed in file transfer applications.

How does this compare to BXF?
Earlier I referred to BXF as a pro-
tocol. It fits the Dictionary.com
definition of a protocol as "a set of
rules governing the format of mes-
sages that are exchanged between
computers." BXF is a standard
that defines an agreement between

Get essence
and metadata

Save
essence and

metadata
Notify users End

Figure 2. An ingest pull process flow. While this is an extremely simplified diagram, it shows the top-level steps for acquiring
a piece of media and metadata, saving the media and metadata, and then notifying the user (or follow-on systems) that the
ingest is complete. BXF messages allow the exchange of standardized messages between systems as this process takes
place.
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manufacturers in the broadcast in-
dustry about messages that are sent
between different systems in a tele-
vision facility. More specifically, the
agreement covers the software tech-
nology to be used, the meaning of
specific messages and the behavior
that is expected between originators
and receivers of messages using BXF
technology. Hopefully, this explains
just how completely different BXF
and MXF really are.

Figure 2 on page 30 shows an ex-
tremely simplified case of acquiring
essence and metadata, storing that
essence and metadata, and notifying
users that the process is complete.
Clearly, this diagram could be greatly
expanded, but the point is to show
the level at which BXF operates. BXF
involves agreements about messages
that are sent as part of a process. So
the layout of messages to get the con-
tent, notify users, exchange informa-
tion about the metadata associated
with the content, and so on are stan-
dardized in BXF.

In this process, you may get the es-
sence and metadata in Figure 2 as an
MXF file. But the essence can come
in another format as well. BXF is all
about the messages and commands
that are exchanged across a network
in support of a workflow process.

Complementary standards
So if BXF and MXF are so different,

how are they also complementary? An
example will help illustrate how the
two can work together.

In Figure 3, a commercial is sched-
uled in the traffic system. The traffic
system sends a BXF message to the
content distribution system, request-
ing the commercial. The commercial,
wrapped as an MXF file, is delivered
to the edge server at the station,
where the automation confirms that
the MXF metadata identifier matches
the commercial that was ordered. The
automation system then automati-
cally ingests the commercial, trans-
ferring it from the edge server to the
playout server as an MXF file. The

traffic system schedules the commer-
cial for air and sends a playout log to
automation using BXF. After airing,
the automation system sends as -run
information about the commercial to
traffic using BXF.

BXF is all about
the messages and
commands that
are exchanged

across a network
in support of a

workflow process.

In this example, BXF and MXF
work together in a typical ingest -to -
broadcast workflow. The figure is

greatly simplified, but it illustrates the
points that BXF and MXF fulfill differ-
ent roles in a facility, and that they are
complementary. Furthermore, BXF

Traffic

Schedule
Start --Is commercial

#1234

10-

Traffic

Schedule
commercial
#1234 for air

BXF message

Please send
commercial
#1234

Content delivery
service
Deliver

commercial
#1234

BXF message

I am pushing
commercial
#1234 to you

Edge server

Store
commercial

#1234

Automation Automation

Check Transfer
commercial -00- commercial

#1234 to air server

MXF
file

Traffic

Send log
events to

automation

BXF message

Here are new
log events

Automation

Play
commercial

#1234

Automation

Send as -run
Endlog to traffic

Figure 3. A simplified workflow example using both BXF and MXF
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From coast to coast, Remote Recording has
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24/7 technical support. With dedicated staff and regional service centers, assistance
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enhances the ability of systems to com-
municate information about content
so that as new information becomes
available in one system, it can be used
to update databases in other systems

Pressure is growing
to address this area
of the industry as

the drive to reduce
errors and deliver

more flexibility in the
viewing experience

increases.

also tracking that content. This avoids
rekeying - one of the main sources of
transmission errors in nonintegrated
facilities.

Focus is on harmonization
As BXF and MXF are rolled out in

broadcast facilities, there is a new fo-
cus on harmonizing the exchange of
business information upstream of the
playout facility. Right now, some sys-
tems participate in a business process
that ultimately results in the compiled
on -air or online viewer experience.
Of course, a lot of information is ex-
changed between business entities dur-
ing this process, and up to this point,
very little of this is standardized. In
fact, quite a bit of this still takes place
using fax machines and spreadsheets.

Some broadcasters are just now ex-
ploring whether it is possible to create
the amount of Electronic Data Inter-
change (EDI) specifications or stan-
dards to support these processes. Pres-
sure is growing to address this area of
the industry, as the drive to reduce er-
rors and deliver more flexibility in the

viewing experience increases.
BXF and MXF are two different

technologies, but both are necessary to
support digital workflows. New work is
beginning in the area of business elec-
tronic data interchange upstream of the
traditional on -air systems to support
increased flexibility and to create even
better end -viewer experiences.

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the
Advanced Media Workflow Association
and executive director of the Video
Services Forum.
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ISend questions and comments to:
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Ultra -reliable SD & HD ingest.
iCR delivers the industry's best real-time encoding performance for both

SD and HD video, including MXF wrapping on the fly and real-time proxy

generation. iCR eliminates dropped frames and other common encoding

problems. But iCR offers much more than just encoding. It provides a

comprehensive range of features that ensure repeatable quality and enable

metadata-driven workflows.

snellwilcox.com/icr
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Convert the Content You Have
into the Content You Need...

Only One System
Does it All

 Ultra -reliable SD/HD Ingest

 Real-time Proxy Creation

 Metaciata Annotation

 Real-time End -to -End

Quality Control

 Value Added Applications

 Repurposing for Multi -

Platform Distribution

 Enterprise Class Integration

Industrialized Operations  More Efficient Distribution Optimized Viewing Experience

iCR from Snell & Wilcox is the industry's first end -to -end
content repurposing solution. With iCR you can ingest your
SD & HD content at the industry's highest reliability and
quality standards, create digital masters and proxies, add
technical and business metadata and repurpose your content
for multiple revenue generating distribut on platforms.

Real-time end -to -end quality control tools automatically verify
both your baseband and fi e -based concert, saving you time
and money while dramatically improving your efficiency.

Available as a stand-alone workstation or an enterprise -wide
solution, iCR stands out from the crowd by industrializing
your workflow and delivering repeatable quality.
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Repurposing for multi -platform distribution.
Broadcast, IPTV, VOD, mobile, web, broadband and more. iCR enables you to
effortlessly repurpose content for multi -platform distribution. And it does this with

high quality and reliability at a low cost.

0 2007 Snell & Wilcox Limited. All Rights Reserved

Snell & Wilcox, Putting Pictures to Work and iCR are trademarks of the Snell & Wilcox Group.
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Camera support
Proper maintenance is important. New camera
options make setup and alignment a breeze.

Camera maintenance has
changed. During the days
of the tube camera, much
more needed to be done

to maintain the overall quality of the
camera. With CCD cameras and now
digital cameras, maintenance require-
ments have changed and are, overall,
easier. However, just because the re-
quirements are easier doesn't mean
you still don't need the proper tools
to set up and align cameras to main-
tain a consistent quality. The need for
correct tools is one requirement that
has not changed.

Color temperature
Your alignment flow and lighting

and test charts must be the same for
all cameras to maintain consistency

What's most important is to have
a consistent and correct color tem-
perature lighting source. My Sony
PTB 500 light box, for example, has
sensors that vary the voltage to the
lamp as the lamp deteriorates so it
will maintain a consistent output and
color temp. My Minolta color meter
rates the light box at 3180K, which is
close to the ideal 3200K.

If your lighting is not exactly 3200K
but very close, it's probably fine. The

BY DAVID HART

that it is consistent, as tungsten lights
deteriorate in temperature with time.

Reference lenses
It is advisable to have a reference

lens for calibrating your cameras.
The optimum sweet spot for the lens-
es I use has been 60mm to 70mm.
That puts me in the middle of the
zoom range on most normal 15- or
18 -to -1 lenses. I try to be 6ft to 7ft
away from my charts or light box.

With the advent of digital cinema-
tography, you may want to consider
some of the prime lenses for the test
area instead of a zoom lens as the
primes are used most often in movie
creation. Again, being consistent

the setups will provide consis-
tent results. Consistency is the
key to success.

Camera setup
As for the cameras, almost all

have the same basic type of setup.
In older analog cameras, the user
would verify an output level from the
CCD block green channel using the
lens iris and then balance the output
of the first stage or video amplifier
board to be a nominal value for red,

The issue is not necessarily having the
exact color temperature, but having

a consistent color temperature.

issue is not necessarily having the exact
color temperature of 3200K, but hav-
ing a consistent color temperature.

Having a chart on the wall with
the proper lighting to cover it evenly
is also a fine setup for aligning cam-
eras. However, you should measure
the color temperature daily to be sure

green and blue. In the case of most
Sony cameras, it was 0.5V on the out-
put. On some cameras, you would
also need to balance the test signal
outputs to 0.5V for each channel.
Then, assuming the rest of the camera
(i.e. the encoder) works correctly, you
can use that same test signal to adjust

the rest of the signal path through the
camera.

The analog camera is out, and we
are in the digital camera age. These
cameras are easier to adjust. In es-
sence, all that is needed is to set the
output of the CCD block either in the
first stage, the video amplifier board
in Sony cameras, or directly on the
CCD block itself.

Several cameras now have either a
video amplifier board di-
rectly on the CCD block

The Sony HDW790 is one of the many
new HD cameras that has quick and
easy setup and alignment options.

or the initial output is set on the pre-
amplifier board on the CCD block.
Next, set the test signals, and balance
the output of the video amplifier card
using the test signals. After doing this,
the camera is set. There are, of course,
separate issues of black and white
shading that need to be checked and
adjusted to match your lenses.

Alignment
To give an example of how to align

an HD camera, let's look at Sony
cameras. Most cameras will use a
similar process.

Because of the dual output on
these HD cameras, the levels of each
of the two outputs for each channel,
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RGB, need to be balanced. The bal-
ance should be checked and adjusted
for both black and white - black
with the lens capped, and white using
a grey scale. Balancing the outputs as-
sures you that there will not be any
abnormalities in the final output of
the camera.

Next, the lens needs to be adjusted to
the recommended f-stop. I recommend
using a remote control or master setup
unit to set the lens iris. The readout on
either of these is much more accurate
than trying to line up the markings on
the iris ring on the lens.

Once you have the proper iris level,
the outputs of each channel should be
adjusted on the CCD block preampli-
fier board. The levels are normally
given in the service manual.

Not all cameras have the same out-
put level. However, most of them do
have the same adjustments. You can
also use the remote control or master

setup panel to set the test output levels.
This is done by setting the individual
levels of each channel for 100 percent
on the HD waveform and then storing
the information in your reference file.

Finally, the output level of the CCD
block signal on the video amplifier
board is set to 100 percent, also using
the controls on the video amplifier
board. When this is completed, both
the test signals and the analog video
signals should be 100 percent.

Many of the new cameras are
almost alignment free. For ex-
ample, Sony's HDC1500, F23 and
HDWF900R normally do not need
any of the alignments the older HD
cameras required. They are set at the
factory to exacting standards for the
output of the CCD blocks. And even
though the CCD is an analog device,
the output through the camera will
remain the same over the entire life
of the unit.

In cameras with lens files, a white
offset for individual lenses can be
stored. This is a great advantage if you
use several different manufacturers'
lenses. It allows you to adjust the red
and blue balances to correct for any
difference in color transmission be-
tween lenses. You can also store white
shading data in that same lens file.

Lighting
Any camera, including the latest gen-

eration of HD cameras, needs a con-
sistent light source for the charts and
a standard lens for the tests. Without
them, you can never be sure that any
of your cameras - analog, SD or HD
- are set correctly. But with consistent
lighting for charts and a standard lens
for the cameras, all your cameras will
give you the same look every time. BE

David Hart is 37 -year veteran of the video,
HD and digital cinema camera field,
specializing in Sony cameras.
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Broadcast Automation with a Human Touch
To yield the best crop year in and year out, you need to be consistent and well ordered. Sure,
good equipment is essential, but most important is quallity selection that only comes from the
human touch. As broadcasting grows ever more complex, automating operations is becoming a
necessity. However, most automation systems, by package design, enforce a rigid, fixed -architecture
regime and database dependence. Such systems are foreign to your natural workflow - limiting your
freedom of selection and your ability to grow for future seasons.

At Crispin, we realize that automation doesn't have to mean the end of autonomy. We enhance
performance, not just command it. Our systems are modular in design and database independent,
providing an organic workflow to your operations by using only the pieces that match your op-
erations, plans and budget. Be it Total Automation, Master Control, Newsroom Automation or
Archiving and Asset Management, through modular design, our systems grow as you do, offering
powerful tools for your technical team to be at it best for years to come. We back this up with our
amazing Crispin4Life -7Year Free Support Plan, plus unrivaled customer service, both unmatched in
the industry. But most importantly is our commitment to personal attention and working closely
with you to develop a highly individual, fail-safe, broad horizon automation solution with an intuitive
human touch.

Crispin.

www.crispincorp.com
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Press
consolidates
its D.C.
operation
RY CHUCK HFFNFR AND DANNY GURLFY

The Associated Press (AP) is
one of the world's oldest and
largest news organizations,
with major offices in Lon-

don, New York and Washington, D.C.,
as well as regional offices around the
world. The Washington, D.C., opera-
tion had two separate K Street locations
- just two blocks apart. One was for
AP's Washington News Bureau and the
other for the Broadcast News Center. In
December 2007, AP consolidated the
two by moving to a new downtown fa-
cility. The layout of the new building, at
the corner of 13th Street and L Street,
maximizes the editorial, production
and administrative synergies for the
more than 460 people working there.

The relocation allowed AP to bring
its multiple departments, including
international video, radio, domes-
tic video, online video, multimedia,
photography, broadcast graphics and
print journalism, together into a sin-
gle facility. Hundreds of miles of data
cable, four miles of electrical cable,
three miles of conduit and more than
a mile of mechanical piping link the
four -floor, 82,000sq-ft facility, where
three levels share an interconnecting
scissor -type stairway.

Planning
Professional Products of Gaithers-

burg, MD, and AP engineering han-
dled the systems design and integra-
tion for the entire broadcast, IT and
telco infrastructure, including:
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SYSTEM DESIGN
SHOWCASE

a technical core and data center
with 14 rows of Stantron racks and
emergency power system support;

three TV and four radio studios;
a central news desk area with an in-

tercom, router panels and audio/vid-
eo monitoring at each workstation;

about 70 video and audio digital,
ENPS MOS-enabled editing stations;
 LAN closets to enable data drops to
400 desktops connected over a 10GB
fiber backbone; and

a master control center that sup-
ports video ingest and playout opera-
tions, satellite positioning and camera
control, among other applications.

The server system
The chief objective was the imple-

mentation of a facility video server sys-
tem for all departments to share, edit,
view and distribute story information.
Each department previously used sepa-
rate, dedicated servers and relied on tape

with AP's ambitions, and it was clear the
cross pollination between departments
would suffer in some capacity with a
standard out -of -the -box server.

AP selected an MOS-enabled so-
lution that was interoperable with
its ENPS newsroom system and Fi-
nal Cut Pro editor. The goal was to
ingest a story once and then repur-
pose it across multiple departments.
The computing hardware is based on
the Apple Xserve, Mac Pro and Xsan
platforms, as well as Gallery's Sienna
OriginOne MOS gateway software,

Workflow
Master control is located on the

sixth floor and is home to eight oper-
ator stations, three of which are des-
ignated for video ingest and playout
operations. The AP server has 12 in-
gest channels and four playout chan-
nels. Master control operators com-
municate with content management

The main newsroom on the fifth floor is where the majority of incoming and outgoing
content is organized for every AP department, including the Associated Press Television
Network (APTN) and Online Video Network (OVN).

exchanges and audio/video baseband
connections to share resources and in-
formation for stories. The streamlined
workflow not only provides a more ef-
ficient operation but also cuts costs and
system complexity.

The challenge of designing a central
server system for all operations is find-
ing a technology platform to accom-
modate everyone. The existing com-
mercial options for broadcast servers in
early 2007 were not entirely compatible

and satellite coordinators in the main
newsroom over a Clear -Corn Eclipse
digital intercom system to coordinate
ingest schedules and playlists.

On the fifth floor, the main news-
room is the main traffic area for orga-
nizing incoming and outgoing content.
Master control operators communicate
with the central resource desk coordi-
nators and refer to the ScheduALL traf-
fic system to confirm incoming satellite
feeds and available ingest channels.

During ingest, QC checks for audio
and video levels, and adjustments are
performed with a Harris TVM-850 and
Snell & Wilcox RollPod. The DV25-
based content is available for editing on
all workstations as soon as the recording
process begins. Operators can browse
low -resolution proxy content. The im-
mediate availability of the audio and
video assets is based on Gallery's Sienna
StoryCut feature, which ties the editing
system to the newsroom computer.

This is where the advantage becomes
clear for different departments. Ra-
dio operators can begin the process of
stripping audio from video. The Asso-
ciated Press Television Network can run
with the audio and video. And the On-
line Video Network can use different
aspects of the file for its applications.

The server provides 18TB of fully
mirrored ingest and editing storage
and 4TB of playout storage, which
represents a week's worth of online
content. Five Vicom Vmirror VM-2
network appliances provide the mir-
roring for Apple Xserve RAID storage.

The ingest-to-playout ratio of stor-
age space reflects the philosophy of a
news organization, making room for
fresh story material. Edited material
is transferred to the playout volume,
where master control distributes it to
AP's London headquarters or other
client facilities.

Long-term storage is mainly handled
with DVCAM videotape. Journalists
and producers assign video MOS ob-
jects to ENPS stories as the story is
created. Content managers then assign
specific stories into an archive run list.
When the list becomes active, it creates
a playlist of all video objects in proper
running order, which are then automat-
ically archived to the DVCAM tape.

Two operator stations in master
control are primarily used for camera
control and shading. Three stations are
used for audio and video feed moni-
toring and disaster recovery, which
permits taking control if the London
control room has a problem. All MCR
positions can access the satellite dishes
through CompuSat. Each station re-
ceives sources through a Pro -Bel Sirius
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Time is ticking on the
transition to HD

Now you can handle 5.1 Audio
sources with ease
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If you're planning for Multicast 5.1 and stereo
broadcast, and need SDI and Dolby® E audio
distribution, investing in a Studer Vista Digital
Audio Console means you'll be ready for HDTV
now. With the acclaimed Vistonics user interface
making operation simple and fast, Vista consoles
represent the fastest route to the future.

NEW Dedicated 5.1 Input
channels with processing
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DIGITAL MIXING SYSTEMS

www.studench/HD H A Harman International Company
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SYSTEM DESIGN
SHOWCASE

256 x 320 router. Monitoring is handled
by six, 46in Sharp LCDs and an Evertz
VIP -12 channel multi -image display.

Master control shares the sixth floor
with the technical core, a 2592sq-ft
room that houses the entire broad-
cast, IT and telco infrastructure. Most
of the facility's 140 Stantron racks are
housed in this space (84 E -Racks, plus

about 20 two -post IT and telco racks).
Professional Products populated the
racks with equipment, preterminated
the cables and tested the rack systems
at its Maryland warehouse, saving
valuable time once on -site.

Details
A 12in raised floor was installed

TECHNOLOGIES GROUP

High Power Monitoring Solutions For
Your Entire Broadcast Delivery System

Accurate power measurements for any analog, digital, or combined
application, high peak power levels and built-in ports for signal analysis.

Transmitter Power Monitor
0-4 Vdc outputs for simple integration 

Built in calibrated coupler ports 
Designed for in -line calibration 

Electronic Corporation

Call 866.695.4569 or visit
www.bird-technologies.com
sal es@b rd -tech nologi es. corn

easurement

Broadcast Power Monitor Enhanced
 built-ui data logging
 Alarm -outputs and relays for system control

 Remote access and control with IP'SNMP

It has always been true that reliable performance from your R
products means less downtime, less maintenance, and fewer
headaches. This is even truer in today's digital environment.

The advancement of Digital technology is transforming the
entire Broadcast industry and Bird is prepared. The BPME
is your out -of -the -box solution for monitoring your HD Radio
(IBOC), Digital Television or even combined Analog and Digital
Broadcast applications.

and YY maR

in the technical core prior to the in-
tegration process. Stantron provided
customized bases that were set into
the floor, allowing the installers to
drop and bolt the finished racks into
predrilled holes. The raised floor is a
critical piece of the HVAC plan, with
cool air flowing up through the floor
and into the racks to keep the equip-
ment cool. The air is directed upward
and out the top, where Stantron rack
top fans assist the airflow pattern.
Four 20 -ton Stulz Air Technology
Systems provide total facility heating
and cooling.

The Stantron E -Racks (36in deep
by 22in wide) offer plenty of space
for cable management, with tie -off
points provided every eight inches.

Master control operators share various
duties across eight stations, including
ingest and playout and feed monitoring.

Built-in horizontal lacing bars further
enhance cable management in the
densely populated racks. Cables are
tied to the interior sides of the rack,
where Stantron PowerOptions 180 -
degree rotational power strips are
vertically mounted on Stantron Pow-
erMount brackets. Power redundancy
is provided through dual power sup-
plies, with each rack featuring a grid
A and grid B. The technical core sys-
tem is backed up on multiple systems
from MGE UPS Systems with power
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Think about it.
two inputs

a four outputs
700 hours of
storage

The MAXX-2400 from 360 Systems.
Only $29,995.

360 Systems' new MAXX-2400 delivers
more video server at a lower cost, than
anything else in the industry. By far.

360 Systems' new MAXX-2400 lets you ingest
two feeds at once, while playing two others.
You can also play four programs at the same
time; and while all that's going on, ask it to
exchange content with an NLE through its
fast Ethernet link.

Six Terabytes of RAID -6 internal storage
protects your content, and delivers over 700
hours of cost-effective space. The MAXX-2400
provides total redundancy on power and
cooling as well, plus hot -swap power and
drives.

Take a closer look, and you'll find a full
complement of features that enhance
workflow and content quality, like Remote
Workstation software that lets you set up
work areas wherever you need them - for
ingest, trimming, playlisting or review.

But more important than features, the
MAXX-2400 is all about quality and reliability.
It's design is field -proven, with thousands of
Image Servers in service around the world.

Whether you're running a national network,
a mid -market station, or a cable access channel
- stop by our web site for the complete story
on the MAXX-2400. It's about the business of
broadcasting - delivering quality, and helping
you take more to the bottom line.

www.360systems.com  servers0360systems.com  Tel (818) 991-0360  31355 Agoura Road, Westlake Village CA 91361



SYSTEM DESIGN
SHOWCASE

conditioning. A large Caterpillar generator can power the
entire facility for 30 hours.

The broadcast portion of the technical core is systemati-
cally arranged to house equipment responsible for various
stages of the video signal flow en route to the main rout-
ing switcher. External sources are brought into the facility
through various satellite and fiber receivers, which com-
prise one rack row. The signals then move on to a second
row of racks filled with Snell & Wilcox signal processing,
conversion, distribution and synchronization gear. More
than 100 Snell & Wilcox A/D converters are used for signal
conversion. The Pro -Bel Sirius video router, with an Aurora
controller and a Freeway RS -422 control router, is the heart
of the video system. Snell & Wilcox distribution amplifiers
assist the facility with Belden 1695A plenum cabling.

Internal video sources consist of three small TV studios,
including two chroma key studios on the fourth floor,
each complete with a Hitachi HV-D15 camera and Crystal
Vision Sapphire chroma keyer for inserts. There also is a
48ft x 24ft two -camera Hitachi Z-4000 studio on the fifth
floor, used for panel discussion and other video produc-
tions. It features a Ross Video Synergy 100 digital produc-
tion switcher, an Avid Deko 550 character generator and a
Yamaha MG166FX audio mixer.

N -N 3 Y S
analogies

Digital TV
T,--'1" Fr Monitoring

How good is the cable TV service
delivered to your subscribers?

Last mile QAM diagnosis & performance
management solution

NEW for NAB ,HOW
www.enensys.corn

Available in the US through
Tel: +1 858 613 1818
www.dyeo.corn

Available in Canada through
Tel: +1 800 668 0175
www.copellaca

MO MPPro Broadcast Division

CAPELLA
TELECOMMUINICAllONS INC

Integration
I he integration of broadcast and IT within the same

technical core was perhaps the greatest technical chal-
lenge. The IT portion included integration of a Nortel
voice-over-IP system that connects to each user worksta-
tion. Professional Products handled the entire IT integra-
tion, based on a complex Cisco routing infrastructure.

The two -post racks from APWMayville in the technical
core are populated with Cisco routers, switchers and patch
panels, most of which include built-in fan systems because
of the density of this equipment. The two -post configura-
tion accommodates the side -to -side cooling required for
IT equipment by eliminating the side panels found on tra-
ditional broadcast racks.

Two LAN dosets are on each floor. Each LAN closet,
cooled to 68 degrees, features three APWMayville two -post
racks populated with patch panels for both LAN and SDI sig-
nal distribution. Four separate GigE data connections, plus
one SDI video output and RF cable output, are available to
each user. The LAN closet locations ensure that cable runs are
restricted to 200ft. Professional Products also installed cable
to 21 client stations on the fourth floor. The rooms feature a
broadcast service panel with ties to the facility's router and
intercom. Cable runs were also provided to a series of offices
on the seventh floor for other A/V applications.

Enjoying success
The project was a challenge on many fronts. Managing

300 miles of cable from floor to floor over a massive amount
of real estate was challenging enough. However, the server
integration and automation workflow turned out to be the
biggest challenge. The result is one symbiotic system where
everyone is sharing sources and repurposing assets across
multiple departments -a truly integrated A/V system. BE

Chuck Hefner is senior applications engineer and Danny Gurley
is project supervisor for Professional Products.

Design team:
Professional Products
Steve Losquadro, director of project management
Rick Winde, exec. mgr., Designed Systems Group
Danny Gurley, project supervisor
Jack McMahan, senior project supervisor
Bob Myer, systems design engineer
Chuck Hefner, senior applications engineer
Jeff Schowalter, systems test engineer
Alan Spain, applications engineer
Paul Ghattas, senior systems programmer

Associated Press
Steve Kuhn, director of broadcast engineering
Lou Pagan, director of broadcast systems



Technology at work
AP

Billboarder metadata management system
ENPS Newsroom System

Apple
Final Cut Pro
Mac Pro
QuickTime Pro

Xsan

Xserve RAID storage
APWMayville two -post data racks
Avid Deko 550 character generator
Belden 1695A plenum cabling
Caterpillar generator system
Cisco data routers and switchers
Clear-Com Eclipse digital intercom
CompuSat satellite dish control
Crystal Vision Sapphire chroma keyer
Dell blade servers
Evertz VIP -12 multi -image processors
Gallery Sienna StoryCut and OriginOne software
Harris Vidoetek TVM-850 test and measurement
Hitachi Z-4000 and HV-D15 video cameras
MGE UPS Systems backup system

Netia

Radio -Assist automation
Autofile server

Nortel voice-over-IP network
Pro -Bel

Aurora controller
Freeway RS -422 control router
Sirius video router

°logic 9200 FC switcher
Ross Video Synergy 100 digital production switcher
ScheduALL traffic system
Simulsat dish surveillance
Snell & Wilcox

RollCall Management system
RollPod interface
Frame synchronizers, distribution amplifiers and

signal converters
Stantron

E -Racks

PowerOptions thin power strips
Stulz Air Technology Systems HVAC
Vicom Vmirror VM-2 storage network appliances
Yamaha MG166FX audio mixer

PEACE OF MIND

NAB
April 14-17, 2008
Booth # SU 11228 Your network is complicated enough..

Relax with Scopus

Efficient Bandwidth Utilization: MPEG-4 encoding  DVB-S2 modulation

Premium Channel Offering: HD encoding

Advanced Video Processing: Statistical multiplexing  Splicing/DPI

, ---.

SCOPUS
_i...)..) Video Networks

www.scopus.net/peaceofmind
Contact us now: 609-987-8090
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Prevent antenna failures
A system crash could cost your station airtime.

In January, this column discussed
the growth of the antenna com-
plex on the Sears Tower in Chi-
cago. As noted in that article,

the installation was successful, but
problems occurred, and they were
taken care of by an excellent group of
contractors.

Minimizing disruption
Helicopters were used to place the

two towers on the cylinders at the Sears
Tower. The towers were fabricated in
pieces weighing 10,0001bs or less to
conform to the lifting ability of the heli-
copter. Then, they were picked up from
a parking lot a couple of blocks from the
building. The work was done early on
Sunday mornings because at that time
of day, the wind was calm, allowing the
pieces to be swung into place with the
least degree of difficulty.

It was important for the equip-
ment to be as close as practical to the
building where it was being placed.
That minimized the actual time that

FRAME GRAB

BY DON L MARKLFY

the helicopter had to fly around car-
rying the load. It also minimized the
amount of property that was flown
over while carrying the load.

If the helicopter had gotten into
trouble for some reason, it would
have dropped the load. No one wants
to see 10,0001bs of tower fall onto
the roof of an office building. Even
more so, no one wants to pay for the
damage that would result from such
a drop.

Other than physical damage, life
safety issues for all but the workers
on the project were monitored by the
city. The top floors of all buildings
that were under the path of the he-
licopter were vacated, and all streets
being flown over were blocked off.

Structural analysis
Antenna manufacturers depend on

mechanical engineers to do the struc-
tural analysis and design of their prod-
ucts. The electrical engineers determine
how they want the antenna made for

A look at the consumer side of DTV

LCD television shipments continue to increase
In 2008, the projected shipment of LCD displays is 100 million.
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www.idc.corn

A helicopter was used to lift an antenna
to the top of the Sears Tower. Photo
courtesy Radio Frequency Systems.

the desired electrical performance. That
design must then be coordinated with
the mechanical engineers to ensure that
the completed structure will survive the
anticipated loads in accordance with
the existing version of the applicable
standards. The standards obviously in-
clude the current edition of ANSI/EIA/
TIA-222 as well as the local building de-
partment requirements.

Some large antenna companies have
mechanical engineers on staff, while
others hire engineering consultants
to do the needed design and testing
work. In the case of the two antennas
going on the Sears Tower, the work
was farmed out to area firms.

Supporting the structure
The supporting structure of a TV

antenna can be either a lattice tower
or a metal cylinder. In either case, the
vertical portion of the antenna has to
be connected to a ring or plate at the
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We've Got You Covered.
Axcera leads the industry with the broadest line of TV transmitters available from any manufacturer.

For all of your broadcast television, mobile multimedia and mobile TV transmission requirements, look

to Axcera for the highest level of quality, workmanship, and technology.

Axcera is an Industry Leader in Mobile TV.
From the first US deployment of single frequency networks to our state-of-the-art transmitters and low

power gap fillers designed specifically for Mobile TV, Axcera's award -winning products are field proven

and support all of the US and International Mobile TV standards. All of our Mobile TV solutions are

backed by the best support in the business, available twenty four hours a day, seven days a week.

ElhAbccera
Mal the rf experts Visit Us At NAB Booth #C1307 and On Our Website to Learn More.

phone 724-873-8100 toll free 1-800-215-2614 email info@axcera.com web www.axcera.comCustom Solutions Are Standard for Us
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base, which in turn will be bolted to
the tower. Many older antennas used
a "bury" section to help with the me-
chanical transition from tower to an-
tenna. That has largely been replaced
by the use of a plate or ring with a
bolt circle specified by the mechanical
engineers. The ring or plate is welded
to the vertical section.

laboratory. The testing should include
determining the depth of the welds
and their quality. That testing usu-
ally includes X-ray analysis as well as
the use of several different magnetic
methods of evaluation.

Look at it this way: Although you
may be hanging an antenna out in the
country where there will be minimal

A structural failure can bring the
tower down, resulting in a lot of

downtime and costs for the station.

The material used in welds and the
amount of that material is carefully
specified by mechanical engineers.
For the type of project where unusual
loads are involved, such as holding
an antenna up by one end, the welds
should be tested by an independent

damage from a structural failure, you
still want to avoid that failure. Even if
no one is hurt, a structural failure can
bring the tower down, resulting in a lot
of downtime and costs for the station.

For an antenna on a building in a
major city, a structural failure could kill

Twist and Shout
Just one twist of Elmo's new E33 rotary encoder, and you'll be

shouting the praises of our renowned product quality and great

tactile feedback. Our all -metal encoder bodies, hard gold contacts,

and o rotational life in excess of 1 million rotations means the E33

will dance through every step of your product's life cycle without

missing a beat. So, don't let failing encoders from the Far East trip

you up. Give Elma a shout and we'll send you a sample. We want

you to give it a whirl for yourself. We bet you'll be dancing for joy.

ELMA
USA Elma Electronic Inc.

Phew Sla 656.3400 Fax 510.656.3183 E-moi: sdesaelmo.com Web: *wae-name

or injure a large number of people and
open all involved to financial losses that
simply are too huge to contemplate.
That's why it's important to make sure
that such a failure doesn't occur.

Final check
On the Sears Tower, the antennas

were delivered by truck and placed
on the roof of an adjacent parking
garage. The final preparation for the
lifts was done there, and the hardware
was checked one last time. The instal-
lation company didn't think the final
system complied with the original
design specifications. In particular,
the welds didn't seem to be as massive
as anticipated. A new testing firm re-
viewed the steel work and determined
that there were several problems with
both the quantity and quality of the
welds. Repairing the welds wasn't
complicated because the problem
was caught before the antennas were
placed on the building.

Avoid harm
If you're involved with a project of

this type, don't be hesitant to question
any part of either the electrical or me-
chanical equipment construction. An
old practice used to be to confirm the
antenna input impedance before it was
taken off the truck. That still isn't a bad
idea. However, the function here isn't
just to avoid problems. The overriding
consideration is to avoid harm to peo-
ple and damage to the station. Don't
be afraid to question anything that you
are not fully comfortable with. I assure
you that the station management isn't
going to complain that you were too
careful. DE

Don L. Markley is president of D.L.
Markley and Associates.

111
Send questions and comments to:
don.markley@penton.com

THE BROADCASTENCINEERDIGF dr) U
Come join the discussion on

the latest industry topics with
other broadcast professionals

and enthusiasts.

htt,://community.broadcast, Igtneering.com/forums/
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Tapeless HD
in a Flash
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Ikegami and Tosh
One Incredible T
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Better Tapeless HD

Ikegami, the inventor of tapeless ENG, and

Toshiba, a world leader in Flash memory, have

combined their expertise to deliver

unprecedented levels of workflow innovation

in the new Gri--CAM tapeless HD ENG system.

From digital capture to fast, efficient non-

linear editing, to instant IT networking, this

revolutionary system features an open-codec

HD/SD architecture, proxy video and meta

data convenience, and high -capacity

al---PAK Flash media to record more than two

hours of HD video. System components

include the UrFcam Tapeless Camera, the

GI=srArioN Central Video Management/

Playback studio deck, and a field version for

added production versatility.

."!

Workflow Innovation
Multitasking with &F. -STATION
The &Fs-rarioN is a multi -task platform built around

high -capacity internal Flash memory. It is the home

for video sources transferred via a network to a non-

linear editor, an import terminal for uploads from

external sources, and an IN/OUT editor supporting

instant direct editing during file transfer from a

PAK . IN/OUT editing is also possible during

recording, via the Gri---STATION 's front -panel or its

universal controller interface.

Meta Data and Proxy Data Solutions
As the lai---cam records the full -resolution image

and sound data, it can also simultaneously record

proxy video and meta data. Proxy video, a low-



iba Team Up For
peless HD ENG Package.

tool°*eV"

resolution MPEG4 mirror of the 'ull-resolution
image and sound, has the same time code as
the original and can be quickly delivered over a
network or accessed on location for initial

viewing and to support scripting and editing.
Meta data recorded during acquisition supports
workflow efficiency by logging key facts on the
shoot, including the date, location, program
name, and equipment used.

Ikegami
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The Flash
Memory Solution

The Gir--CAM s tapeless GFPAK storage medium

uses semiconduc7or-based Flash memory, which

cffers distinct advantages over optical disc -based

storage. GFPAK has no moving parts, is rugged,
highly impact- and vioration-resistant, and

maintenance is easier and much

cheaper than with other media.
The Ii11-7 PAK is also a long -life

med urn, supporting tens of
thousands of rewrite cycles,

anotne- significant factor in

reducirg running costs.
A sing e GFPAK can store up

to 128 minutes of HD images,
affording amole field recording time.
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Key System Specifications
Flash Memory Tapeless Camera GFCAM

2/3 inch, 3 image sensors

 HD 10801/720p format support
 MPEG2 Long GOP/I-Frame Only Multi-codec

4:2:2 digital component recording
 MXF file recording
 NTSC or PAL MPEG2 recording

Retro Loop function, Time-lapse function,
Intelligent Recording

Freeze Mix function

 Thumbnail display

Flash Memory Recorder aFsTATioN

Cil*'

ItS4

nosvm

'1*

 128GB (4hour/HD 50Mbps) internal memory
 HD 1080i/720p format support
 MPEG2 Long GOP/I-Frame Only Multi-codec
 Up-converter/Down-converter for playback P 00
 Color LCD monitor installed   
 Thumbnail display
 JOG & SHUTTLE dial provided 0
 MXF file transfer
 IN/OUT editing

Playlist delivery

Removable Media GrPAK
 16GB/32GB/64GB Flash

Memory Pack

High speed S-ATA interface, used when in

camera or recorder
 Mini-USB connector for external interface for

editing, copying, etc.
Remaining capacity gauge

 Manufactured by Toshiba

3 2 313

coo

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc. 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607

East Coast: (2011 368-9171 West Coast: (310) 297-1900 Southeast: (954) 735-2203

Southwest: (9721 869-2363 Midwest: (630) 834-9774 www.ikegami.com Tapeless  Wireless  Seamless

Ikegami
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HD newsrooms
The knowledge and experience of a systems integrator

can be invaluable when converting to HD.

roduction of news in
HD and the upgrading
of newsrooms have been
somewhat late arrivals to

the DTV transition. Recent indus-
ttr: counts report that less than 10
percent of the more than 1500 ter-
restrial broadcasters are producing
their news in HD.

hven so, in order to remain com-
petitive, broadcasters have no choice
but to produce their daily news pro-
grtns in HD. This is especially true
forilocal broadcasters, because news
operations generally are where they
make their money. When one sta-
tion in a market goes HD, the others
m st follow.

o paths
nce a commitment to an HD
sroom has been made, there are
possible migration paths. The
is an upgrade of an existing fa -

c the other is a green -field design
a installation. Each has its pros and
c s. The choice depends on how

h (if any) of the existing infra -
s cture is HD -ready.

pgrades require staying on the
and necessitate scheduling equip -
t installation and commission -
around production and broad -

c schedules. Because newsrooms
er sleep, this is not an easy task.

However, if the facility has converted
to digital and installed HD -capable
distribution equipment, ingest and
playout servers, some of the existing
infrastructure can be used.

A green -field design offers the ad-
vantage of being free from the con-
straints of daily production, and
equipment can be installed and com-
missioned uninterrupted. However,
new equipment must be procured,
and therefore, the undertaking will

BY PHIL CIANCI

The new WETA HD video control room for "The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer'
features a Sony MVS8000A switcher, expanded Thomson Grass Valley HD routers
and a Barco multiple rear -projection display wall.

cost more than an upgrade of an ex-
isting facility.

A serious challenge in any upgrade
may be getting all the diverse equip-
ment to work and communicate as a
system. The equipment is still evolv-
ing, and manufacturers frequently
offer new features. These factors
make it difficult for a station to
make the proper decisions without
outside expertise.

unforeseen problems can be avoided
or resolved before they wreak havoc on
a system In a complex undertaking,
there is no substitute for experience.

Consider the source
News operations face a particu-

larly difficult aesthetic challenge
compared with syndicated content
or even local studio programs. Espe-
cially true for HD is the fact that pro -

In order to remain competitive,
broadcasters have no choice but to

produce their daily news programs in HD.

Beyond this point lies the great un-
known. The devil is most certainly in
the details of an HD infrastructure.
This is where the use of a knowledge-
able systems design and integration
company may prove invaluable. Many

gram quality depends on the source.
Set design, lighting and makeup
must stand up to the new HDTV
displays. Fortunately, most stations
are meeting the challenge, and tal-
ent can actually look better in HD,
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provided that makeup is properly ap-
plied. HD -friendly sets are available
from theatrical design and lighting

The WETA studio includes six new Sony
HDC1000LW HD studio cameras with Fujinon
lenses

integrators and others who special-
ize in news set design.

A major challenge with HD news
production is that source content

may arrive in a plethora of audio
and video formats, all of which must
be properly format converted, trans-

coded or transrated for production
and distribution. Video can come in
1080i, 720p, 480i, NTSC, IMX, P2,
HDCAM, HDV and many other for-
mats. Audio can be analog, digital,
mono, stereo or 5.1. For the time be-
ing, broadcasters will have to handle
both 4:3 and 16:9 imagery. This re-
quires a thoughtful solution.

Finally, broadcasters are finding
that user -generated content (UGC)
is an increasingly important part of
the newscasts. Even an HD produc-
tion system needs to be able to in-
gest, edit and playback low -quality
imagery from a variety of handsets
and service providers.

Historical footage
One problem that will never go

away for newsrooms is the need to

use historical footage. This creates
several issues. The footage may reside
on multiple tape formats, from quad
to 1/2in or M to VHS.

This poses a serious challenge
when converting to HD news pr
duction. Money spent on equipnu
needed to convert legacy material
HD broadcasts may be more exile
sive than the depreciated value ofi
device. The decisions made here vi
affect what formats can be ingested en
the future.

It may be significantly more cost-
effective to digitize and ingest content
that has a high probability of use pri-
or to its being needed for a segnient
and then decommission the eqiip-
ment. Or, equipment could be kept
on -hand and operational for ad bac
conversion as needed for a breaking
story. Whether you can find a quad -
knowledgeable maintenance engineer
is an entirely different question.iln

.);

NEW

Ingest

NRCS

Network Editing
(PC/MAC)

Render farm

Playout SD/HD

Prompter/CG

MAM

Archive HSM

Smart Encoder

IPTV

IP Contribution

BC files over DSL

TV CHANNELS 600
COUNTRIES 50
OPERATION 24/7
www.vsn-tv.com

OneSto
tapeless.tvP

TV Automation from one single company

Developed under customers' request

Open compatible software

Standard IT hardware

Spain

France

Latin America

Middle East

vsn North America
t. +1 646 502 5274
tisa@vsn-tv.com

111=111116....,
Logs/Statistics

Scheduling/Advertising

Traffic

Playout SD/HD

Broadcast Automation

CG - SMS

Legal Compliance

Monitoring
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Modular Broadcast Systems Router Control Systems

Multi -Format & Mid -Size Routers Multi -Channel Master Control Switching Systems
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perfectly.

Large -Scale Routers
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Looking for error -free routing
and management of digital
audio & HD/SD video signals?

WO its innovative technology and deep
exoertise in both digital and HD, NVISION
knows how to create a superior and cost
effective configuration for your facility.

Large -Scale, Mid -Size and
Multi -Format Routers

Future proofed: 3Gig for 1080p,
hot-swappable modules
3Gig, HD, SD, analog video, analog
audio, AES, time code, SRC & data
Seamless integration with NVISION
router control
3rd party protocol support

Router Control Systems
Highly configurable control panels
Platform independent GUI control
panels
Numerous 3rd party interfaces
Redundancy in 4RU

Compact Routers
Scaleable: mix & match with all
NVISION routers & control systems
3rd party interfaces
3Gig, HD, SD, AES (sync & async),
AA, AV, PR

Master Control
HD & SD operation
Cost-effective platform for master
control, branding, & routing
4 different control surfaces
5 different channel processors
Interfaces to all major automation
systems

SYNAPSE Modular Signal Processing
+130 modular functions
3 Gig, HD, SD, audio, video, analog,
& enhanced fiber connectivity
Embed, de -embed, up/down/cross
conversion, monitoring, & low latency
Dolby/Dolby E encoding, decoding
SNMP software capabilities

See NVISION at

11-\rsi 2Uild
Booth #SU11620

www.nvision.tvfnab2008

1 -800 -860 -HDTV l 1

www.nvision.tv
email: nvsales@nvision.tv
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any case, an experienced systems de-
sign firm has probably faced these is-
sues before and can discuss the merits
of each approach based on your pro-
duction workflows.

Visual aesthetics
How HD content will be presented

in SD requires some thought. The
simplest approach is to use a 4:3 cen-
ter cut for SD broadcast. Another ap-
proach is to downconvert and letter-
box a 16:9 image in a 4:3 SD display.
This alleviates the need to consider
framing a shot for both aspect ratios.
Some broadcasters try to leverage the
best of both worlds by creative inte-
gration of graphics and windowing
that is visually appealing in both 16:9
and 4:3 aspect ratios.

Graphics packages may now need
to support two aspect ratios. Although
existing graphics that were produced
for SD may initially be used for HD

broadcasts, at some point, new graph-
ics need to be produced in HD.

Sound decisions
Audio requires special consider-

ation. Even if a production has "gone
digital," it is still probably only pro-
ducing stereo audio for SD resolution
video. Dolby Digital encoding will be
needed for program release. A deci-
sion must be made as to how audio
should be formatted and distributed
during production. Discrete and em-
bedded audio require different distri-
bution and processing techniques.

Because viewers now have high -
quality audio systems in their homes,
consistent audio presentation is im-
perative across live studio and remote
segments, preproduced clips and com-
mercials. Changes in level and quality
from segment to segment that were
not previously noticeable are now
glaringly obvious and annoying.

Differences in source volume lev-
els can be a large problem in HD au-
dio presentation. Appropriate Dolby
metadata must be generated and in-
cluded in the audio bit stream. This
will require an upgrade in audio
equipment and the added attention of
audio production personnel. Monitor-
ing becomes critical. (See the Decem-
ber 2007 Broadcast Engineering article
"Dialnorm: A good idea gone bad?" for
further background on the use of dial -

norm in broadcast environments. The
article is available at http://broadcast
engineering.com/audio/dialnorm_good
_idea/index.html.)

IT matters
Because many newsrooms have al-

ready migrated to a tapeless, file -based
production workflow, one important
consideration when converting the
newsroom to HD is the increased
requirement for network bandwidth

THIS BOX
HpS

Streambox'
Innovation is in the box

In an ideal world, high quality video could

be transported from one place to another,

in real-time, without error. Okay, while the

world may not be ideal, the solution is pretty

close: Streambox.

Our broadcast and broadband solutions

work over a variety of IP networks and

speak a variety of languages: NTSC, PAL,

and NTSC-J. And our error correction is

heroic-no hiccups, delays or jitter. Closed

captioning? Perfectly articulated.

Look, if you want to move video
content without losing anything in
translation, start communicating with
us. Learn more at www.streambox.com
or call +1.206.956.0544 ext 222.

SEE US AT NAB, BOOTH #SUISSIS
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FUJWILM FUJINON

Small Size...Big-Time Performance.

Fujinon's Next Generation of Studio Lenses
 Wide Angle 7mm

Precise Zoom/Focus

 Minimum Focus Breathing

 Lightweight (13.2 lbs.)

 Robotic Interface
 Removable Hood

See us at
NAB Booth

C4210

FUJINON

DIGITAL

Broadcast and Communications Products Division

www.fujinon.com FUJINON INC. 10 High Point Dr.. Wayne, NJ 07470-7434 Phone: (973) 633-5600. FAX: (973) 633-5216

FUJINON CORPORATION 1-324 Uetake, Kita-Ku. Saitama City, Saitama 331-9624 Japan Phone: 81-48-668-2152
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and storage capacity. Regardless of
the house compression format, HD
data rates are considerably higher
than SD. Expect to double or triple

The WETA digital audio control room employs
an SSL C100 5.1 surround -sound console.

storage capacity and the network
backbone bandwidth. The challenge
is to develop a production workflow
and infrastructure that maximizes

quality and minimizes HD content
data rates while staying within budget
constraints.

Large HD files require greater
bandwidth than SD files when sent
over IT networks. A network that
works fine during normal production
may fail under the strain of a break-
ing news story, when double or triple
the number of newsroom personnel
are trying to access the content. This
is when a failure or glitch will have
the largest effect on production. Pro-
duction delays could allow a rival to
break the story first.

It's necessary to upgrade video
servers to HD capability and sig-
nificantly increase disk storage. Net-
work bandwidth should be for HD
file -based production. Deciding on a
network and storage topology is also
important. A key decision is whether
to store content in a federated storage
area network (SAN) with local proxy

editing or employ local editing of
full -resolution video as the preferred
workflow.

Maybe the answer is both. An expe-
rienced systems design and integra-
tion firm can present viable system
implementation options based on its
experience. It can work with your in-
house IT department to ensure the
broadcast and production networks
are properly integrated with the busi-
ness and corporate network and ap-
plications. At this time of transition,
knowledge of the particular needs of
broadcast IT can be transferred to
nonbroadcast technologists.

Take heed
Physical considerations cannot be

overlooked. New HD systems are
more compact but are power hungry.
This may strain the existing power
and cooling infrastructure. It is also
important to avoid placing racks and

Introducing Nucomm's 7 Series,
all with Built-in HD/SD Capability!

 HD/SD now or easy software upgrade later
Integrated multiple modulation modes:
COFDM / VSB / FM

Firewire input on all transmitters (optional)

Integrated spectrum viewer in all receivers
 Integrated dual or tri-band digital / analog
 Variable :OFDM bandwidths available

Intuitive ease of operation

Visit us at NAB, Booth #C3007
Nucomm, defining the future of HD News

Nucomm, Inc. 908.852.3700 800.968.2666 www.nucomm.com
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robotics solution

Exceptional movement in manual and robotic modes

Lower cost of purchase and ownership

Robust and durable with improved serviceability

Upgradeable from height drive to fully

robotic pedes-al

Intuitive to Vinten Pedestal operators.

See us at NAB Booth C6408

www.vintenradamec.com
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consoles against walls and in tight
confines. Not only will they rapidly
overheat, but access to the equipment
will be difficult.

Signal distribution of HD -SDI at
1.5Gb/s requires significantly more
care than SDI at 270Mb/s. Cable types
and lengths become critical. Fiber will
be needed for long connection paths.
Observing bend radius specifications
and proper splicing and termination
is imperative. A lot of time can be lost
tracking down marginally perform-
ing equipment only to find that the
cabling is faulty. Compromised digi-
tal signal systems - HD in particular
- have the disturbing characteristic
of looking great right up until the
point that they crash because of er-
rors induced by poor cabling.

Many older pieces of equipment
will not pass embedded Dolby or ver-
tical interval time code (VITC) and
other forms of ancillary data. This

will affect the need to support both
608 and 709 closed captions. A broad-
cast facility will require an appropri-
ate conversion system to support the
HD workflow and the purchase of
conversion equipment.

Monitoring systems must support
Dolby and non -Dolby audio, as well
as SD and HD video. Dolby E and
AC -3 will have to be decoded at the
test stations. This means purchasing
upgrades or new systems and possibly
additional interface devices.

The HD value proposition
Obviously, there is no one -size -

fits -all solution for an HD newsroom
upgrade. Each station has particular
needs and workflows that must be
carefully analyzed. Every station has
budget limitations. Partnering with
an experienced design and integration
company enables the broadcaster to
focus on the HD newsroom workflow.

Converting to HD news production
will probably be more expensive than
the optimistic figures generally put
forth. Consider whether these num-
bers based on the current cost of SD
versus HD equipment, or on the pric-
es of SD equipment from years ago
and now adjusted for inflation.

Your staff will have to learn how to
use the new equipment and the nu-
ances of producing in HD. Be sure
to allow for adequate training and
rehearsal time. HD workflows may
be different, and the production staff
will need to adjust its practices.

An infrastructure must perform
flawlessly. For this reason alone, the
use of an outside partner in the de-
sign and implementation process
should be carefully considered. BE

Phil Cianci is a design engineer for
Communications Engineering Inc. in
Newington, VA.

... instant production is key.

The closer your event is to going live,
the more you'll value the reliablility
and speed of the XT[2] server.
The greater the volume of your
material, the more you'll appreciate
the XT[2]'s agility. The more complex
your workflow, the more you'll
appreciate our dedicated production
applications like the [IP]Director.

Sport, news, and entertainment
programmes all benefit from
the power of the unique XT[2].
So when time is critical, choose EVS.
Instantly

www.eve.tv

When time is critical...

Scalable

XT® Agile

IVILItiple formats & codecs

Instant tapeless technology

Fast

Full HD support

USA 3ELGIUM I CHINA I FRANCE I HONG KONG I ITALY I SPAIN I UAE I UNITED KINGDOM

EVS Broadcast Equipment Inc - Tel: +1 973 575 7811 - Fax: +1 973 575 781 - E-mail: usa@evs.tv
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Grab a proven, reliable BrightEye 91 HD Upconverter for your broadcast,
sports or mobile needs today. 12 and 16 bit processing ensures gorgeous video.
Audio processing, HDMI, USB and more make this amazing unit a sure
fit for your application.

Would you like to win a free, new BrightEye 91 HD Upconverter? You can.
Enter today at http://www.ensembledesigns.com/contesZsi'NAB2008/

Or see us at NAB and enter there.
And get a hands-on demo for yourself.

ENSEMBLEDESIGNS
PO Box 993  Grass Valley CA 95945

Tel 530.478.1830 www.ensembledesigns.com NAB SU2326



Broadcasters can use IP technology to
improve their real-time workflow. Photo
courtesy Evertz.
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Can an IP router replace a video router?
BY STFPHANF Bll I AT

With telco entering in
the quadruple play
of video, Internet,
phone and cell phone,

it seems that video over IP is part of
a video future. The requirements to
deliver acceptable video and audio
signals via IP are different from tradi-
tional voice and data delivery meth-
ods, bringing new challenges.
IP is not new to broadcast
facilities, as many files get
transferred between loca-
tions, servers and worksta-
tions. However, most of that
transfer is not in real time.

As manufacturers develop
solutions to support the new
IPTV deployment, tradition-
al broadcasters are looking
at using some of the IP tech-
nology to improve their real-
time workflow. One question
comes to mind: Can broad-
casters replace a traditional
video router with a standard
IP router?

Can any broadcast
signal fit into IP?

In theory, any type of data stream
can be encapsulated into IP. In most
cases, it is a good idea to limit the
maximum size of the IP packet to 1500
bytes. The overhead for the encapsu-
lating is small. It's about 40 bytes for
1500 bytes total, which is less thar. 3

percent. Today's networks commonly
run at 1Gb/s (950Mb/s useable), even
though there are still a lot of 100Mb/s
networks inside existing facilities. The
future will bring a 10Gb/s plus back-
bone and beyond, but this will not be

IP network available bandwidth
(Mb/s)

100 1000 10000

Signal type Typical bit
rite (Mb/s)

Number of
signals on

one

18

Number of
signals on

one

180

Number of
signals on

one

1 1

1800SD MPEG-2 compressed distribution 5

HD MPEG-2 compressed distribution 15 6 60 600

SD MPEG-2 compressed contribution 25 3 36 360

SDI with JPEG2000 compression 30 3 30 300

HD MPEG-2 compressed contribution 50 1 18 180

HD -SDI with JPEG2000 compression 90 1 10 100

Uncompressed SDI 270 0 3 33

Uncompressed HD -SDI 1485 0 0 6

Uncompressed 3Gig 3000 0 0 3

Table 1. Number of video streams in standard Ethernet connections. The boxes shaded in blue
indicate which signals are practically useable over the given network/bandwidth.
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3 New Protocols, Same Great Platform
The Optiva' Series Video / Audio / Data Media Transport System

Dual -Link DVI
 Supports up to 2048 x 1536 @ 60 Hz

 Single -Link & Dual -Link DVI Compatible

 Supports Analog VGA & RGB HV

 Allows for DVI / VGA Signal Conversion

 Balanced & Unbalanced Stereo Audio

 Single or Dual Wavelength options

3G HD -SDI
 Up to 1080p, 3Gb/s HD -SDI

 SMPTE 372M, 344M, 292M

 Single Fiber or Dual Fiber

 Standard Insert Card Form Factor

 Dual Interlaced Outputs (optional)

 Local Loopback (optional)

Optiva® IPTV
NTSC/PAL Autodetect

 4 Composite Channels

 10/100 Ethernet Uplink

 Software Configuration Tools

 MPEG2 Compressed Video Stream

 Stereo Analog Audio (optional)

cn opticomm0 00
Opticomm, the leader in broadcast optical transport

systems, is now jointly developing with Emcore, new

broadcast and broadband transport products based

on the popular Optiva Platform. More information is

available on our website at

www.emcore.com or you

can visit us at NAB 2008.

ORTEL
TECHNOLOGY

0000 0000
OPTICOMM

TECHNOLOGY

NEW! 1 RU Optiva° Rackmount Enclosure

 Front Panel Status Indication

 Holds up to 4 Optiva Insert Cards

 19" Standard Rackmount Form Factor

 Supports OptivaView SNMP Network Management

Visit us at NAB 2008 I Las Vegas, NV
April 14-17 I North Hall, Booth N3718 emcore
858 450 0143 video-sales@emcore.com www.emcore.com NASDAQ: EM KR empower with light
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widely spread outside of the large telco
companies for some time. Broadcast-
ers can encapsulate hundreds of vid-
eo streams of H.264 or MPEG-2 SD
distribution rate content on a 1GigE
connection. There is no defined stan-
dard for encapsulating uncompressed
SDI, HD or 3G video in IP packets. So
at this time, carrying uncompressed
HD -SDI or 3Gig around the plant

Video headend

over IP is possible, but not practical.
(See Table 1 on page 70).

Delivering content
between facilities

IP networks are different from tra-
ditional video networks. (See Figure
1.) IP networks are switched networks,
which - with inconsistent signal
paths - make it challenging to trou-

Content ingest Conversion/
processing

Routing

HD over JPEG2000 JPEG 2000
decoder

Off -air

farmDish

Fiber
Process SD

routing
HD

optics

IRD/
demod

RF
distribution

Convert/
PROC

Encode, mux,
transport

IP
transport 4-

SNMP monitoring and configuration control

haJEN-.
Signal monitoring
and display wall

Configuration

SNMP interface

Graphics Alarms and
diagnostics

Network/video operation center

Serving office

Edge
servers

IP
process

bleshoot. The classic example is VOD,
which by definition is only active while
the user orders and watches the movie.
It is therefore difficult to "follow the
wire" from point to point.

Delivering packets from the source
to the destination is a well-known and
controlled process (ATM, SONET).
Timing and packet order has always
been a challenge but is not critical

Hub office

4-*

IP
monitor

IP
process

Network

Thumbnails

STB

STB

Figure 1.This block diagram shows an example of Evertz IPTV monitoring topology, using an MVP display wall to show the results of
data supplied by a VistaLINK SNMP interface.

Curious? See you at NAB 2008, Booth C7511
RIIIRIEDEL

The Communications People

WORLD -CLASS DIGITAL INTERCOM SOL

.a
Riedel Communications Inc.  2521 North Ontario Street  Burbank, CA 91504  USA  www.riedel.net
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On The Road With Euphonix

From the Superbowl to the Beijing Olympics, the Live Earth Concert to the American Idol finale, Outside

Broadcast trucks around the world trust Euphonix to cover all types of remote sports events, TV shows,

and music concerts. Euphonix' re -designed System 5 takes mixing on the road to the next level with our

new control surface featuring touch knobs, and new DSP SuperCore for more channels, yielding reduced

weight, and 100% redundant DSP. Twenty years of excellence and experience guarantees a smooth ride

and mix with Euphonix.

euphonix.com waEuphonix
S,, ,D 5 DSP S ,,,C
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in the case of e-mail and data. Most
IP routers have a buffer built in but
not much compared with high-speed
video routers.

When delay happens in the net-
work, it can result in underflow and
overflow of the buffer at the switch.
When data gets lost, freezeframe oc-
curs or there is tiling on the video
output.

The media delivery index (MDI),
which measures network jitter and
drop of IP packets, is a composite
number proposed by the IETF and
adopted by multiple test equipment
vendors. It offers a simple but accu-
rate way of measuring the network
delivery quality in IP probes.

Using video over IP
in the studio

As IP becomes mainstream, broad-
casters are wondering if they could use
the momentum of the IP networking
to improve their real-time workflow.

The attraction comes from the
fact that an IP router is perceived to
be low-cost, can handle all kinds of
data in real time or not real time and
seems to be independent of the codec
bit rate. The concept is that if you can
equip yourself with an IP router, you
should be able to encapsulate any sig-
nal available now and in the future.

So the question that broadcasters
are asking to the industry is: Can I use
an IP router for my core video router?

I/O ports
In a video router, the I/O count is

key. A typical video router has a large
number of input ports and output
ports. Each port can carry one video
signal SD, HD, 3G or compressed ASI
in the case of an advanced video rout-
er. The port count of a video router
can now go to 1024 inputs and 1024
outputs in large facilities.

In an IP router, each port is bidi-
rectional and can support multiple
video signals. That is a great advantage
to the IP router, as multiple SD video
sources can flow in both directions,
whereas only one video source can
travel on a video router I/O. Typical
IP routers have a core up to 48 ports,
a low number in the traditional video
world. Multiple 48 -port line cards can
be combined in one chassis. The larger
one -chassis design in the IP world is
480 ports. Note as most routers today
are limited to GigE ports running at
950Mb/s, it is therefore impossible to
switch real-time uncompressed HD -
SDI and 3G because these won't "fit"
in a GigE. 10GigE ports are becoming
available, but they don't yet have the
density of video routers.

Routing of the content
The switching fabric of a video

router can route any input to multi-
ple outputs. There is no limitation of
input load or how many points the
same video can be routed.

Video routing in the IP domain is
different in concept. In a low -end IP
router, the routing is performed in soft-
ware, allowing flexible routing. This of-
ten creates processing conflicts when a
large volume of switching is required in
real time. New, advanced IP routers of-
fer hardware routing, which improves
performance when high bit rate and
large numbers of streams are switched.

Video router switching times are
typically in the order of one frame,
but most importantly, they are deter-
ministic. IP routers can delay routing
requests because of traffic or multiple
requests at the same time.

Router control
Video router controls are fairly sim-

ple and unsophisticated. A typical rout-
er takes RS -232 commands with X -Y
coordinate for input and output and
responds to a simple command. More
modern routers support IP controls
with SNMP commands, but the prin-
cipals remain the same. All the control
is handled out of band of the video
using a dedicated port. This method

WaS Ward -Beck Sykteink lid. I 10-455 Milner Avenue I Toronto, Ontario I M1B 2K4

North America: 800.771.2556 I Phone: 416.335.59991 www.ward-beck.com
openGear DO Dolby E

I NJ I- IS.
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No problem.
Meet the FS1-a 1 RU Universal HD/SD Audio/Video Frame Synchronizer and Converter.

It's a multiformat world, and the new FS1 brings it all together...at a breakthrough price.

Turn SD into HD, HD into SD, or HD 1080 into 720 (and vice versa), with FS1's hardware -based
10 -bit up/down/cross-conversion.

Embed and disembed audio.

Mate analog and digital. Video. Audio. HD captioning. Whatever.

FS1 not only interfaces to all of your equipment, but also with your facil ty via its LAN -based
web -server and SNMP monitoring. Push a button, or talk to it from across the web.

Put FS1 in the middle of your facility, and see how it makes nice with your gear, your
multiformat needs, your engineers...and your budget.

10.141r)

FS1 rear panel

Check out our website, or give us a call to find an Authorized AJA Converter Dealer near you.

www.aja.com
800.251.4224

/IDE° SYSTEMS
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DON'T FORGET
THE AUDIO!

TV One's C2-7310 Up/Down/Cross Converter is
the first HD video processor that pays just as
much attention to audio as video, offering full
SD/HD-SDI audio embedding and extraction
plus many other unique processing features.

The superior audio processing capability of the
C2-7310 allows the user to mix, route, process,
delay and framerate convert any of the incom-
ing 32 stereo audio channels: 8 de -embedded
from each of the 2 HD -SDI inputs plus the 16
external AES3-id inputs. A DARS reference in-
put is a standard feature. After processing the
audio, 16 stereo channels can be output di-
rectly as AES3-id and up to 8 stereo channels
embedded into each of the 2 HD -SDI outputs.
Because of its dual -channel nature, each of the
HD -SDI outputs may contain completely differ-
ent embedded audio.

The C2-7310 adds all this audio processing
power to the legendary video processing ca-
pability found in the previous C2-7000 Series
products. Beyond its versatility in convert-
ing between analog and HD -SDI, the C2-7310
provides advanced features, including multi -
format seamless switching, dual picture -in -
picture, edge blending, chroma/luma keying,
aspect ratio conversion, logo insertion and
much more.

To see the C2-7310 for yourself visit TV One in
the North Hall at NAB in Booth N1725.
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WWW.TVONE.COM
SALES@TVONE.COM

-SEE IT AT NAB NORTH HALL -

requires the user of the content to have
access to the router control, which is
typical under automation.

IP routers act differently because
most of the control, when the rout-
ing rules have been set up, is handled
in -band. Multicast and IGMP al-
low downstream devices to request,
through the data port input signal,
to the video switch without access-
ing the core control of the IP router.
On one physical port, multiple video
can be requested and routed. Note
that the time to get the routing exe-
cution depends on the IP router con-
figuration. This can take from as few
as 100ms to 30 seconds, depending
on the settings of the downstream
devices and switches. This capability
makes the IP router attractive and
powerful, but requires the proper use
of advanced settings.

Reliability and availability
Great care is taken in a design of

a video router to ensure reliabil-
ity. Redundant I/O, crosspoint and
switching logic is typically a high
selling point for router manufactur-
ers. This redundant architecture re-
sults in better than 99.999 percent of
availability. Downtime doesn't exist,
and there is no maintenance window
readily available.

IP routers are reliable today. It is,
however, difficult to manage load bal-
ance and guarantee there won't be
downtime in IP ports. It is not unu-
sual to have a two -second redundant
switching time. This is not a long
time in the data world, but definitely
represents many lost video frames. In
normal circumstances, an IP router is
expected to be taken offline for main-
tenance windows.

Cost
Modern, high -video I/O port, high -

bandwidth video routers are consid-
ered expensive, and they are typically
about $1000 per port.

Even if a consumer eight -port
GigE switch runs about $25 per port,
a large, level -three broadcast -suitable
IP router that can support the proper

bandwidth will cost about the same as
a video router.

Other applications for video
over IP in the plant

Another popular video over IP ap-
plication is for CCTV applications in
a broadcast plant. Most broadcasters
today have an RF distribution plan
for monitoring internal channels as
well as news channels. Each facility
often has analog RF channels with a
coaxial cable distribution reaching
the required offices. At each office, a
monitor is used to watch the program.
This RF internal channel system is
typically analog and doesn't support
HD or the increasing requirements
for a larger number of channels.

The trend is to replace this aging
system with an IP network. The vid-
eo quality requirement is typically
lower than broadcast and is used to
deliver the monitored content. The
user can employ a standard desktop
software decoder.

Challenges
Using video over IP in the broad-

cast facility requires a different set
of skills to configure and appro-
priately manage a large IP router.
The video/IT engineer needs to un-
derstand and be fluent in DVMRP,
PIM, MOSPF protocol, Rendezvous
or Flood and Prune protocol. Many
of those protocols are completely
foreign to video engineers and re-
quire advanced training.

Because IP routers are technically
and economically viable for moni-
toring purposes, it is clear that they
are not yet ready to replace video
routers in large facilities. As 10GigE
and 100GigE networks make their
way to the market and technology
advances, it is possible to imagine
a complete video routed network
based on an IP infrastructure. By
then, the IT department will have
more staff than the video engineer-
ing department, and every video en-
gineer will be IT -certified.

Stephane Billat is product manager for
Evertz Microsystems.
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NO MORE MANUAL AUTOMATION!

THE REAL DEAL IN
AUTOMATION
TECHNOLOGY



vcisolutions

autoXe MC is the Real Deal

No More Manual Automation

Manage one, 15, 50 or more
channels in one screen!

autoXe MC is the latest automation release from VCI Solutions!
With a single glance, autoXe MC tells you what is going on
and what needs your attention. It lets you quickly drill down to
any playout stream. autoXe MC brings a new, uncluttered look to
automation software, with an advanced architecture, new user
interfaces and a sophisticated platform to manage metadata,
automate tasks and improve workflows.

autoXe MC manages the single or multi -channel master control environment
with a flexible and customizable approach, letting you share the information and
workload as you choose. All autoXe MC applications, including the Schedule
Director, run on each workstation no dedicated, single task workstations.
This means multiple users can work together supervising, managing and view-
ing the channel schedules. Each user has a secure login with specific privileges
assigned to that user.

Our solutions focus on what is important to you:

Reliability Productivity Scalability

Interoperability Security



512.837.3737 vcisolutions.com

The functionality of autoXe MC starts with Xe TM platform,
a multi -tier Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). This
platform provides autoXe MC with a high-performance,
comprehensive database, to manage the mountains
of metadata that define and manage your valuable
content in today's broadcast world.

All the data for schedule events is stored and
accessed in the Xe database instead of being stored
locally with the playlist application. This replaces
the monolithic, thick client application running on
a local workstation and allows multiple, browser -
based and thin client views of the schedule data.
This adds tremendous flexibility. Since all the data
is stored in the database - including schedule, device status and
content metadata - it can be accessed and presented in different ways to
different users, allowing them to streamline their tasks.

Go to iteivit

to get
youder

Automation is not a one -size -fits -all proposition. autoXe MC has three versions
- Standard, Professional and Premium - to deliver a solution tailored to your
operation workflow requirements. Your operation may be unattended, remotely
monitored, operator assisted or any combination of these. Whether you're in a
single or multi -channel environment, autoXe MC is scalable and extensible to suit
your needs today and in the future.
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BY JON HAMMARSTROM

Whether you are a tra-
ditional broadcaster,
a content aggregator
or a network services

provider, today you have access to
more file -based digital content than
ever before. And compared with just
10 years ago, there are many new
sources for broadcast -quality video
and audio content. Archives are grow-
ing every day, and the variety of stan-
dards and formats that you may need
to support this is still evolving.

Adding to the complexity of the
problem - and thanks to a wide vari-
ety of enabling digital video technol-
ogies and new advances in consumer
electronics - there are more oppor-
tunities to reach viewers. Empow-
ered by the Internet and enabled by
a variety of new consumer electronic
developments, content viewers have
developed new expectations about
what they watch, when they watch it
and what they watch it on.

With the inherent operational advan-
tages in an all -digital workflow, many
are looking for a practical application

of the technologies that will make their
organizations more efficient, more dif-
ferentiated among the competition
and ultimately more profitable. Suc-
cess can mean optimizing and ensur-

enabled file -based content across the
broadcast industry and in our every-
day lives.

Where service differentiation is
becoming more transparent, the

It's not just the audio, video
and metadata that matter now;
format and syntax are critical.

ing the quality of your content to gain
maximum return and getting content
in front of more viewers.

Rapidly changing
environment

The video ecosystem is comprised
of the companies that produce and
post content, companies that de-
liver content, and the manufactur-
ers whose products and technologies
have enabled delivery of content to
the consumer. The video ecosystem
has changed considerably over the
last decade, with the addition of new
digital video technologies that have

_ . .

watchwords are "content is king."
Factors that could help differentiate
one provider from another will likely
include the perception of quality of
what the consumer sees. Ensuring
and optimizing file -based content
quality means evaluating and react-
ing to media quality inside your net-
work and understanding the impact
your content can have on other ele-
ments in the ecosystem as well. It's
not just the audio, video and meta -
data that matter now; format and
syntax are critical.

Content providers, content aggre-
gators and broadcasters have been
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Ontario Canada M1S 3.11 (416) 292-0078  www.lawo.ca

building file -based content archives
for years, and many have taken ad-
vantage of the opportunities to evolve
their workflow to support an all -digi-
tal environment. Because more con-
tent is being compressed and archived
in one format and then repurposed to
another format, archives are anything
but homogenous, and working to

maintain control over your facility's
output can be challenging.

Analysis of file -based
content

With the proliferation of available
content, it is unreasonable to think
an operator can personally look at
every piece of content prior to de -

We could have also called it the
Fast - Flexible - Powerful - High Capacity
DSP Core - Router Integrated - HDTV -
Mobile Production Mixing Console
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Reasons why the mc266 digital audio console from
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mobile production. Total performance from Lawo.
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Lawo North America  1361 Huntingwood Drive, Unit 16  Toronto AUDIO

SYSTEMS

livery. With the vast array of formats
and standards, it seems even less
likely that a visual inspection would
uncover the unseen concerns that
revolve around digital compression
technology. In this new digital world,
what are the new quality parameters
that must be considered, how can
they impact your business and how
can they be measured?

Ensuring the quality of file -based
assets means more today than simple
validation of color space compliance
and ensuring legality of the content.
Appropriate analysis of compressed
file data can uncover format -related
issues in addition to identifying er-
rors that can be created when video
and audio are encoded (compressed).
Tools are available to help you do this
without the need to decode and vi-
sually inspect. These are some of the
problems that file -based content veri-
fication can uncover:

Incorrect play time.
Incorrect stream setup.
Transport stream errors.
Multiplexing errors.
Missing metadata used by an auto-

mation system.
Incorrect bit rate for the video or

audio.
Encoding quality errors, where the

encoder produces a series of blocky
video frames.
 MPEG encoding syntax errors,
which can occur due to multiple mux/
demux operations, or an encoder blip.

Errors in the syntax of the video and
audio elementary streams.

Any one of these items could cata-
strophically affect the quality of what
the viewer sees and hears - or doesn't
see and hear. File -based digital con-
tent lends itself well to an inside -out
look. While proper analysis can help
you optimize content quality, it can
also significantly help you to under-
stand how the content may impact
other elements in the ecosystem. In
addition, it could give you a leg up in
the struggle to differentiate yourself
with viewers.

The following section discusses
some of the opportunities afforded

See us at booth N8720
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by new file -based quality control tools
available today.

Interoperability
Will a file decode correctly and be

viewable by my customer? If your
viewer uses a set -top box to decode
and view content, the set -top box
will expect data in a specific format.
The most effective way to check the
health of file -based content prior to
transmission is by verifying that the
syntax of the file is correct. It is use-
less checking gamut if the syntax is
incorrect, so syntax must be the first
check. There is no sense in ensuring
a file looks good if it can't be decoded
at delivery.

File -based video generally compris-
es one or more complex digital file(s)
with many elements, all of which
must be correctly decoded for the
file to play. A large proportion of file -
based video has syntax errors, so it's

important to look for tools that can
automatically check for correct syn-
tax, enabling you to find the errors
before you get complaints that the
consumer's set -top box has crashed.

Process/equipment
optimization

When designing or buying equip-
ment that encodes, decodes and
transcodes content, can you optimize
the quality of the output to provide a
better user experience?

When organizations want to assess
how an audience will react to content
as viewed on a specific medium (TV
set or movie screen), they will employ
a group of professional viewers to
view content. The industry standard
for subjective picture quality mea-
surement is defined by ITU-R BT.500.
This standard defines a variety of
conditions to measure the picture
quality of the image, such as display

type, viewing distance, viewing envi-
ronment and viewer characteristics.

This kind of evaluation requires that
a designer validate during several steps
of the design process, provide view-
able content in the appropriate format
and ship it to a third party that then
arranges the human viewing exercise
and produces a written report.

Picture -quality analysis tools can
help provide an objective analysis of
encoder and decoder performance
and reduce the evaluation period sig-
nificantly for new components. Such
tools can shorten design time and op-
timize designs.

In addition to ensuring the quality
of the content inside your facility, you
have an opportunity to impact the
user experience when selecting the
encoders and decoders for your facil-
ity. The process used to select compo-
nents should include a consideration
for components that are specifically

ISIEBSICOFRM
INNOVATIVE BROADCAST SOLUTIONS

SINCE 1951

DIGITAL MEDIA GATEWAYS AN1) MODULAR1111111.1111EXEllS

\*. High Density Gateways/ Multiplexers/ Descramblers/ Scramblers

 Cost effective Turn -Around for Broadcast, Cable, and Telcps

 Multiplexing solutions for Retail Digital Signage and Enterprise video

distribution

 Easily add and remove programs to Trar sport Streams

 Robust Carrier Grade Solutions
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designed and fine-tuned to deliver
the highest quality to the consum-
ers' particular viewing medium.
Selecting encoders and decoders that
score well in an objective compari-
son could positively affect the view-
ers' perceptions of the final content.
This may be a particularly important
consideration if you are repurposing
content for multiple destinations and
customers.

Workflow
With the proliferation of digital

file -based content and the inherent
cost advantages that can be achieved
by repurposing content archived in
one format for use in another, broad-
casters are faced with many new tech-
nology challenges.

In the file -based state, there are
considerations that can be evaluated
without decompressing and decoding.
Parameters that affect image qual-

ity, systems interoperability and gen-
eral user experience can be evaluated
while the content is file -based.

File -based content analysis tools
come in a variety of shapes and sizes.
Each brings a specific set of values as

Ensuring the
color space

compliance of
incoming content in
an uncompressed

state is a
great start.

IneSerµ

a solution in your workflow. Keep the
basic levels of analysis in mind as you
design the workflow, or discuss with
your engineering and operations staffs
how you might optimize it around
file -based content.

Content evaluation
You want to ensure that you have

the highest quality content possible
coming into the system because there
will be loss of quality during any
compression process. Ensuring the
color space compliance of incoming
content in an uncompressed state,
or while it is still in the production
workflow, is a great start.

The first opportunity you will have to
evaluate the file -based content in your
facility is likely to be at the point it is in-
gested into the workflow and deposited
on a facility server. Ensuring proper file
format and syntax at this point, in con-
junction with adequate network man-
agement discipline, could be enough
to ensure that good data enters the
system and isn't adversely affected by
the system. This can be especially true
if the operation doesn't include trans-

coding or decoding/encoding prior
to distribution.
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In some instances, you will receive
content from a production facility
that has already been compressed for
distribution and is in the format that
you will ingest into your system. In
these cases, encouraging your sup-
plier to verify file -based content to
your quality standards could im-
prove efficiencies at both facilities.
Evaluation of file -based content at
ingest may be the appropriate level
for your facility.

Monitoring file -based
content

More complex workflows often will
include multiple points in the process
where content is transcoded from
one format to another or ultimately
repurposed prior to delivery. Each
time the content of the file changes,
there is risk of introducing errors.

File -based QC tools, which are
network -enabled, can be positioned
thrOughout a facility workflow and
provide invaluable data relative to the
health of the content as it progresses
through the facility. In simple envi-
ronments, this means concentrating
on evaluating the compressed content
at ingest and just prior to distribution
out of the facility. In more complex
environments, it may mean evaluat-
ing the health of compressed video
and audio files after the initial encode
and then following each re -encode or
transcode that occurs.

The impact of your content
With the proliferation of digital

file -based content and the inherent
cost advantages in repurposing con-
tent archived in one format for use in
another, broadcasters are faced with
many new technology challenges. Key
areas of concern include:

Interoperability. Will a file decode
correctly and be viewable by my
customers?

User experience. Compared with the
original, how will the repurposed con-
tent be perceived when viewed by my
customers?

Equipment/process optimization.
When buying equipment that encodes,

decodes and transcodes my content,
how can I optimize the quality of the
media viewed by my customer?

Content creators, broadcasters and
equipment designers use file -based
content verification to determine how
the products and services they provide
impact the video ecosystem by ensur-
ing standards compliance, checking

syntax, and optimizing encoder and
decoder designs based on predictive
image quality measurements. There
are advantages to be gained leverag-
ing the technology behind file -based
digital content. BE

Jon Hammarstrom is senior video
marketing manager for Tektronix.

INTRODUCING THE NEW 1200 SERIES

HIGH-PEFORMANCE TRUE -DIVERSITY

BROADCAST WIRELESS MICROPHONES

IN AN ALL NEW FREQUENCY RANGE

Gold Mount'
120OURX/Aa

IDX. "V" Mount
120OURX/VM

Whether you use a Panasonic° or Ikegami® camera with "slot -in"
receiver capabilities, or use the Anton -Bauer® Gold Mount° or a V -Mount battery,
there's an Azden 1200 designed specifically for your use.

The all new receivers and transmitters include:
 New compander circuit for more natural sound

 Improved frequency response with lower noise levels

 New DTV-compatible (188) frequencies covering 4 UHF TV bands

 True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends and high -gain

antennas

 Proprietary Diversity Logic Control circuitry for reduced &op -outs

 Dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection and

superior diversity isolation

 High 5th -order filters for improved S/N ratio

 Multi -function LCD shows channel, frequency, battery info, AF level,

and diversity operation

Transmitters also feature: New circuitry, powered by only 2 -"AA"

batteries, new plug-in transmitter with 48V phantom power capability

AZDEN
P.O. Box 10, Franklin Square, NY 11010 (516) 328-7500  FAX: (516) 328-7506

For full specifications e -mall azdenus@azdencorp.com or visit our Web site: www.azdencorp.com

Bodypack transmitter
(12008T) with reduced
current -drain for improved
battery life, is available
with an Azden EX -503H or
Sony ECM -44H lavalier
microphone.

Plug-in XLR
transmitter (1200XT)

works with
phantom power.
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In the past year, there has been an explosion in the
technological capabilities of streaming media, from the
greater reach of broadband networks to the introduction of

laid& video -enabled cones.

With the explosion in
the technological ca-
pabilities of streaming
media, today's service

providers are certainly pitching their
video capabilities to the home over
high-performance DSL and cable
lines. In addition, many public outlets
offer stable WiFi access that can also
transport streaming media. The cur-
rent generation of cellular networks
based on the 3GPP standard is geared
to this market as well. Just as in the
early years of Web video, device tech-
nology has evolved to allow some-
thing more than postage -stamp sized
images playing back jerky motion, as
demonstrated by Apple's iPhone in-
troduced last January.

Today, the myriad array of formats,
networks and devices used in the de-
livery of video and audio streams cre-
ates a true challenge for broadcasters
that want to reach these platforms. As
advertising dollars shift to take ad-
vantage of these mobile audiences, it
makes sense for broadcasters to devel-
op their infrastructure to reach them

as well. Technically, there are several
stages in the process that need to be
addressed to maintain quality and
compatibility with the current field of
delivery destinations. (See Figure 1.)

Playback devices
Sometimes it's best to set an end

point before you begin the process.
So let's first explore the platforms that
exist for online and mobile device
playback of streaming media.

Desktop playback of video and
audio still include Windows Media,
Real and Quicktime, but Flash video

has become the format of choice for
many producers because of its prev-
alence across computer platforms.
Each has its own set of codecs, which
players and browsers can decode on
the receiving end. If not preinstalled
on a system, one-step downloads and
automatic updates make them acces-
sible to the end user as well.

In the mobile domain, there is an
even wider selection of platforms as
this market is only in its early stages.
The largest market share probably
goes to Apple's iPods and iPhones,
which pushed the technology curve

Encod

H.264
11 WMV.124.

Real
Flash

MPEG
H.263

-0-
IP

network

DSL, cable,
fiber

WiFi

Del" to
portable media
players (PMP)

Laptop

Figure 1. A myriad array of formats, networks and devices are used in the delivery
of video and audio streams.
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Best -of -Class video quality in contribution

MPEG-4 AVC HD encoders.
Introducing the Fujitsu IP-9500. Advanced technology for the broadcast industry.

With Fujitsu's advanced H.264 compression

technology, the IP-9500 produces amazing HD

video quality at bit rates from 4Mbps to 27Mbps;
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network bandwidth and cuts costs-which makes

Fujitsu the HD compression player to watch.
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For more information visit us at
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well into the future with its intro-
duction last year. While many portable
media players (PMPs) are designed for
audio -one, Apple's success is sure to
see some competition in the coming
years. Microsoft has already attempt-
ed to enter this market with its Zune
player, which is also capable of playing
back H.264 video and AAC audio as
well as Windows Media (WMV and
WMA) files. Other contenders include
cell phone manufacturers, who are al-
ways pairing up with wireless carriers
to provide new services and content.

In order to reach these platforms,
we need to look at their network con-
nectivity. Broadband access has grown
tremendously, with several viable op-
tions for high-performance delivery
over cable, phone and more recently
fiber. Many consumers also want the
flexibility to receive streaming content
on their laptops via wireless LAN and
WAN networks. This is best accom-

plished using one of the more recent
incarnations of the 802.11 standard,
which have good capacity compared
with broadband wired networks, as
indicated in Table 1. The most strin-
gent bandwidth restrictions enter in
the cellular domain, which generally
relies on the 3GPP standard, a subset
of MPEG-4, for delivery. As indicated

in the table, these networks are less
robust and highly variable given the
mobile nature of the end user, so tar-
get bit rates are generally lower.

Encoding parameters
So, given these playback devices and

platforms with various incarnations of
IP network connectivity, what are the

Network Platform Playback Target bit rates

Desktop 480x360x30 500Kb/s to700Kb/s
Broadband DSL,
cable, fiber PMP 320x240x30

300Kb/s to
500Kb/s

Laptop 320x240x30
200Kb/s to

400Kb/s
WiFi 802.11b/g

PDA, PMP 320x240x30
200Kb/s to
300Kb/s

3GPP Cell phone, PDA, PMP 176x144x15
100Kb/s to
200Kb/s

Table 1. One of the more recent incarnations of the 802.11 standard can be used to
stream content on consumers' laptops via wireless LAN and WAN networks.

Fiber and WDM
networks

A global video transport leader

Flashlink
Fiber optics
Optical multiplexing; CWDM and DWDM

 Time division multiplexing
Signal processing and distribution
Highly cost-efficient
Very compact and Ow -power

Ventura
SONET/SDH and IP network interfaces and multiplexers
IPEG 2000 and MPEG-2 encoders and decoders
Optical multiplexing; CWDM and DWDM
Multi -format metropolitan transport
Carrier class specifications and features (NEBS)

www.network-electronics.com  www.vpginc.com

VikinX Routing
VikinX Sublime
- Ethernet control
- 3Gbps single link support for 1080p HDTV
- Ultra low power consumption
- Sizes from 8x8 to 64x64

 VikinX Modular
- HD -SDI, SD -SDI, analog audio, AES/EBU
- Configuration up to 256x256 with increments of 32x32

Network Electronics AS
Video Products Group Inc.
1600 Emerson Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93033, USA

800.515.0811  805.247.8560  Email: infogAipginc.com
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QAM, ISDB-T and FLO)

- GPS, SAT Receivers
- Integrated TC/IP Protocol,

GBE, SNMP

Liquid Cooled
from 0.5W to 25 kW
from 2W to 100 kW,

- Multimode modulator
SWDT'' (PAL, DVB-T/H,
ATSC, NTSC, QPSK,
QAM, ISDB-T and FLO)

- Noiseless
- Compact design
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- 3PS, SAT receivers
ntegrated TC/IP Protocol,

j K. 38E, SNMP
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FEATURE
MULTIFORMAT ENCODING

possibilities for encoding parameters to
reach the multitudes? Today's technol-
ogy allows the portable media players
like the iPhone and Zune to decode
320x240 frames at a solid 15fps and
even 30fps. Most computer and laptop
displays are much higher resolution,
making this frame size much less than
one -quarter of a screen. Larger content

providers, more typically with longer
form programs, are attempting to cre-
ate 480x360 frames, or using built-in
DSP technology to create a full-size vid-
eo image on the desktop. Today's CPUs
and bus structures can handle that even
at 30fps, allowing broadcasters to cap-
tivate even their discriminating audi-
ences with broadcast quality on their

COR-882 DUAL DRIVE CD RECORDER

With genuine dual drive recording, the feature -packed new
HHB CDR -882 DualBurn delivers twice the performance in the

most demanding live and studio CD record/replay applications. And
unlike consumer -derived technology, the CDR -882 is designed from the

ground up with a massive steel chassis, robust IDE CD -R drives and audiophile
circuitry to ensure uncompromised sound quality and long-term dependability.

 DiscSpan seamless recording across 2 or more discs
 DualBurn simultaneous recording on 2 discs

 High speed disc duplication
 Industrial strength design and build quality

 Professional cueing and seamless track increments

CDR -882 DualBurn: The ultimate CD recorder
Find out more at www.hhb.co.uk

cf d 4 i .

11. Vie

HHB Communications Ltd T: +44 (0)20 8962 5003 E: sales@hhb.co.uk

USA and Latin America, Sennheiser Electronic Corp. T: 860 434 9190 E HHBSales@sennheiseruse.corn

Caned. HHB Communications Canada Ltd T: 416 867 9000 E: salesethhbcanada.corn
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FIRST WE LISTEN

computers. While this requires increas-
ing the bit rate, most of the broadband
networks can sustain well over 500Kb/s
to offer a viable experience to the end
user. On the other end of the spectrum,
the cell phone devices are more likely
to playback QCIF resolution images at
176x144 at 10fps to 15fps, reminding us
again how early in the game this is for
mobile video delivery.

Codec technology has also evolved
to the point that many platforms for
encoding can achieve this wide range
of parameters sets. The lastest versions
of Windows Media, Quicktime, Real
and Flash can certainly accomplish this
range of encoding requirements. They
will also reach into the realms of DVD
and HD encoding, as Windows Media's
VC -1 and the preferred codec in Flash,
ON2's VP7, have demonstrated recent-
ly. Of course, a single standard, such as
H.264, most often used in Quicktime,
would simplify the process for broad-
casters, but technology developments
have allowed many device manufactur-
ers the flexibility to offer more than one
format for delivery.

Choosing a format
Choosing one format over another

for encoding may simplify the process,
but most broadcasters will want to
reach the largest audience by develop-
ing an infrastructure that can manage
more than one platform and many dif-
ferent bit rates to accommodate vary-
ing network circumstances. Banks of
dedicated CPUs, either dual -dual or
full quad, will be required to process
the target delivery formats in parallel.

Many vendors offering transcoder
tools to run on these machines also
offer a server/management applica-
tion that can automate and balance
the load across them when networked
on a LAN. All of these devices will
also be capable of ingesting a multi-
tude of input formats, but the highest
quality, progressively scanned source
would be the most desirable for the IP
delivery discussed in this article. BE

Barb Roeder is a consultant and president
of BarbWired (www.barb-wired.net).
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Leverage the value of your media

Flip more, flip faster with

FlipFactory®

more formats - more integration - more reliability
FlipFactory is the powerful way to automate media workflows

Transcode between 120+ file formats and wrappers

.Directly integrate with all major broadcast/catch/distribution
servers, NLEs, SANs, archives, DAMs and automation systems

.Automatically transform media for webs, mobile, ITPV, cable,
VOD, iTunes, YouTube and evolving distribution platforms

.Choose the functionality you need; prices starting at $4995

.Consistent output results and 24/7 reliability

Fast SD/HD workflow automation

TELESTREAIVI NAB Booth SL5405
www telestream.net
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SOLVING THE
NAB SHOW PUZZLE

It's show time again! For four days, from April 14-
17, more than 1600 vendors from around the world will
showcase their products and technologies, and Broadcast
Engineering is here to help you make the most of this event.
This manual is meant to serve as your ultimate resource
guide for solving the NAB Show puzzle!

First, we announce the winners of our 7th annual engi-
neering Excellence Awards competition. We'll recognize
these facilities at the NAB Show for their achievement in
each of nine categories.

Next, our FASTtrack section will save you lime - and your
feet! Vendors are divided into product categories and then
listed geographically for easy reference. No matter what
you're looking for, this listing will help you find the way to
the vendors you're interested in.

In addition, we've published a map of the entire conven-
tion show floor to make navigating the four halls a breeze.
From audio to video and RF, all the vendors are located on
this custom, easy -to -use map.

And finally, the NAB Show has always proved to be the
place to see new product and technology launches. Our DTV
Marketplace showcases this year's hottest introductions.
Browse more than 25 pages of product descriptions and
photos to build your ultimate shopping list.

We'll see you at the show!
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Note from the editor

This year's Broadcast
Engineering Excellence
awards totaled
45 entries. The contest
pages posted on our
Web site generated more
than 23,000 page views!

The winning entries
were selected based
on the votes received
from our readers on
the Web site. Lucky
voters were selected
at random to receive a
Broadcast Engineering
T-shirt. T-shirts will be
mailed by April 1.

Congratulations to all
of the entrants in this
year's contest. You
represent the highest
quality in television,
production and network
technology. To see
firsthand the equipment
and solutions used by
these leading facilities,
visit the NAB booths of
the vendors described in
the stories. For directions
to each vendor's booth,
see our map, which
begins on page 135.

Brad Dick
Editorial Director

The BroadcastEngineering 7th annual

ExcellenceAwards
Chosen by our readers from 45
cutting -edge facilities, the winners and
runners-up are:

New studio or Elf technology - station
WINNER: AARP 96
Submitted by: Lawson
AssOciates & Architects

Runner-up: WCCO-TV 96
Submitted by: Brightline
Runner-up: WGBH-TV 96
Submitted by: The Systems Group

New studio technology - network
WINNER: Televisa 98
Submitted by: Omneon

Runner-up: Pan Am Games 98
Submitted

New studio technology - HD

WINNER: Globo's Studios 100
Submitted by: TV GLOBO

Runner-up: KYW-TV 100
Submitted by: Front Porch Digital

New studio technology -
nonbroadcast
WINNER: National Geographic 102
Submitted by: SGI

Runner-up: First Baptist
Church of Glenarden 102
Submitted by: Communications
Engineering Inc.

Station automation
WINNER: KEYE-TV 104
Submitted by: VCI Solutions

Runner-up: WFSB-TV 104
Submitted by: Thomson Grass Valley
Runner-up: WFUM-TV 104
Submitted by: Sundance Digital
Runner-up: WQED-TV 104
Submitted by: Utah Scientific

Network automation
WINNER: Ascent Media 106

Submitted by: Sundance Digital

Newsroom technology
WINNER: Intelligent Tool 108

Submitted by: TV GLOBO

Runner-up: CNN 108

Submitted by: CNN/Frontline
Communications

Post & network production facilities
WINNER: NBA Entertainment 110
Submitted by: SGI

Runner-up: Library of Congress 110
Submitted by: Communications
Engineering Inc.

1PTV and mobile technology
WINNER: 30 Rock 112
Submitted by: NBC Universal

Runner-up: Greene HD Productions 112
Submitted by: Ross Video
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WINNER:
AARP

New studio or RF
technology - station

I II I I

Lawson & Associates
Architects

RUNNER-UP:
I I

New studio or RF
technology - station

I II I I

Brightline

RUNNER-UP:

New studio or RF
technology - station

The Systems Group

AARP
Winner of new studio or RE technology - station

In the AARP 12,000sq-ft facility, the group
wanted the equipment to represent for-
ward thinking, and with the exception of
two studios, the entire plant was rebuilt.

The association wanted upbeat colors, spe-
cial wall materials, special light fixtures, and for
everyone to be able to see what was being done
in all the control rooms, and yet when neces-
sary, have privacy. The answer: glass with a light
switch! An added benefit is that smart glass saves
costs for heating and cooling and lighting, as well
as avoids the cost of installing and maintaining
motorized light screens or blinds.

AARP selected equipment with long-term
growth and interoperability in mind. The
NVISION routing system, the core of the techni-
cal operations center, consists of an NV8256-Plus
digital video router, NV7256-Plus synchronous
AES router and NV5128 analog video router, as
well as RS -422 data and time -code routing. The
NV8256-Plus router along with all plant wiring
is fully capable with 3Gb/s SMPTE 324 1080P
video. Euphonix Max Air audio platforms, Sony

WCCO-TV
By 1956, seven years after its on -air
debut, Minneapolis' WCCO-TV was
drawing lunch-time crowds outside

its studio windows, on which the weather-
man would write the day's forecast while
those gathered watched themselves on the
monitors. This inventive take on technol-
ogy and a desire to connect with its pub-
lic have survived to the present day. In the
last 18 months, the CBS-owned-and-oper-

WGBH-TV

MVS8000 switcher systems and Barco video
walls driven by Evertz MVP processors are used
in the production control rooms.

The electronics were designed by the AARP
engineering department in VidCad for ease
of change and documentation capability. No
raised floors were used. All cable distribution
is on overhead cable trays fitted with acces-
sible hinged custom covers that have magnetic
catches for easy access. With AARP's renovated
facility, everything is possible.

ated station has inaugurated a reconfigured
newsroom and two redesigned broadcast
studios.

In May 2005, WGBH-TV broke ground on
its new facility in Brighton, MA, the first
step in the station's attempt for a smooth

transition from its vintage analog A/V plant
in Allston, MA, to a new serial digital facility.
Located outside of Boston, WGBH produces
about one-third of PBS' prime -time programs
and serves the New England area with seven
local and one national channel.

The workhorse of its new master control

room is the Thomson Grass Valley Maestro,
because the project called for a switcher with
internal branding, audio store and CG.
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INTRODUCING the SK-HD1000 series ...

An HDTV production camera system that truly is the defi-
nition of "Technological Advancement".

A new, sleek, modern, dockable camera chassis design expands your
options for Studio/ OB, wired and wireless HDTV production configurations.

The world's first TRULY DIGITAL High -Definition triax cable transmission
system. Also available with digital hybrid fiber-optic cable system.

High Fll-sensitivity is achieved by its 3-CCD Super -IT 2/3 -inch sensors.

Hitachi's Latest Digital advances that include 14 -bit ADCs and powerful 38 -
bit Digital Signal Processors.

An outstanding HDTV Signal to Noise ratio specification of 60dB.

Multi -format video outputs for TV program production. Digital HDTV
interlaced and progressive, SDTV analog and digital.

If you appreciate how the above could improve your HDTV programs' picture
quality; you'll need to "Compromise NO MORE" when it comes to your next
choice of HDTV Production Cameras.

Ask your local Hitachi representative for a quote and demonstration today. The
SK-HD1000 camera system is more affordable than you think!
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Our NEW CCU des gn can use standard Triax or
hybrid Fiber-zptc cable via plug-in module.

With Triax, y3u are assured a pristine and
transparent image due to HITACHI's patented

HS-TDIA Digital Transmission.

Both camera and Control Unit provide our best
guarantee against obsolescense due to the
dockable, modular design that allows easy

configuration changes and adaptation to digital
wireless and tapeless recording.

-itmrkti
Tel. (516) 921-7200, Fax (516) 682-4464
General Information Email: info@hitachikokusai.us
URL: http://www.hitachikokusai.us

VISIT BOOTH C5018 Hitlrh; 11r1r.!--7ai FIIPrtrir rnon:tell
Tel. (416) 299-5900 Fax (416) 299-0450
General Information Email: info@hitachikokusai.ca
URL: http://www.hitachikokusai.ca/



WINNER:
Televisa

New studio technology
- network

Omneon

RUNNER-UP:

New studio technology
- network

Network Electronics

Televisa
Winner of new studio technology - network

This year, Grupo Televisa, one of the
world's largest Spanish -language
media corporations, streamlined
its broadcast operation. The orga-

nization dramatically improved efficiency
by implementing an automated, fully tape-
less workflow system across its two facilities,
Chapultepec and Santa Fe, both located in
Mexico City. In collaboration with systems
integrator AM Tecnologia (AMTEC), Tele-
visa spent many months in planning, design
and installation before the new state-of-the-
art operation went on the air in fall 2007.

At its Chapultepec broadcast technol-
ogy center, Televisa produces news and
other programming and broadcasts three
national channels and one local channel.
The facility has a streamlined, futuristic
look that reflects its high-tech efficien-
cy. The Santa Fe facility produces reality
shows and other programming and in-
gests commercials for playout.

At the core of Televisa's new infrastruc-
ture are an Omneon MediaGrid active stor-
age system and five Omneon Spectrum
media servers. The 24TB MediaGrid system
at the Chapultepec facility acts as a central
nearline repository for content, storing fin-
ished material that is subsequently moved to
Spectrum servers for playout and to a Tedial
media asset management system for archive.

The MediaGrid system also provides edit -

in -place storage for multiple Apple Final
Cut Pro editors.

Four of the Spectrum server systems are
located in the Chapultepec facility, with two
designated for main and mirrored playout,
a third for archiving and a fourth for ingest,
primarily of long -form content. Each of

these servers includes 16 SD channels and
one HD channel, configured for a variety of
functions including preview, high-res qual-
ity control, ingest and playout. The fifth
server was installed at the Santa Fe facil-
ity for ingest of commercials that are then
transferred under the control of Aveco As-
tra automation over a private fiber-optic
network to the main mirrored playout serv-
ers at Chapultepec.

Pan Am Games
Following five years of preparation, Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, hosted its biggest
sporting event in July 2007. The XV

Pan American Games kicked off in the city's
new Maracana Stadium. A continental ver-
sion of the global Olympic Games, the com-
petition has been held every four years since
1951. Athletes compete in 34 sports span-
ning 16 days. In all, 5648 contestants from
42 American nations competed in front of
a potential 1 billion global viewers, with live
coverage originating from 16 different loca-
tions. An elaborate network was designed
to support live simultaneous feeds from 10
geographically dispersed events. Some events
required multiple feeds.

Network Electronics began working with
its Brazilian distributor, Libor, in August
2006 to design and supply a system based on
the company's Flashlink fiber-optic transport
platform to accommodate situations requir-
ing a mix of HD and SD gear and long -haul
transmission. The International Broadcast
Center (IBC) provided a signal for major
broadcasters around the world.
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Automation

Media Management

Master Control

Control & Monitoring

Routing

Router Control

Modular Infrastructure

pro-be)I

Pro -Bel offers the systems, the services and the know-how to
help broadcasters design and implement the infrastructures
they need to achieve business success. The Pro -Bel range covers:

 ROUTING & SWITCHING
Huge range of solutions to meet every requirement

 AUTOMATION
From ingest and media management thbugh to playout
and archiving

 MASTER CONTROL
Flexible and scalable HD and SD solutions

 CONTROL & MONITORING
Leading -edge tools to manage all broadcast infrastructures

 MODULAR INFRASTRUCTURE
Pro-Bel's Vistek line offers outstanding HD and SD modular
products including Cifer the universal mption-compensated
standards converter

How can we help engineer YOUR future?              
www.pro-bel.com



WINNER:
Globo's Studios

New studio technology
HD

TV GLOBO

RUNNER-UP:

New studio technology
- HD

Front Porch Digital

Globo's Studios
Winner of new studio

he Brazilian network TV GLO-
BO is known for its production
of telenovelas, which dominate
primetime viewing. Telenovela is

a form of melodramatic serialized fiction
produced and broadcast six days a week (a
yearly average of 200 episodes each) that at-
tract a broad audience and command the
highest advertising rates. GLOBO does not
only produce for the local market but also
exports its telenovelas worldwide.

With a huge production complex in Rio
de Janeiro (CGP), GLOBO has heavily in-
vested in quality and technology, the most
important pillars to support its success.

In January 2007, GLOBO upgraded its
old SDI studios using a brand new tech-
nology based on SMPTE-424/425M, a
standard that expands upon SMPTE 259M
(143/270/360Mb/s) and SMPTE 292M
(1.485Gb/s) providing bit rates of 2.970Gb/
s (3G). These bit rates allow the broadcast of
1080/60p 4:2:2 and 1080/60i 4:4:4 formats.

The project's main purpose was to pre-
pare the infrastructure for 3G technology,
so the network invested in cables, patches,
routing switchers and modules that were
already compliant with SMPTE-424M. In
the future, the network will continue to up-
grade equipment. In the meantime, GLOBO
produces both in SDI (SMPTE 259M) and

technology - HD

HD -SDI (SMPTE 292M).
Each studio is comprised of four con-

trol rooms (technical, video and lighting,
production and audio) with five new cam-
eras; four fiber-optic external lines; tape
and tapeless recording for postproduc-
tion; a multiviewer, providing operational
flexibility to the monitor walls; UMD and

tally system; new microphones; and a new
wireless communication system that offers
mobility and additional network managing
(SNMP), which supports the whole system.
Many design changes were also introduced
in the four technical areas, which were fully
dismantled and rebuilt.

In August 2007, GLOBO TV started pro-
ducing the first HDTV telenovela in the new
studio.

KYW-TV

0 n April 2, 2007, Philadelphia's
KYW-TV (CBS 3) broadcast its
11 o'clock news from the station's

new 120,000sq-ft facility. It was one of the
nation's first all -HD TV stations built from
the ground up, and was designed and con-
structed in less than 10 months.

The facility is also home to WPSG-TV, a
CW station. KYW produces five -and -a -half
hours of news per day in addition to sports
specials and charity fund-raisers. When the
station's lease was up, the engineering team
saw an opportunity to build an efficient, scal-
able facility that would also be a pleasant
place to work. The team knew this would re-
quire a different model for storage and work-

flow than the SD model, which would soon
be overwhelmed by the density of informa-
tion HD carries.

Key to the success is the digital workflow
anchored by Front Porch Digital's DIVAr-
chive content storage management system,
which works with Thomson Grass Valley's
Aurora editing suite and a Spectra Logic
LTO3 library.
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Sound gives pictures an emotional dimension that movement alone can't
convey. The increasing use of surround sound adds even greater impact
to the viewing experience. But it calls for much greater console capacity.

At Calrec we've been meeting the changing needs of broadcasters
for over thirty years. And as you'd expect from a company dedicated
exclusively to live production and on -air broadcast audio mixing, we've
developed an innovative surround sound solution that's as economical
as it is practical.

New Bluefin technology provides twice the signal processing
capacity in a fraction of the space of conventional systems and with
100% redundancy.

CALREC

Sounds exciting? Find out more at Putting Sound in the Picture



WINNER:
National

Geographic

New studio technology
- nonbroadcast

II I

SGI

RUNNER-UP:

New studio technology
nonbroadcast

Communications
Engineering Inc.

National Geographic
Winner of new studio technology -
nonbroadcast

National Geographic Digital
Motion, the archive and stock
footage licensing agent for all
National Geographic Televi-

sion film and video, wanted to transform its
analog video archive and licensing business
into a streamlined digital workflow. It has
more than a century's worth of moving im-
ages from around the world, and new foot-
age, much in HD, arrives all the time. The
company's key requirement was the ability to
store content and deliver content to the Web
in uncompressed formats to maintain the
highest possible quality.

National Geographic designed the system
and selected the various components. For
storage, it contacted OSSI, an SGI channel
partner, which suggested SGI InfiniteStor-
age as the major storage and file -sharing
component. The SGI InfiniteStorage CXFS
shared filesystem and SGI InfiniteStorage ar-
rays optimize delivery of rich -media content
and seamlessly support a variety of complex
transactions.

One of the biggest challenges was the
amount of data that would be brought into
the system. When National Geographic en-
codes video, three different file formats are
created at the same time: uncompressed,
MPEG-2 and MPEG-1. The uncompressed
data alone is about 100GB per hour.

National Geographic encodes its tapes
into an asset management system backed
with 34TB shared over two SGI InfiniteS-
torage TP9300 systems and a later -added
additional 35TB of storage on a SGI Infi-
niteStorage 4000 system. The SGI storage
is where operators catalog the clips with

keywords and push them out to an exter-
nal Web site to allow customers to preview
the content and determine their purchases.
Once licensed, that content is played out via
the SGI SAN and made available in multiple
formats, including NTSC, PAL and DVD as
before, and now files over FTP. National
Geographic will soon be able to encode clips
in HD and offer customers all high -defini-
tion formats.

First Baptist

Church of

Glenarden
In September 2007, the First Baptist Church
of Glenarden built a new 205,000sq-ft
structure that features state-of-the-art

live production and broadcast capabilities
inside a theater -style sanctuary capable of
seating 4000 attendees. Key production sys-
tem goals for the new facility were to pro-
vide high -quality coverage of the services
and events; enable fast, efficient distribution
of recorded services in various formats on a

large scale; and enhance the worship
rience of the attendees and home viewers.
The church hired Communications Engi-
neering Inc. (CEI) to design, integrate and
install a network -quality live production
facility. RCI Sound Systems provided a con-
cert -grade sound system, and RJC Designs
developed the original system concept and
preliminary design.

expe-
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4 Affordable

CHANNEL
HD & SD VIDEO SERVERS

MCS
MULTI -CHANNEL SERVER

Broadcast Time Delay

Sports Slow -Motion

VTR Replacement

Doremi's MCS Multi -Channel Video Server
Provides up to 4 independent video channels and
simple playlist creation with video transitions;
fade, wipe, cut and dissolve.

Reliable and Upgradeable Design
 Upgradeable from two video channels to four
 External RAIDS storage or internal removable drives
 System runs on a dedicated video hardware platform
 Redundant power supply option

System Compatibility
 HD -SDI, SDI video input and output (HD Version)
 SDI, YUV, S -Video and Composite video (SD Version)
 Sony 9Pin, VDCP, or Odetics remote control

Video Servers - HD MPEG2 Encoders and Decoders - SDI / DVI Converters - HD Video Test Generator

Doremi Labs, Inc. tel. 818 562-1101 info@doremilabs.com www.doremilabs.com
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WINNER:
KEYE-TV

III
Station automation

VCI Solutions

RUNNER-UP:

'II
Station automation

Thomson Grass Valley

RUNNER-UP:

Station automation

Sundance Digital

RUNNER-UP:

Station automation

Utah Scientific

KEYE-TV
Winner of station automation

0 ne of the biggest challenges a sta-
tion can face is taking an existing
DOS, a highly customized legacy
system and replacing it. This is

exactly what KEYE-TV had to do this past
year in upgrading its facility from the CBS
Group -W -designed TMRT system.

There were the usual considerations like
master control features, functionality and
scalability. Additional system requirements
for KEYE included content delivery integra-
tion and satellite integration. But, the true
test of a system would be its flexibility to in-
tegrate and comply with a workflow that was
already highly customized.

After an exhaustive search, KEYE found not
only everything that it needed, but everything
that it wanted in the autoXe automation sys-
tem from VCI Solutions. The master control
functionality and flexibility is there - and
then some.

"I'm a computer -oriented person, so when

we started talking about SQL, SOA and true
relational databases, I knew the system was
carefully thought out with a true understand-
ing of what today and tomorrow's broadcast
environment was going to be like," said George
Todd, KEYE maintenance engineer.

A few of the capabilities that the team at
KEYE likes are Video Spy, logging capability,
vertical and horizontal view of the delivery
manager, and the versatility of the worksta-
tions because they can do all jobs.

WFSB-TV
Meredith's CBS affiliate WFSB-DT
began broadcasting from its new
60,000sq-ft Rocky Hill, CT, HD -

SDI plant in June, calling it a broadcast pro-
duction dream come true. The new facility
features all aspects of the production process

on the first floor, streamlining a hectic work-
flow that formerly included four floors in a
46 -year -old building. The rooms feature a
variety of Thomson Grass Valley equipment,
including nine Aurora Edit SC and XT news
editing systems.

WFUM-TV
To get from a tape -lugging analog fa-
cility to fully digital, automated, tape-
less multichannel HD at WFUM-TV

called for good planning, patience, ingenuity
and unique, cost -saving engineering solu-
tions. As the PBS member station licensed to

WOED-TV

the Regents of the University of Michigan in
Flint, MI, funding arrives intermittently and
is never enough to do major projects all at
once. Fortunately, the station made the tran-
sition in smart phases. At the core is Sun -
dance Digital Titan automation.

pittsburgh's WQED-TV, the first public
broadcaster in the nation and home
of "Mister Rogers' Neighborhood,"

is now the one of the first HD broadcasters
and production centers in its tri-state region,
thanks to a major renovation of master con-

trol and editing, as well as new audio and
video control rooms. WQED has been trans-
mitting in HD since 2002, but prior to this
upgrade, it was only able to transmit PBS's
HD feeds. A Utah Scientific UTAH -400 rout-
ing switcher ties the facility together.
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Modular Design:

Take apart your battery and replace the power cells.

Expecting everything to be as simple.

Discover the ENDURA ELITE battery with modular design-an industry first.

Replace the power cells in your battery at your convenience. And lower

your operating costs as well. Modular design. Only on the ENDURA ELITE.

For more information: 1-310-891-2800, www.idx.tv NAB Booth No.C8032

Powering Hi-Def ID



WINNER:
Ascent Media

Network automation

Sundance Digital

Ascent Media
Winner of network automation

When the additional demands
of new business hit Ascent
Media, it was time for a bi-
coastal upgrade. The orga-

nization offers broadcast, cable and satellite
network distribution solutions from Stam-
ford, CT, and Burbank, CA. The East Coast
Network Origination Center (NOC) has
handled distribution for the YES Network,
A&E Television Networks and the NFL, and
recently added the NHL Network. The West
Coast NOC distributes the "Classic Arts
Showcase," a free cable TV program, and
added ReelzChannel, a cable and satellite
network, to its roster.

The new networks meant that an infusion
of advanced, scalable and reliable technology
was needed to provide the highest quality
transmission service that caters to high -pro-

file sports and entertainment channels. The
dynamic nature of sports networks typically
requires individual live master control rooms,
while entertainment programming needs
more efficient multichannel operations.

Ascent Media opted to unify each origi-
nation center under the central control of a
robust automation configuration. In the end,
it chose nearly identical, but individually op-
erated, fully redundant, multichannel Sun -
dance Digital Titan automation solutions.

The new automation systems enable Ascent
to add channels easily to Titan as its roster
grows. Recently, an additional three channels

were added for agile, on -demand stations to
accommodate live events as needed.

Each highly scalable configuration drives
an Omneon Spectrum server and Harris
IconMaster master control switchers for
branding. Sundance Digital's MediaCacher
was installed in both locations to efficiently
and robotically cache content from tape to
the servers.

Although the Titans are near mirror im-
ages of each other, some individuality was re-
quired to maximize efficiency. The spontane-
ous nature of the sports networks serviced by
Stamford's playback center required a system
responsive to real-time, last-minute playlist
changes due to game timeouts, rain delays and
the like. Sundance Digital's NewsRecorder was
installed to achieve the live ingest of sporting
events for server -based playback.

In Burbank, Titan drives a Front Porch/
StorageTek archive system that is an impor-
tant component of the entertainment -centric
ReelzChannel and "Classic Arts Showcase?'

In Stamford, each channel operates from
its own master control room. In Burbank, the
networks are managed in a multicustomer
room. Both facilities are multicustomer in-
stallations and require significant scalability.

The new automation solution cost-effec-
tively increases Ascent's existing platform to
accommodate additional customers without
needing to purchase a new automation sys-
tem each time business grows.
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Success is a matter of adjusting one's

efforts to obstacles, and one's abilities

to a service needed by others.

Producing the perfect sound whatever the circumstances are, is an art. Whether

the project is a live event or a production, TV or theater, in a studio or OB truck -

keeping everything under control requires versatility and creativity. And, of course,

a console which emphasizes these talents.

AURUS is just such a console and all digital to boot. Its singular flexibility brings

any challenge, however daunting, within your reach. In live performance AURLS'

modest footprint allows an optimum view of the action, while all parameters can

be controlled intuitively. In production its huge scope and sublime audio quality

never fail to impress.

Where Content Comes to Life -

Booth N2835

11055 Bell Road, Suite 101

Johns Creek

GA, 30097

Phone +1-888-782-4391

Fax +1-888-782-4391

usa@stagetec.com

SALZBRENNER
STAG ETEC
MEDIAGROUP



WINNER:
Intelligent Tool

IIL
Newsroom technology

TV GLOBO

RUNNER-UP:

Newsroom technology

CNN/Frontline
Communications

Intelligent Tool
Winner of newsroom

Because Brazil has continental di-
mensions, news is the key tool to
integrate all regions of the coun-
try and is the main GLOBO pro-

duction, with a total of 58,000 hours per
year produced by 3000 journalists. GLOBO's
newscast schedule is divided into local and
network newscasts from morning to evening.
Each affiliate produces up to 13 hours of
weekly news for its districts and sends con-
tent to network headquarters for broadcast.

Traditionally, content was exchanged via
microwave or satellite links in real time,
which means booking complexity and lim-
ited time windows in expensive communica-
tion channels. But since July 2007, GLOBO
and its affiliates have operated a customized
system to exchange off -air news content us-
ing IP technology over a robust and private
broadband network.

This Intelligent Tool shares the con-
tent produced by each affiliate based on
24/7 operations. All participants are able
to search, select, watch low-res content
(LR=WM@256Kb/s) and retrieve high-res
files (HR=WM@4Mb/s). The system provides
security settings for protecting confidential
information and defines rights management
for content usage. Each affiliate can automat-
ically manage the files' download priority ac-
cording to its program guide. Other impor-

CNN

technology

tant features include archive control, partial
retrieval, customized reports and peer -to-

peer sharing between affiliates.
The system architecture is comprised of

an SQL redundant central database, a redun-
dant central DNS Web server, workstations
and MPLS network technology.

All content shared in the new system is
available 24/7 over a reliable private network
with firewall and cryptography protections,
which equates to three times the savings
when compared with the booked and rented
A/V satellite or microwave links.

The application has a user-friendly Web
GUI for the journalists, who can watch the
low-res clips before asking for the high-res
content, which is transferred at least two
times faster than real time.

CNN first used a mobile news bureau
to cover the presidential campaign in
2004, which was a 1980 tour coach.

Although crude in design, with folding tables
and virtually no connectivity, its potential
for much more was obvious. In 2005, CNN
decided that a fully customized conversion
could provide a premier workspace and give
the connectivity that had been missing from
the previous coach.

David Bohrman, CNN's Washington, D.C.,
bureau chief and senior VP, wanted to create
a multiuse platform that would provide a
combination HD studio, satellite transmis-
sion center and newsroom with an editing
suite. The project required contributions

across several disciplines. Frontline, a builder
of satellite transmission trucks, provided
overall project management and installation
of the broadcast electronics. Parliament Mo-
tor Coach provided coach interior outfitting
and chassis modifications. CNN's willing-
ness to think outside the norm in broadcast
vehicle design illustrates its commitment to
deliver the highest quality news reporting. 
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HD/SD/Analog (NTSCRAL) Mixed
WUXGA (1920 x 1200rD.V1-1 Output

Video Transfer VialNetwork
Audio Level, Tally Display

-Charcicter Disp ay
Analog/Digital acck
Free Layout Software

FOR.
INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
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Video Transfer Image

FOR -A

MV -41101 -IS NEW

The MV-410HS is a 4 -channel multi viewer that supports mixed input of HD -SDI, SD -SDI and analog

composite signals. High -resolution video output using a DVI terminal is included as standard. Support

is also provided for user -created patterns and video transfer over a LAN connection.

Support for mixed input of HD -SDI, SD -SDI, and analog composite signals (asynchronous input is possible)

Support for mixed input of different frame rate signals

High -resolution output: DVI and analog RGB terminals are provided as standard for split-screen video output for enabling

easy usage on large screens and computer monitors.

Includes layout software for size and position of sources as well as pre-set patterns.

 Network video transfer function: LAN interface provided as standard for enabling transfer of output video over the network

II Audio level display: Includes level display function for embedded audio signals superimposed on HD/SD-SDI (8ch display)

 Includes tally display, title display, and time display functions

 Video loss detection function

 Optional SNMP support: External monitoring of power supply and fan alarm status

 Optional redundant power supply is available =NM



WINNER:
NBA

Entertainment

Post & network
production facilities

SGI

RUNNER-UP:

Post & network
production facilities

Communications
Engineering Inc

NBA Entertainment
Winner of post 8c network production facilities

NBA Entertainment's (NBAE)
all -digital, centralized media
production and asset manage-
ment facility in Secaucus, NJ,

has been fully functional for more than a
year. The SGI-integrated workflow has al-
lowed the NBAE to capture, catalog and
store every play as it happens in real time.
The SAN, based on an SGI InfiniteStorage
CXFS shared filesystem, provides real-time
storage for high-res online editing sys-
tems while handling low-res proxy and cue
management using NBA -written applica-
tions. During daily broadcast production,
the NBAE ingested more than 45,000 assets
into the system over the last year, storing
about 30,000 hours of content, or a little
more than 1.5 petabytes of data. Those as-
sets are a combination of all of last season's
live NBA games and field material, plus
historic content.

The volume of asset ingest is significantly
more than SGI or NBAE anticipated in the
initial system design, which was conceived as
having at least two years of built-in growth
capacity. The NBAE originally planned to
take up to seven years to get the entire ar-
chive, dating back to 1946, into digital for-
mat. In order to take better advantage of
the workflow improvements, the NBAE has
accelerated its library conversion. Doubling

the size of the media management system,
where material is ingested into the SGI stor-
age using Snell & Wilcox iCR encoders, will
allow for as many as 100,000 assets to be in-
gested annually.

To meet this directive, a second 3000 -
slot StorageTek SL 8500 robot system is be-
ing added, which will take the NBAE's total

nearline capacity to 6000 LTO data tapes and
significantly improve workflow by moving
data into the system quicker and retrieving
data more rapidly. The Fibre Channel fabric
is expanding from 128 ports to 192 ports,
and the system is migrating from SGI's lega-
cy technology to three SGI Altix 450 systems,
each with 16 Intel Itanium 2 processors and
16GB RAM per processor, running Novell
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10.

Library of

Congress
In Culpeper, VA, the Library of Congress'
new Packard Campus of the National
Audio -Visual Conservation Center

(NAVCC) houses the world's largest and
most comprehensive collection of films,
TV programs, radio broadcasts and sound
recordings. It contains underground stor-
age for this entire collection - 5.7 million
items - on 90mi of shelving, along with ex-
tensive modern facilities for the acquisition,
digitization, cataloging and preservation of
all audiovisual formats.

In

The Library of Congress began planning
for the NAVCC about 10 years ago. One of
the primary goals was the digital duplica-
tion and storage of all the items that would
be kept at the campus. The Library of Con-
gress hired Communications Engineering
Inc. (CEI) to handle the installation and
integration of all the equipment. CEI began
working on the project in August 2006.
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WINNER:
30 Rock

IPTV and mobile

technology

1

NBC Universal

RUNNER-UP:

IPTV and mobile
technology

Ross Video

30 Rock
Winner of IPTV and mobile technology

NBC Universal receives more than
100 remote feeds to its head-
quarters in New York City. In
the past, these signals were dis-

tributed via an analog closed circuit Cat 5
system used for monitoring purposes by the
news and sports production staff. This Cat 5
system was available only in key production
areas, and every channel of the 850MHz
plant was occupied.

Recently MSNBC moved to 30 Rock with
an additional 50 new remote feeds that needed
to be monitored throughout the facility. Add-
ing to the existing analog system was out of the
question. A digital cable (QAM) technology
was considered; however, this would require a
new digital cable -ready TV or set -top box for
every user, a logistical and financial challenge.
An IPTV approach operating on the corporate
LAN allows all users equal access to content us-
ing existing PCs, regardless of the location in
the facility.

The system was designed for 200 SD chan-
nels, with plans to add more SD and HD chan-
nels in the near future. Because bandwidth was
a critical factor of the design, H.264 (MPEG-4)
compression was chosen. Operating each ser-
vice at about 1.7Mb/s yields sufficient quality
for monitoring purposes yet occupies a reason-
ably streamlined profile in the GigE backbone.

Careful planning of our network infrastruc-

ture was required. The IPTV traffic shares the
same facilities and pipeline as the rest of our
corporate data, including e-mail, Web brows-
ing, archiving and various other production
tools. We could not afford to disturb any of
these. A large task was ensuring that every
switch and router was enabled for multicast
(IGMP) traffic. We are fortunate that back-

bone was previously upgraded to GigE so
bandwidth to each switch was not considered
an obstacle.

The benefit of multicasting is that band-
width is not occupied on a local network seg-
ment unless a request for a service is made by
a user. No matter how many users on a seg-
ment request the same service, that service
doesn't require any more bandwidth than
the initial request.

Greene HD

Productions
Greene HD Productions in Arling-
ton, TX, decided after building a
prototype from a 1998 converted

coach to build a luxury HDTV production
mobile from scratch, starting with a Prevost
XLII 45ft mobile. Teaming up with Mara-
thon Coach, its design goal provided com-
fort for VIPs and the work crew by offering
a good working/living environment, which
saved time. This was achieved by offering
as many as 12 HD cameras, two advanced
edit stations, in -motion editing, tapeless
recording environment, stadium seating in

the production room, an audio mixing cab-
in, fiber -based HD -SDI cable, a producer's
lounge, a full galley/full bath, and sleeping
quarters for up to four people. This not only
saves on transportation and hotel costs, but
allows the crew to work on the next event
while in motion as the mobile is fully func-
tional. The coach features Ross Video's Syn-
ergy 1.5 multidefinition digital switcher.
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BroadcastEngineering®
WEBCAST SERIES

3roadcast Engineering is proud to introduce an

Ingoing series of monthly webcasts covering key

echnical and operational issues. In these one -

lour long events, attendees can learn while at

heir desktops or home computers. A broadband

:onnection is all that's needed.

-he topics are taught by experienced and trained

engineers, consultants, and operations managers.

The focus is on quick, solid and useful instruction.

these are not product demonstrations or promotions.

[hese webcasts will provide solid technical and

)perational training for professionals. And, the

)onus is they are free!

Visit
proadcastengineering.com/webinar/print

today to register!

[BROADCAST ENGINEERING LIVE
WAKE? DIMING WES..

Project Management

COMING IN APRIL
VOD: Broadcasters using local
cable VOD to extend their
digital reach

Presented by Jim Radmann
April 8, 2008 - 2:00 pm EST

What at first appears as a cable competitive technol-
ogy can provide unique and valuable benefits to OTA
broadcasters. This cable expert shows TV stations how
to integrate the features of VOD with over -the -air sched-
uling. Broadcasters can benefit from multiple playbacks
and commercial exposures and viewers benefit from be-
ing able to personally schedule their favorite programs.
This session will help operational personnel better un-
derstand cable VOD and how it can increase station vis-
ibility and improve viewer numbers.

COMING IN MAY
IT for engineers

Presented by Al Kovalic

May 13, 2008 - 2:00 pm EST

As IT -based equipment becomes
increasingly common in broadcast
and video equipment, engineers need a better under-
standing of its underlying technology. Central to that
are networking and storage issues. Attend this webcast
to learn more about now IT platforms can be leveraged
for improved performance for broadcast and high -qual-
ity production environments. This course is taught by a
world -class author with years of broadcast and IT expe-
rience. Don't miss this important learning experience
on IT.
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The NAB Show has named Broadcast Engineering and Telephony the
officialmedia sponsors of the IPTV Pavilion, and to complement the event's
expanded focus on IPTV, the editors of the two publications will produce an
array of IPTV-focused content for the event, including:

NAB SHOW IPTV DIRECTORY
This comprehensive guide will be distributed at the IPTV Pavilion
and feature profiles of NAB Show exhibitors that serve the IPTV
market, product descriptions and additional content and insight
on the IPTV sector from the editors of Telephony and Broadcast
Engineering. The directory will give NAB Show attendees a complete
overview of the IPTV-focused exhibits and programs at the event.

IPTV PAVILION WEB SITE
Telephony and Broadcast Engineering also will host a web site,
www.iptvpavilion.com, dedicated to the NAB Show's IPTV
Pavilion and featuring complete coverage of the event's IPTV focus
and a wide range of editorial content about the IPTV sector.

IPTV PAVILION E -NEWSLETTERS
The official media sponsors of the NAB Show's IPTV Pavilion also
will produce a series of e -newsletters before and during the event
that provide additional insight about the IPTV Pavilion and live
news coverage of IPTV developments at the 2008 NAB Show.

BT EVERTZ ITTVA NETWORK

cast Engineering and Telephony are teaming with NAB to highlight the
developments in IPTV technology and applications at the upcoming
Show, April 14-17 at the Las Vegas Convention Center. The
will feature a new conference series and super session aimed at
nmunications and wireless industry professionals, along with a new
avilion that will showcase new IPTV products and services.
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SOLVING THE SHOW
FLOOR PUZZLE

With more than 1600 exhibi-
tors to see in just four days,
Broadcast Engineering is here to
help you find the shortest route
between point A and point B,
while saving your feet.

Our exhibitor map on page
135 gives you an overview of
what is where and how far you'll
have to trek to get there. In addi-
tion, with our FASTtrack section,
simply find what you're looking
for in our category list to the
right. Then go to the indicated
page, where you'll find a list-
ing of companies showing that
product. For your added con-
venience, the exhibitors' booth
numbers are listed in geograph-
ic order. Therefore, scouring the
show floor for a particular piece
of equipment will be as efficient
as possible. Listings are based
on information provided to
Broadcast Engineering by man-
ufacturers. Booth numbers are
provided by NAB and are cur-
rent as of our press deadline.
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technical engineering 126
Film equipment, duplication,

distribution equipment 126
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Lighting equipment 128
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Multi -image displays 128
New media, streaming products,

multimedia/Internet 128
Power products, batteries, generators 128
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Recording media 128
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Studio, facility support products 130
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conversion equipment 130
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FASTTRACK
NAB PREVIEW

AUDIO ACCESSORIES

Linear Acoustic C2I51
Clear-Com C5908
Bexel's Broadcast Video Gear C5912
Horita C7311
Hannay Reels C7822
Wireworks C7924
ISIS Group N602
Dolby Laboratories N713
DPA Microphones N730
Wohler Technologies N1314
Hamlet N1531
DK - Technologies N1533
K-Tek N2630
ESE N3121
Audio-Technica U.S. N4529
Zaxcom N4533
Sonifex N4919
Azden N4924
Lectrosonics N5223
Netia N5433
RCS N5917
Klotz Digital Audio Systems N5925
Prism Media Products N5935
Logitek Electronic Systems N7124
JK Audio N7929
Aviom N8236
Lawo N8720
Henry Engineering N9023
Gefen SL2312
Acoustical Solutions SL2417
Adrienne Electronics SL8420
Abaltat SL9610
Whisper Room SL10220
TASCAM SL10328
Chief Manufacturing SL10830
Ward -Beck Systems SU7420
Network Electronics SU10814
TSL SU14615

AUDIO MIXERS,

ON -AIR, PORTABLE,

STUDIO, PLAYBACK

Linear Acoustic C2I51
Burst Electronics C9032
ISIS Group N602
Dolby Laboratories N713
Harris N2502
Stagetec N2835
Solid State Logic N4031
Zaxcom N4533
Sonifex N4919
Azden N4924
Euphonix N5217
Aphex Systems N5617
Klotz Digital Audio Systems N5925
Logitek Electronic Systems N7124
Sound Devices N7235
Wheatstone N7612
Telos Systems N7620
Studer Soundcraft N8229
Aviom N8236
Lawo N8720

Calrec Audio N8723
Yamaha Audio SL5710
TASCAM SL10328
Edirol SL10520
Sony Electronics SU 906
Pixel Instruments SU3111
Dalet Digital Media Systems SU8520

AUDIO RECORDING,

STORAGE, PLAYBACK

Dolby Laboratories
Audio-Technica U.S.
Zaxcom
Sonifex
Euphonix
Netia
Aphex Systems
RCS
Sound Devices
Sennheiser Electronic
HHB
Henry Engineering
Gefen
Digital Vision
TASCAM
Sony Electronics
Pixel Instruments
Digital Broadcast
Nagravision Kudelski Group
EMC
Dalet Digital Media Systems
Pharos
Omneon Video Networks

N 713
N4529
N4533
N4919
N5217
N5433
N5617
N5917
N7235
N8207
N8207
N9023

SL2312
SL3205

SL10328
SU906

SU31 1 1

SU6205
SU7515
SU7820
SU8520
SU8905
SU9620

AUDIO ROUTING,

DISTRIBUTION

Linear Acoustic C2151
Bittree C2243
Clear-Com C5908
Switchcraft C7508
Riedel Communications C7511
Burst Electronics C9032
DNF Controls N313
ISIS Group N602
Crystal Vision N610
Dolby Laboratories N713
Thomson N914
Wohler Technologies N1314
DK - Technologies N1533
Evertz N1713
Harris N2502
Stagetec N2835
Codan Broadcast N2914
ESE N3121
Otari N3938
Patchamp N4617
Sonifex N4919
Aphex Systems N5617
Klotz Digital Audio Systems N5925
Sierra Automated Systems N6520
Logitek Electronic Systems N7124
Wheatstone N7612
Sennheiser Electronic N8207
HHB N8207

Aviom N8236
Lawo N8720
APT N8811
Thomson SL106
Thomson SL2120
Gefen SL2312
Sierra Video Systems SL4305
Communications Specialties SL8025
TASCAM SL10328
Ensemble Designs SU2326
Image Video SU3305
Telecast Fiber Systems SU4227
Eyeheight SU5905
Ross Video SU6010
Miranda Technologies SU6811
Ward -Beck Systems SU7420
EMC SU7820
Wegener SU7911
Dalet Digital Media Systems SU8520
Pharos SU8905
Network Electronics SU10814
NVISION SU11620

AUTOMATION, INCLUDING

NEWS AND MASTER

CONTROL

EVS C4911
Telescript C5933
Vinten Radamec C6414
Innovision Optics C8124
DNF Controls N313
Pilat Media North America N323
Thomson N914
Front Porch Digital N1830
Harris N2502
Octopus Newsroom Trading N2838
Broadway Systems N3135
SintecMedia N3138
Utah Scientific N3531
VSN/JustEdit N3714
Masterclock N4121
Netia N5433
RCS N5917
Klotz Digital Audio Systems N5925
Sierra Automated Systems N6520
Broadcast Software International N9111
Thomson SL106
VDS SL124
Quantel SL720
Thomson SL2120
ScheduAll Software SL2308
Anystream SL2608
Ultimatte SL4920
Telestream SL5405
Adtec Digital SL6110
BitCentral SL7720
Chief Manufacturing SL10830
Avocent SL13016
VCI Solutions SU727
Orad Hi-Tec Systems SU1920
Cinegy SU3113
Konan Digital SU3605
OmniBus Systems SU4205
Leightronix SU5010
Crispin SU5408
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Enterprise sQ Newsbox HD

PASSION
FOR BROADCAST
Together we are defining the future of broadcast. We design and deliver the products that enable

you to excel in everything from news and sports to promos, from asset management to editi-T.

It is a passion for broadcast that drives everything we do. Share it.

Quantel - share our passion Quantel



FASTTRACK
NAB PREVIEW

Ross Video SU6010
Digital Broadcast SU6205
Miranda Technologies SU6811
Florical Systems SU6820
Dalet Digital Media Systems SU8520
Irdeto SU8811
Pharos SU8905
Videoframe SU9027
Video Technics SU9227
AZCAR SU11005
PlayBox Technology SU11308
Hi Tech Systems SU11515
Blue Order Solutions SU11711
Fission Software SU12708
Pro -Bel SU12712
Masstech Group SU13813
Obor Digital SU14605
Pebble Beach Systems SU15205
Controlware Comm. Sys SU15215
Eyeheight SU5906

CABLE TV EQUIPMENT

DVB C2239
EVS C4911
Comtech EF Data C5942
Egripment C6911
Horita C7311
Volicon N2514
Opticomm N3718
Patriot Antenna Systems 0E103
Adtec Digital SL6110
Broadata Communications SU3107
TANDBERG Television SU4210
Motorola SU5013
Triveni Digital SU5605
Scientific Atlanta SU6120
Miravid SU6906
Nagravision Kudelski Group SU7515
Irdeto SU8811
Harmonic SU9612
NTT Electronics SU10220
ViACCESS SU10226
Scopus Video Networks SU11228
SeaChange International SU12011

CAMERA SUPPORT,

ROBOTICS, VIRTUAL SETS

Fujinon C4210
Miller Camera Support C4928
Hitachi Kokusai Electric C 5018
Frezzi Energy Systems C5023
Anton/Bauer C5917
Bogen Imaging C5922
Gitzo C5924
Telescript C5933
Manfrotto C6225
Camera Dynamics C6408
Sachtler C6410
Vinten C6412
Vinten Radamec C6414
()Connor C6418
Spider Support Systems C6915
Telemetrics C6933
Shotoku Broadcast Systems C7515
Innovision Optics C8124

Abel Cine Tech C8508
Glidecam Industries C10315
Vizrt R129
Media 3 R327
Vizrt SL4805
Telestream SL5405
Hybrid MC SL13216
Orad Hi-Tec Systems SU1920
Telecast Fiber Systems SU4227
FOR -A SU5220
Camplex SU11514

CAMERAS, LENSES,

ACCESSORIES

TRON-Tek C1336
Link Research C1807B
Broadcast Microwave Services C2329
Cine Bags C3254
Panasonic Broadcast C3512
Fujinon C4210
JVC Professional Products C4218
Ikegami Electronics C4228
Hitachi Kokusai Electric C5018
Thales Angenieux C5323
Bezel's Broadcast Video Gear C5912
Anton/Bauer C5917
Bogen Imaging C5922
KATA C5923
Formatt C6222
Schneider Optics C6233
Petrol Bags C6416
Telemetrics C6933
ARRI C7428
IDX System Technology C8032
Lemo USA C8119
Innovision Optics C8124
Camera Corps C8137
Abel Cine Tech C8508
I-Movix C11819E
Thomson N914
K-Tek N2630
Media 3 R327
Thomson SL106
Thomson SL2120
Sony Electronics SU906
Band Pro Film & Digital SU1320
Canon SU3020
16x9 SU3310
Iconix Video SU6426
Miranda Technologies SU6811
Teranex SU10924
AZCAR SU11005
Camplex SU11514

Spencer Technologies N3836
Broadcast Software International N9111
Vizrt R129
Chyron SL3713
Vizrt SL4805
Compix Media SL8205
EEG Enterprises SL11215
Miranda Technologies SU6811
SoftNI SU9024
Pixel Power SU10920
Cavena Image Products SU11008
Screen Subtitling Systems SU11808
SysMedia SU14316
Eyeheight SU5906

CONSULTING SERVICES,

TECHNICAL ENGINEERING

DVB C2239
ND SatCom C4849
TV Magic N2136
VSN/JustEdit N3714
Patchamp N4617
Media 3 R327
SGI (Silicon Graphics) SL4314
Orad Hi-Tec Systems SU1920
Pixel Instruments SU31 1 1
Crispin SU5408
Scientific Atlanta SU6120
EMC SU7820
Harmonic SU9612
AZCAR SU11005

FILM EQUIPMENT,

DUPLICATION,

DISTRIBUTION

EQUIPMENT

C4911
Abel Cine Tech C8508
Thomson N914
Evertz N1713
Thomson SL106
Quantel SL720
Thomson SL2120
da Vinci Systems SL2620
Digital Vision SL3205
Video Accessory SU3413
eMotion Engines SU9206
NTT Electronics SU10220

EVS

CGS, PROMPTERS,

CAPTIONING

GRAPHICS, ANIMATION

PRODUCTS

Panasonic Broadcast C3512
QTV/Autocue C5333 Accuweather C6428
Telescript C5933 Burst Electronics C9032
Listec Video C6533 DNF Controls N313
Horita C7311 Harris N2502
Burst Electronics C9032 Broadcast Software International N9111
Evertz N1713 Vizrt R129Harris N2502 VDS SL124
VSN/JustEdit N3714 Quantel SL720
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Broadcast the best results.
Introducing the all new Scan Do° HD.

DVI Computer Video to HD/SD-SDI Scan Converter
with Genlock Input and Fiber Optic Output.
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When it comes to HD Scan Conversion, there
is only one brand to turn to. The brand that
continues to set the benchmark that all others
are measured.

The award -winning Scan Do'', of course!

The all new Scan Do° HD converts your high -

resolution DVI computer sources into a SMPTE

standard HD or SD -SDI signal for broadcasting on air

or integrating into a professional video production

system. Best of all, Scan Do° HD does not require that

you install any special software or hardware on your

computer. Simply plug it in, set your resolution and

your broadcasting the best results... in HD or SD!

What else would you expect from a Scan Do?

Tune in to Scan Do® HD today at scandohd.tv
or call 631-273-0404 for more information.

MGR
Cs'Communications
Specialties, Inc.

commspecial.com

Features at a glance:

Converts DVI-D (up to 1920x1200) to HD/SD SDI.
Advanced scaling algorithms and 10 bit processing
provide exceptionally clean and accurate broadcast
quality output.

Supports VGA & Component Video
with CSI's Model 2100 HDIVII/DVI Converter

Supports HD SDI resolutions up to 1080i per
SMPTE 292 and SD SDI resolutions per SMPTE 259.

Genlock with full phasing control locks HD/SD SDI
output to tri-level sync or black burst.

Ethernet port enables control via your facilities
LAN or via the Internet.

Includes fiber optic output (SMPTE 292 and 297)
and two coaxial outpus (SMPTE 292 and 259).

Complete set of image processing controls
Built-in variable flicker reduction.

Zoom & Shrink horizortaliy and vertically while
maintaining the aspect ratio or set each
independently!

Precisely position your image horizontally
and vertically.

Quickly store and recall your favorite
configurations through the remote control ports!

Learn more at scandohd.tv

Scan Do is a registered trademark of Communications Specialties, Inc. CSI Logo and the triangle designs are trademarks of Communications Specialties, Inc.
02007 All Rights Reserved. Specifications subject to change without notice.



FASTTRACK
NAB PREVIEW

AJA Video SL1413
Autodesk SL1420
Digital Anarchy SL2128C
da Vinci Systems SL2620
Chyron SL3713
SGI (Silicon Graphics) SL4314
Vizrt SL4805
Ultimatte SL4920
e-mediavision.com SL11005
Hybrid MC SL13216
GenArts SL14516
Orad Hi-Tec Systems SU1920
Orad Hi-Tec Systems SU1920
FOR -A SU5220
Miranda Technologies SU6811
AJA Video SU7105
eMotion Engines SU9206
Video Technics SU9227
PlayBox Technology SU11308
Eyeheight SU5906

INTERCOM,

IFB PRODUCTS

HME C3022
Eartec C4046
Clear-Com C5908
Telex C5928
Riedel Communications C7511
Television Engineering C8632
AVT Audio Video Technologies C9619B
IntraCom System C9512
Comrex N2125
Opticomm N3718
Sierra Automated Systems N6520
JK Audio N7929
Broadata Communications SU3107
Telecast Fiber Systems SU4227
HME SU10626

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

Frezzi Energy Systems C5023
Anton/Bauer C5917
Bogen Imaging C5922
Avenger C5925
Reflecmedia C6223
Gossen C6224
Abel Cine Tech C8508
Dedotec USA C9132
Kino Flo Lighting Systems C9419
Videssence C9508
K5600 C9715
ARRI C6929
Sabre Towers & Poles N5938
Brightline SU5027
Light Tech Group SU14414

MICROPHONES,

ACCESSORIES

Panasonic Broadcast C3512
Bogen Imaging C5922
Gitzo C5924
Riedel Communications C7511

Lemo USA C8119 Florical Systems SU6820
DPA Microphones N730 Miravid SU6906
Audio-Technica U.S. N4529 EMC SU7820
Zaxcom N4533 Wegener SU7911
Azden N4924 Radyne-Tiernan-Xicom SU7915
Lectrosonics N5223 IPV SU8608
Holophone N6435 Irdeto SU8811
Beyerdynamic N7917 S&T (Strategy & Technology) SU9306
Sennheiser Electronic N8207 Harmonic SU9612
HHB N8207 NTT Electronics SU10220
Media 3 R327 Fujitsu SU10928
Marshall Electronics SU1926 AZCAR SU11005
Broadata Communications SU3107 Screen Subtitling Systems SU11808
FOR -A SU5220 Sencore SU12108
Miranda Technologies SU6811 Envivio SU13205

Streambox SU15515

MULTI -IMAGE DISPLAYS
POWER

Evertz N1713
NEC Display Solutions N1725
Harris N2502
Barco SL3213
Image Video SU3305
Miravid SU6906
Avitech International SU13215

NEW MEDIA, STREAMING

PRODUCTS, MULTIMEDIA/

INTERNET

Stream Guys C1848
DVB C2239
Logic Innovations/Sys Tech. C4546
Radyne-Tiernan-Xicom C4842
Accuweather C6428
Thomson N914
Sencore N1122
Volicon N2514
VSN/JustEdit N3714
Sonifex N4919
Sennheiser Electronic N8207
HHB N8207
APT N8811
Thomson SL106
Thomson SL2120
Anystream SL2608
Digital Vision SL3205
Chyron SL3713
Telestream SL5405
Microsoft SL5520
Adtec Digital SL6110
Celco SL6626
VELA SL7712
Inlet Technologies SL8325
Digital Rapids SL8724
VBrick Systems SL11614
ViewCast SL13109
Sony Electronics SU906
SAMMA Systems SU2720
Cinegy SU3113
Optibase SU3811
Snell & Wilcox SU4220
Crispin SU5408
Triveni Digital SU5605
IPV SU6330
Miranda Technologies SU6811

PRODUCTS,

BATTERIES, GENERATORS

Superior Broadcast Products C1107
Active Power C3036
Frezzi Energy Systems C5023
Anton/Bauer C5917
IDX System Technology C8032
Abel Cine Tech C8508
Staco Energy Products Company N4218
Kay Industries N7222
16x9 SU3310

PRODUCTION SWITCHERS,

VIDEO EFFECTS, KEYERS

L-3 Electron Devices C3018
Ikegami Electronics C4228
Logic Innovations/
Sys Technologies C4546
Laird Telemedia C4646
Bezel's Broadcast Video Gear C5912
Bogen Imaging C5922
ISIS Group N602
Crystal Vision N610
Thomson N914
ESE N3121
Spencer Technologies N3836
Small Tree Communications N3937
Thomson SL106
Thomson SL2120
RGB Spectrum SL2315
Analog Way SL4623
Snell & Wilcox SU4220
FOR -A SU5220
Ross Video SU6010
Miranda Technologies SU6811
Echolab SU9607
Broadcast Pix SU10605
Brick House Video SU10811
AZCAR SU11005
NVISION SU11620
Pro -Bel SU12712
Eyeheight SU5906

RECORDING MEDIA

Ikegami Electronics C4228
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The new standard
in TV analysis.
R&S'ETL - the all -in -one toolbox.

TV test receiver

TV demodulator

Real-time TV signal analyzer

i MPEG analyzer and decoder

i 3 GHz spectrum analyzer

i Power meter with power sensors from DC to 40 GHz

Video and MPEG generator

Multistandard with excellent performance in:

- Analog TV incl NTSC

- ATSC / 8-VSB

- DVB-T/H measurements in 2K, 4K and 8K mode

- DVB-C / J.83/A/C

- DTMB / GB20600-2006

Portable with AC/DC power supply - excellent for

field use

Find out more at test-rsa.com/ETLTV/BE0308

L7- LI= LL-"

LAIL'S
Lb2-.
LLLLIE0

L
COM

R&S'" ETL-TV Analyzer

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
rohde-schwarz.com/USA  1-888-837-8772



*FASTTRACK
NAB PREVIEW

Bexel's Broadcast Video Gear C5912
Maxell C8428
Volicon N2514
Fast Forward Video N2519
VSN/JustEdit N3714
Spencer Technologies N3836
Sennheiser Electronic N8207
HHB N8207
Focus Enhancements SL2605
VELA SL7712
Edirol SL10520
Videomagnetics SU5020
Crispin SU5408
Digital Broadcast SU6205
Dalet Digital Media Systems SU8520

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT,

SERVICES

Microwave Radio Comm. C1807
Advent Communications C1807A
L-3 Electron Devices C3018
NPR Satellite Services C4237
Logic Innovations/Sys Technologies C4546
Intelsat C4837
Radyne-Tiernan-Xicom C4842
ND SatCom C4849
SES Americom C5246
Frontline Communications C8422
Quintech Electronics and Comm C8737
MCL C9737
Miteq/MCL C9737
Patriot Antenna Systems 0E103
Intelsat 0E346
Stratos 0E400
Intelsat 0E402
ScheduAll Software SL2308
TANDBERG Television SU4210
Motorola SU5013
Crispin SU5408
Scientific Atlanta SU6120
Wegener SU7911
Radyne-Tiernan-Xicom SU7915
Irdeto SU8811
Harmonic SU9612
NTT Electronics SU10220
ViACCESS SU10226
Fujitsu SU10928
AZCAR SU11005
Scopus Video Networks SU11228

STUDIO, FACILITY

SUPPORT PRODUCTS

Bittree C2243
Nucomm C3007
RTI-Research Technology C3851
Laird Telemedia C4646
Leader Instruments C4932
Bogen Imaging C5922
Telescript C5933
RF Central C6622
Nucomm C6622A
Horita C7311
Switchcraft C7508
Riedel Communications C7511

Shotoku Broadcast Systems C7515
Wireworks C7924
Lemo USA C8119
Wohler Technologies N1314
Hamlet N1531
ESE N3121
Spencer Technologies N3836
Small Tree Communications N3937
Masterclock N4121
ADC N4124
Netia N5433
Sennheiser Electronic N8207
HHB N8207
Nucomm 0E432
Media 3 R327
AJA Video SL1413
Thinklogical SL2009
ScheduAll Software SL2308
Gefen SL2312
RGB Spectrum SL2315
Digital Vision SL3205
Barco SL3213
Christie Digital Systems SL6113
TBC Consoles SL6709
Martin & Ziegler SL7407
Boland Communications SL7725
Chief Manufacturing SL10830
Avocent SL13016
Ascent Media SU720
Marshall Electronics SU1926
Ensemble Designs SU2326
Forecast Consoles SU2723
TBC Consoles SU2729
B&H Photo -Video -Pro Audio SU2905
Image Video SU3305
IBM SU3614
TANDBERG Television SU4210
Telecast Fiber Systems SU4227
Crispin SU5408
Stantron SU5613
Winsted SU5616
AJA Video SU7105
Ward -Beck Systems SU7420
Pharos SU8905
Videoframe SU9027
Middle Atlantic Products SU10205
AZCAR SU11005
NVISION SU11620
Statmon Technologies SU13805
Eyeheight SU5906

TBCs, FRAME SYNCS,

CONVERSION EQUIPMENT

Laird Telemedia C4646
Intelsat C4837
Bexel's Broadcast Video Gear C5912
ISIS Group N 602
Crystal Vision N 610
Thomson N914
Wohler Technologies N1314
Evertz N1713
Cobalt Digital N2819
ESE N3121
ADC N4124
Sonifex N4919
Intelsat 0E346

Intelsat 0E402
Thomson SLIO6
AJA Video SL1413
Thomson SL2120
RGB Spectrum SL2315
Digital Vision SL3205
Data Check Video SL3705
Telestream SL5405
Convergent Design SL7828
Edirol SL10520
Ensemble Designs SU2326
SAMMA Systems SU2720
Pixel Instruments SU3111
Hotronic SU3308
Snell & Wilcox SU4220
FOR -A SU5220
Ross Video SU6010
Doremi Labs SU6026
Miranda Technologies SU6811
AJA Video SU7105
Ward -Beck Systems SU7420
Videoframe SU9027
Echolab SU9607
Brick House Video SU10811
Network Electronics SU10814
Teranex SU10924
Ligos SU11805
Pro -Bel SU12712
Lynx Technik SU14609
Eyeheight SU5906

TELCO, IPTV AND MOBILE

VIDEO EQUIPMENT

Screen Service C1324
TRON-Tek C1336
Microwave Radio Comm. C1807
N Systems C1815
Broadcast Microwave Services C2329
Larcan USA C2618
Global Microwave Systems C3318
Ikegami Electronics C4228
Riedel Communications C7511
AVT Audio Video Technologies C9619B
Miteq/MCL C9737
Crystal Vision N610
Thomson N914
Sencore N1122
Evertz N1713
Harris N2502
Volicon N2514
Opticomm N3718
ADC N4124
FiberPlex N8433
Media 3 R327
Thomson SL106
Thomson SL2120
Atto Technology SL4320
Telestream SL5405
Microsoft SL5520
Adtec Digital SL6110
Communications Specialties SL8025
Canon SU3020
TANDBERG Television SU4210
DVEO/Computer Modules SU4928
Triveni Digital SU5605
Scientific Atlanta SU6120
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PASSION ENGINEERED
When Baron engineers design a new radar, our passion for weather is always in the

blueprints. No wonder Baron has installed every broadcast dual -polarization radar in

the world. For one thing, viewers receive incredibly accurate forewarning of heavy rain,

snowfall and hail. For another, Baron radars are built with the most robust components,

ensuring long-lasting dependability and high-powered performance. So viewers get

information that matters, when it matters. Not just any weather vencor can build this

level of meteorological integrity into an instrument as sophisticated es polarimetric

radar. But for us, it was all part of the plan.

Visit us at NAB Booth C9422 for a closer look.

(256) 881-8811 I www.baronservices.com

SERVICES

BARRON CigAMS (WxWoRx CBAR9N

Baron Services and
L-3 Communications:
Awarded the
NWS/FAA/DOD
Dual -Polarization
Upgrade for 171
NEXRAD Radars



#Miranda Technologies SU6811
Miravid SU6906
EMC SU7820
Wegener SU7911
Harmonic SU9612
NTT Electronics SU10220
Brick House Video SU10811
Network Electronics SU10814
Enensys Technologies SU11111
Scopus Video Networks SU11228
Camplex SU11514
Sencore SU12108
Sencorc SU12108

FASTTRACK
NAB PREVIEW

TEST & MEASUREMENT

EQUIPMENT

DVB C2239
Z Technology C2939
Leader Instruments C4932
DSC Laboratories C5512
Bexel's Broadcast Video Gear C5912
Horita C7311
Narda Safety Test Solutions C8741
Burst Electronics C9032
Rohde & Schwarz C1539
Rohde & Schwarz C1933
DNF Controls N313
K -WILL N319
Sencore NI122
Wohler Technologies N1314
Hamlet N1531
DK - Technologies N1533
Harris N2502
Volicon N2514
Tektronix N2520
ESE N3121
RTW & Co. N3223
Mediaproxy N3536
Prism Media Products N5935
Bird Technologies Group N6138
Audemat-Aztec N7932
Data Check Video SL3705
XOrbit SL6226
Image Video SU3305
Hotronic SU3308
TANDBERG Television SU4210
Triveni Digital SU5605
Doremi Labs SU6026
Miranda Technologies SU6811
Miravid SU6906
JDSU SU7226
Videoframe SU9027
Enensys Technologies SU11111
KTech Telecommunications SU11608
Pixelmetrix SU12105
Eyeheight SU5906

TV TRANSMITTERS,

FEEDLINE, ANTENNAS,

TOWERS, SERVICES

Axcera C1307
Richland Towers C1314
Screen Service C1324

TRON-Tek C1336
E2V C1718
Microwave Radio Comm. C1807
Dielectric Communications C1918
Myat C2215
DVB C2239
Radio Frequency Systems C2321
Propagation Systems (PSI) C2324
Broadcast Microwave Services C2329
Jampro Antennas C2607
CPI C2611
Larcan USA C2618
Micro Communications (MCI) C2624
DMT USA C2628
Radian Communication Services C2632
Nucomm C3007
L-3 Electron Devices C3018
Teamcast C3020
Radyne-Tiernan-Xicom C4842
ND SatCom C4849
Kathrein, Scala Division C5508
Comtech EF Data C5942
Thales Components C5946
RF Central C6622
Nucomm C6622A
Advanced Designs C7433
Acrodyne Industries Inc C7842
Rohde & Schwarz C1539
Rohde & Schwarz C1933
Harris N2502
Unimar N3221
Opticomm N3718
ADC N4124
Magnum Towers N4525
Sabre Towers & Poles N5938
Shively Labs N6424
ERI-Electronics Research N6929
CPI N7220
Nucomm 0E432
Canon SU3020
Radyne-Tiernan-Xicom SU7915
KTech Telecommunications SU11608

VIDEO EDITING SYSTEMS

Panasonic Broadcast C3512
Ikegami Electronics C4228
EVS C4911
DNF Controls N313
Thomson N914
Fast Forward Video N2519
Spencer Technologies N3836
Thomson SL106
Matrox Electronic Systems SL320
AJA Video SL1413
Thomson SL2120
da Vinci Systems SL2620
Adobe Systems SL3220
Microsoft SL5520
Boris FX SL8720
Blackmagic Design SL10920
ViewCast SL13109
Sonnet Technologies SL13808
Cinegy SU3113
Optibase SU3811
IPV SU6330
AJA Video SU7105
Dalet Digital Media Systems SU8520

IPV SU8608
eMotion Engines SU9206
Video Technics SU9227
Brick House Video SU10811
Pixel Power SU10920
Masstech Group SU13813

VIDEO ROUTING

Bittree C2243
Media Links C3313
Logic Innovations/Sys Technologies C4546
Horita C7311
Burst Electronics C9032
DNF Controls N313
ISIS Group N602
Crystal Vision N610
Thomson N914
TV One N1725
NEC Display Solutions N1725
Harris N2502
Codan Broadcast N2914
QuStream (Pesa & Fortel DTV) N3421
Utah Scientific N3531
Opticomm N3718
Patchamp N4617
Thomson SL106
Thomson SL2120
Gefen SL2312
Kramer Electronics SL4305
Sierra Video Systems SL4305
Microsoft SL5520
Adtec Digital SL6110
VELA SL7712
Communications Specialties SL8025
Blackmagic Design SL10920
Image Video SU3305
Hotronic SU3308
MultiDyne SU3411
Video Accessory SU3413
Telecast Fiber Systems SU4227
Leightronix SU5010
Scientific Atlanta SU6120
Miranda Technologies SU6811
Ward -Beck Systems SU7420
Pharos SU8905
Network Electronics SU10814
AZCAR SU11005
NVISION SU11620
Pro -Bel SU12712
Eyeheight SU5906

VIDEO STORAGE,

ARCHIVE SYSTEMS

Blackwave C3058
Panasonic Broadcast C3512
RTI-Research Technology C 3851
Ikegami Electronics C4228
EVS C4911
Wafian C11016
DNF Controls N313
Thomson N914
Front Porch Digital N1830
Volicon N2514
Fast Forward Video N2519
VSN/JustEdit N3714
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nrww.solid-state-logic.com

How come the world's
leading audio company
has the fastest news
video production system?

Find out why at NAB and see the
next generation of collaborative editing,
production and media management tools.

See Gravity by SSL.

Visit SSL at NAB Hall 2, Booth #4031.

N EISHOW
Where Comes to Life - Gravity

Gravity. This is SSL.
Solid State Logic
SOUND 11 VISION

Oxford +44 (0)1865 842300 New York +1 (1)212 315 iiii Los Angeles +1 (1)323 549 9090 Paris +33 (0)1 48 67 84 85 Milan +39039 2328 094 Tokyo +81 (0)3 5474 1144



FASTTRACK
NAB PREVIEW

Spencer Technologies N3836
Solid State Logic N4031
Netia N5433
Thomson SL106
Quantel SL720
Thomson SL2120
Focus Enhancements SL2605
Chyron SL3713
SGI (Silicon Graphics) SL4314
Xytech Systems SL4326
Microsoft SL5520
Adtec Digital SL6110
VELA SL7712
BitCentral SL7720
Bluefish444 SL7906
Studio Network Solutions SL8208
Digital Rapids SL8724
Quantum SL13805
Sonnet Technologies SL13808
Sony Electronics SU906
SAMMA Systems SU2720
Cinegy SU3113
Konan Digital SU3605
IBM SU3614
Crispin SU5408
Ross Video SU6010
Doremi Labs SU6026
Digital Broadcast SU6205
EMC SU7820
Wegener SU7911
Pharos SU8905

Video Technics SU9227
Omneon Video Networks SU9620
Dayang SU10209
NTT Electronics SU10220
Data Direct Networks SU11715
SGL SU11926
Masstech Group SU13813

WEATHER/DATA

SERVICES

Accuweather
Advanced Designs
Baron Services
Vizrt
Chyron
Vizrt
Orad Hi-Tec Systems
Weather Central
Irdeto
Pixel Power

C6428
C7433
C9422

R129
SL3713
SL4805
SU1920
SU7405
SU8811

SU10920

WIRE, CABLE,

CONNECTORS

White Sands Engineering/TVC C1736
Dielectric Communications C1918
Bittree C2243

Radio Frequency Systems C232I
Trompeter C2333
BTX Technologies C3548
Kings -Winchester Electronics C6908
Gepco C6918
Switchcraft C7508
Clark Wire & Cable C7519
Wireworks C7924
Lemo USA C8119
Quintech Electronics and Comm C8737
Belden C8828
NEC Display Solutions N1725
Fischer Connectors N3837
ADC N4124
Patchamp N4617
Sabre Towers & Poles N5938
Neutrik N9029
Patriot Antenna Systems 0E103
Kramer Electronics SL4305
Communications Specialties SL8025
Marshall Electronics SU1926
Telecast Fiber Systems SU4227
Canare SU4805

THE BROADCASTENGINERINGUnn
Come join the discussion on

the latest industry topics with
other broadcast professionals

and enthusiasts.

community.broadcastengineenng.com/forums/

Learn more
at booth
# C1807

Content acquisition is no longer just about
connectivity, bandwidth and image quality. Today
broadcasters demand rich HD content, full workflow
control, ubiquitous coverage and rapid deployment
- in short "contribution without boundaries." As
the market leader in microwave solutions MRC has
the expertise, products and services to help you . . .

Rethink Broadcastr" MRC
www mrcbroadcast com a Vislink company
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See UK@NAB Pavilion at booths #SU8908 on page 9, and #SU14416 on page 10 (UK Partners Pavillon sponsored exhibitors are highlighted in blue C7.)

Be inspired by cutting edge solutions...
Visit the UK Pavilion Stand no. SU8907

 Meet 60+ UK content solution providers
Free UK Exhibitors Directory
Learn of support available on
international trading with the UK

eitt ;dorlel r

Visit us at stand no. SU8907 to find out more.

www.uktradeinvest.gov.uk tradefair.
UK

TRADE&
INVESTMENT

A Penton Media Publication www_broadcastengineering.coni



We know a lot about
fluorescent studio lighting.

After all, we invented it.

Our founder invented the
first fluorescent lighting for
television studios, more than
23 years ago. And we've been
helping stars to shine ever
since. With a whole range of
innovative products including

the only fluorescent fixture in the industry with an
adjustable beam, we pride ourselves on being a tough
act to follow. In fact, we continue to set the standard
in efficient design, flexibility and performance.

626.579.0943 www.videssence.tv

NAB Booth # C9508

Videssence
10768 Lower Azusa Road

El Monte, CA 91731
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Monday, April 14 - Wednesday, April 16
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The following is a brief description of what you will find in
this year's NAB map from Broadcast Engineering.

To the right, you will see a listing of the NAB categories and
what products can be found in each. Next to each listing you
will find a color square that indicates the convention hall each
category is located in. On the overview map (above) you will see
each hall with its product categories.

Our table of contents lists each hall and the pages they are
found on. On each of these pages you will notice some booths
are highlighted with different colors. The  highlighted
booths are our magazine advertisers, while the  highlighted
booths are our map advertisers.

We thank all of our advertisers for their support of our NAB
coverage and exhibit hall map.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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Systems
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Post
Production

Display
Systems

Map information current as of Feb. 21, 2008

PRODUCT CATEGORIES Acquisition & Production - Cameras, lenses,
lighting and grip and ingest technologies.

Post -Production - Video editing, graphics, animation,
special effects software and hardware, audio editing and
music/sound libraries.

Management & Systems - Video servers, systems
integration, database technologies and digital asset
management.

Distribution & Delivery - Transmitters and towers for
televis.on, radio broadcasting, satellite technologies, cable,
fiber, IPTV, mobile video and streaming products.

Display Systems - Projection equipment, LCD and
plasma displays and digital signage.

Pro Audio - Audio recording and mixing equipment,
encoding and compression technologies.

Radio-The entire spectrum of products and services
for analog, digital and streaming radio.

Outdoor Media & Equipment - ENG vehicles, outdoor
signage, satellite services, power products and production
equipment.

Content- Owners, aggregators and producers
showcase their digital content to align with broadcasters,
distributors and delivery technologies.

Technologies for Worship - Video and audio capture,
mixing and presentation technologies and services geared
toward the religious marketplace.
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 Advertisers  Map advertisers  Points of convenience

MAP # COMPANY BOOTH

1

2
SmallTree
Otari

N3937
N3938

See Lectrosonics at booth #N5223 on page 5

e future of wireless is
just around the corner.

It's waiting for you at NAB.

Pro Audio and Radio

Cyber Cafe
8936

Concesscr

ern

Dal
9331

9029
8.9

8 8
cn go -

1 Z

I1
i

CD el CD CD

1323
47t 43r"

9118

9114

9111

9317

88771

8814

Batt

CO

CO

8423 cm

17;

WtcleOrD4

8214

al]
8511 8211

7632

Telos Systems

7620

781)

7607

Add N to beginning of all booth numbers

rt.

ERI- Elect mice
Resea ch

6929

7124

7116

7112

8

7007

Entrance

See Harris at booth #N2502 on page 5

Interoperable workflows. 

Integrated technologies.

Innovative solutions.
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NAB Exhibit Hours, April 14 - 17, 2008
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

BroadcastEngineering

6438

1

8427

'Walkway to Hilton

6135

'771"
6132

re:1

5832

see

6520

6512

6607

RCS

5917

5437

;41

5620

5817

5433

5429

Concession
Seating 440464464461

45.

453e

4533

MIL

465

0

z

LOUNGE

ADC
4

4121

310

4340

COY

Registration

Entrance

1 Main Lobby and Central Hall 1/
LECTROSONICS'

NOW

cop
SmaiTree
COMMUNICATION

Walkway to Hilton

1-ENCORE
Acquisition & Production, Management & Systems and Pro Audio

336

3136

3131

QuStre
N3421

Optcomm
N3718

Just

N371

3418

3414

99

wZ

8

.7c

'71

Tektrona Inc

2520

DigiW

966

611

2519

2514

IDS

Ts,

319

21311

I'
:Me

Front Porch Digital,
Inc

T830

'238

Olt

-..1. 8. , . ..,.... c. .
.-,

'' 77:27[111
§

7' Sencore Z
a aN1122
:71

2020

Dolby
Laboratories

N1814

1319

Wohler
N1314

1111P,::

722

916

Thomson

N911

1311
313

Harris Evertz
1308

N2502 N1602

1. 1965

1302 1032

,t
Entrance

Banners Restaurant

THOMSON

ONE BP ir nne Media

ONE Company. ONE Direction. The Future.

traestabsien IRV/
Mobile N

NAB2008 Booth N2502 I www.br3adcas:.harris.com MR/S
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ICENTRAL HALL
['Advertisers  Map advertisers  Points of convenience

cw

w

t To Main Lobby and North Hall

Registration

Entrance

Distribution & Delivery
rAxcera

C1307 , Microwave
Radio
C1807

154

IPTV

;;;

Content Commerce Area

4k"

2607

2;11

2618

2624

_or

3024

- I-1-1-1-1

;NPM-

Mi.
Distribution 8 Delivery

:CI

Content
Theater

1060

2358

112C

a2=r°
2948

EIS

Add C to beginning of all booth numbers

!To South Hall

3318

7, 

-r
0

Entrance

3507

Acquistion & Production

.WC Professional Prod
Company

4218

6208

EVS

04911

4928

4932

mar

5323

5328

4637 5437

5442

5246

Entrance

1

1

5912

5817

I-I - I-I

rrr

17;1

11121.__

61232

6248

0811

r-

Distribution &

To South Hall and
I Outdoor Media & Equipment

BroadcastEngineering

See EVS at booth #C4911 on this page

Reliable

XT® Agile

Multiple formats
& codecs

Scalable Full HD support

When time is critical... Instant tapeless technology

USA i BELGIUM I CHINA I FRANCE I HONG KONG I ITALY I SPAIN I UAE I UNITED KINGDOM
EVS Broadcast Equipment Inc - Tel: +1 973 575 7811 - Fax: +1 973 575 781 - E-mail: usa@evs.tv

www.evehtv
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NAB Exhibit Hours, April 14 - 17, 2008
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. XYTECH

F,

Q

on & Production

Entrance
ll 6 Il

Lighting & Grip

8508

8515

8422

8028

;73
7ra

Delivery

8828

8632

0.1

eavenen
Paq.ort

10803

118371.4P

9>45 I

Technologies for Worship

To South Hall and
Outdoor Media & Equipment /

I2,15

MAP # COMPANY

1

2
3
4
5
6

Videssence
Eartec
Evertz
NPR
Nucomm
White Sands

BOOTH

C9508
C4046
C855
C4237
C6622A
C1736

S YS T E M S

IMPROVE YOUR
MEDIA BUSINESS

OPERATIONS

Business Workflow

Resource Scheduling

Library Management

Digital Workflow

Learn about Xytech's Enterprise
Versicn 11 with new Self Service

Request module for remote
media asset management and

servica requests via the internet.

Visit us at
Booth SL- 4326
to see a demo.

END -TO -END
MEDIA WORKFLOW

www.xytechsystems.com

See Xytech at booth #SL4326 on page 12

See Sencore at booths1SU12108 on page 9, and #N1122 on page 5

TARE 1111.1.

co wool. coNTENT

DIMS 350313

DIGITAL MEDIA STREAMER

1414 W.SENCORE.1:01111

INNOVATIVE BROADCAST SOLUTIONS
SINCE 1951

E311\1C=CDFR

Visit Sencore at N,A3
(Booths N1122 and SU12108)

The DMS 3503B allows you
to stream content via:

 DVB-T/H IP
II 8-VSB  ASI
 QPSK  QAM A/B/C

User Control from Front Panel
, or Web Interface

Perfect Solution for:
Retail Video Distribution

 Manufacturing Testing
 Design Laboratories

Digital Signage
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ISOUTH HALL, upper level
DAdvertisers El Map advertisers OPoints of convenience

N

Dom to
NAB Store

,1381 -Production
Dspioysy.-, a.)

CD c
).-

ENSEMBLEDESIGNS
IBridge Corridor to Central Hall

111111111111111111

11,11111111111

2935 1
a
7

tOT

3805

3808

F

3315

A

cn
cn

3611 3811

3614

Management & Systems and Acquisition & Production

720

4.4Rtz, so.*

1320

PeRelorm

1326 Enssingi

SU727
suns

C)

2722

0

CNI

C/1

03

Canon
SU3020

11111, ro

cm
V

TANDBERG
SU4210

-Snell
Wilcox
SU4220

Telecast
Fiber

SU4227

510)

5810

5013

FOR -A
SU5220

5229

Add SU to beginning of all booth numbers

See Ensemble at boothISU2326 on this page

Win a Free HD Upconverter
Grab a proven, reliable BrightEye 91 HD Upconverter for your broadcast,
sports or mobile needs today. 12 and 16 bit processing ensures gorgeous video.
Audio processing, HDMI, US B and more make this amazing unit a sure
fit for your application.

Bri Me c 91
HD Upconvener

with AES
Audi°

AES
In

401.'0.0%0 mo c,
-Maw a .4,

Mode Gem 0 0". oCroc,x,

Mcn

L as. 0 0 c.).,o

°OtOut ° O02P* 04)olfr`s 0,"

Would you like to win a free, new BrightEye 91
HD Upconverter? You can. Enter today at
http://www.ensembledesigns.com/contests/NAB2008/

Or see us at NAB and enter there.
And get a hands-on demo for yourself.

EN-8"BU:

ENSEMBLEDESIGNS
PO Box 993  Grass Valley CA 95945

Tel 530.478.1830 www.ensembledesigns.com

NAB SU2326 4111.
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NAB Exhibit Hours, April 14 - 1Z 2008
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

TANDBERG telEvision
Part of the Ericsson Group

Concession
Sealing

Ross Video
SU6010

6120

Doremi
Labs

SU6026

I-1-1-1 - I

035

.44

00I
co

a)

AJA

$U7105

7108

Fbrvei Spent

6820

..=
6826 7226

7405

7511

MX IMX 7M MX

Lounge

7526

Down to Pos61Worlo5b0n
Dismay Systems

7915

7820

7826

8511

UK Partners
Pavilion

UK Partners Pa ilion sponsored exhibitors
are highlighted in blue.

UK@NAB

8811

8514

8520

8525

9114

9120

9324

17027 9227

- I - -

9607

9612

9926

1020

SNCC01=71

105CP111 1071}BAli 10900NIR

o

10209
to

Vl

10213

0

NT EV..., CauxXon

10220

10226

0630 VX. - I - - I .0=

00

09

10811

i0v

11005

11008

8

 =

Electroni
SU1081

10920

10924

10928

11305

11228

O

02

11605
11805

11.9 11808

11715

<-4

Sencore
1SU12108

Se.vn3tnklmolionel

12011

NVISION
SU11620

11929

Concession
Seating

See NVision at booth #SU11620 on this page

#1 in HD & 3Gig N VilSllOW

Moving pictures and sound around. perfectly.

See NVISION at

1111.4110111-YI 2. U ri
Booth #SU11620

ooking for error -free routing and
management of digital audio & HD/SD

o signals .

Wi r ative technology and deep
expertise in both digital and HD, NVISION
knows how to create a superior and cost-
effective configuration for your facility.

Large -Scale, Mid -Size and

Multi -Format Routers
Rcuter Control
Ccmpact Routers
SD and HD Master Control
Synapse Modular Signal Processing

NAB Product Demonstrations
Visit:

to learn more

1-800-860-HDTV(4388)
wv.w.nvision.tv
email: nvsales@nvision.tv
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ISOUTH HALL, upper level
0 Advertisers 0 Map advertisers 0 Points of convenience MAP # COMPANY

2 UK Partners
Pavilion

BOOTH

SU14416

UK Partners Pavilion sponsored exhibitors
are highlighted in blue.

1530354R 155014t4R 15.MR

Management & Systems and Acquisition & Production
12705

O
12708

19205

O

F,

O
CO

13805

13810

13813

O
CD

0
14609

-.'14612

O

0

14905

1400.

14912

O
C1

Lf9

C/3

15209

15212

15505

15509

15512

O
CO

Co0

1461514615

\r,6r10

14915

Meeting Meeting 040544 Meeting Meeting Meet
Room Room Room Room Room Roo
5216 5215 5214 5213 5212 S21

MEETING ROOMS
',Dry

Meeting Meeting Meal. Meeting Meeting Meeting
Room Room Room Room Room Room
S207 5206 5205 5204 5202 0202

Meeting
Room
5210

eetmg
Room
0201

WIFI RESTAURANT
& LOUNGE

rOf

Entrance
11111111M111111911111111111111111111 111111111111111

Down to
Shuttles 0111.

R051-PreduCtem
& Display Systems

119111111111111110111111111111119191 11111111111111

ESt ream11:7;3Tic

See Streambox at booth #SU15515 on this page

THISHABOX
S

EXCELLENT

SKILLS

---414e-emetteee91

Z.' St reambox°
Innovation is in the box

In an ideal world, high quality video could

be transported from one place to another,

in real-time, without error. Okay, while the

world may not be ideal, the solution is pretty

close: Streambox.

Our broadcast and broadband solutions

work over a variety of IP networks and

speak a variety of languages: NTSC, PAL,

and NTSC-J. And our error correction is

heroic-no hiccups, delays or jitter. Closed

captioning? Perfectly articulated.

Look, if you want to move video
content without losing anything in
translation, start communicating with
us. Learn more at www.streambox.com
or call +1.206.956.0544 ext 222.

SEE US AT NAB, BOOTH #SUI5515
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SOUTH HALL, lower level
NAB Exhibit Hours, April 14 - 17, 2008
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

NAB
STORE

Of
International Food
Market Restaurant

Busines
Center

TI-IONISON

Thcmson
Si 06

6.6 2224424.

325

1405

410

0/2

244

20A

2012

240012112 260101214 28001012

O

;;"

Post Production & Display Systems

uantel
SL720

728 020.'

1420

2312

Thomson
SL2120

Rug
In

Pavthon
rl

("4

2612

P2

71 2616

2620

2624

1 ns

3205

3210

3213

2210

COT

401 0

Oman fawn..

3713

3220

3820

mot,'

3827

Add SL to beginning of all booth numbers

See Thomson/GV at booths #N914 on a e 5, #5L2120 and #SL106 on this sa leIP IP

EDIUS 4.5
DESKTOP VIDEO EDITING

See
us at

NAB 2008,
Booth

SL2120

THOMSON 1
images & beyond/

Realltime.
Mixed -format editing.
No rendering. No waiting.
Spend more time on the creative
process. With EDIUS® version 4.5
you can mix SD and HD formats,
and use new progressive formats
including NOV 720p 50/60, as well
as HDV 1080 24p over 60i. All with-
out rendering.

Wrap this in a cool new user interface,
and you have one of the most cutting -
edge desktop video editing solutions
available today.

Brought to you by the experts in
real-time, mixed format video editing.

www.grassvalley.com/edius4.

THOMSON
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ISOUTH HALL, lower level
Advertisers Map advertisers Points of convenience

4305

4310

4314

5.6...5

4320

1-
4626

O

4805

4920

4926

Telestream
SL5405

5413

TELESTREAM

To South Halls and Outdoor Media & Equipment

8

6105

6113

arrwaban

5520

6226

6129

LOLKIE

ZE
Up to Management 8. Systems

Acquisition 8 Production

6023

6529

5,6*.5
7706

4=1.

6208

8012

8020

8020

Li*
8605

8609

8614

ewI

Edirol
1.$2. Bet8720 9220

9820Ea, 10

Sf63

8724 0224 '0524

0525
.521 055

9625

"r6.14:

9227 0727

8728
9828

XYT E C H
IIIIVSYSTEMS

BroadcastEngineering

See Telestream at booth #SL5405 on this page

Flip more video - to more places - for more people
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NAB Exhibit Hours, April 14 - 17, 2008
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

N

vtx
ViewCast.
Capture your audience..

ON. 118111

1C.

8

10912

11205

11208

11212

, a
Post Production & Display Systems

11705

11106

11614

ass

111.1

11.

--,12201

Cx)

12115

12406 12705

12708

12413

Blackmagic
Design
SL10920

Concession
Seating

Meet, Meeting
7corn Roon,

eet, 3110 5115
Hamm
stn

Fro

8
13105

13406

13213

13218

eet
Room
5114

PSN

13793 -3913

13715 13918

1.05 15005

15007 8
14.

8

7.1

14730

14110
cr, C.*

14710 15010

zz

14518 14815

ATTENDEE REGISTRATION

1Aseli79 04,2579 Entrance
ROwn Roam Room Roam
5113 3112 5111 5110

MEETING ROOMS

teen op
Room
3101

sensible,

\ Up to
'muumuu el

Exhibit
Managerneri & Systems
Acqutetran R Production

c-) Shuttle drop off

w

02
0.2

CO

MAP # COMPANY BOOTH

1

2
3

Analog Way
TBC
Avocent

SL4623
SL6709
SL13016

Leverage the value of your media
Telestream products make it possible to get video content to any
audience regardless of how it is created, distributed or viewed.

See our world -class digital media workflow solutions at NAB
FlipFactory Episode Pipeline Flip4Mac

www.telestream.net NAB Booth SL5405
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!OUTDOOR MEDIA & EQUIPMENT 11
0Advertisers 0 Map advertisers  Points of convenience

100

402

600

Add OE to beginning of all booth numbers

310

Central Hall

Cas41nno
Mows

316 324
N.re4. ralexon

336

346

Outdoor Media and Equipment

408

South Hall

439

444

See TANDBERG at booth #SU4210 on page 8

the vision in television
DTV HDTV VOD

40-

IPTV

Whether it's advanced compression, on -demand or content distribution, we deliver the
multimedia technology that's moving digital video forward.

Visit us at NAB Booth #SU4210
www.tandbergtv.com

TANDBERG telEvision
Part of the Ericsson Group
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MEETING ROOMS
NAB Exhibit Hours, April 14 - 17, 2008
Mon. -Wed. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Aui

Entrance to North Hall

Entrance BANNERS
RESTAURANT

10!

N231 - N262..0.

NAB
STORE

Entrance

NIERNATIONAL
TRUDE

CENTER

I.,

Entrance

Lobby and Main Entrance
{Ground Level)

Entrance

mil ....Up to Mertt -ng Rooms
N20Entrance

Entrances to Central Hall

Corridor to Central
and North Halls

s-

0
C.)
03
0)'0

s=

SPENCE &TEO'.
300-11 Off iCE

%MEP SESSICOd SPONOHT
SEPES

MEETING ROOMS

South Hall (upper level)

c
co

See Sencore at booths #SU12108 on page 9, and M1122 on page 5

0,00001 WWW.SENCOlili.COM

INNOA-1VE BROADCAST SOLUTIONS
SINCE 1951

1-800-SENCORE

MULTI -DEFINITION I Visit Sencore at We

TERMINAL EQUIPIIII ENT (Booths N1122 and EU12108)

 High Density Multi -Format
Decoder Solutions

 10 Channel VSB ihto
Downconverted SD Out

 AFC, Controlled Djwn-
Conversion

 Fully Compatible with ALL
OpenGear Components

 Multiple I/O MPEG2/4
HD & SD Decoding
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IMAP INDEX
COMPANY BOOTH PAGE COMPANY BOOTH PAGE COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

KEY Anchor Bay Technologies ... SU10630 9 Barco SL3213 11
Here is a key to help you understand the Andersson Technologies SL7406 12 Barco Pres. & Simulation C9745 7
NABS hall lettering and numbering system. Andrew C7537 6 Barix Technology N8036 4

Anixter C9037 7 Baron Services C9422 7
C = Central Hall ANT Group C3335 6 Bavarian Pavilion C9919A 7
N = North Hall Anthro SL14213 13 Beck Associates N722 5
OE = Outside Exhibits Anton/Bauer C5917 6 Beijing Heyday NV SU14415 10
SL = South Hall, Lower Level Anystream S L2608 11 Beijing Secnovo C11725 7
SU = South Hall, Upper Level AP/ENPS C161 6 Belar Electronics Lab N7629 4

Apace Systems SL2110 11 Belden C8828 7

COMPANY BOOTH PAGE Aphex Systems
Apollo Design Technology

N5617
C9411

5

7

Bell Computer
Bell Helicopter/Helicopters

SL4330

C6921

12

6
1 Beyond SL12509 13 Appear TV SU7230 9 Bella SL7411 12
16x9 SU3310 8 APT N8811 4 Bergs Media AS Limited SU10627 9
2s2/DIT SL10322 12 Arena Maxtronic SU10729 9 Bexel's Broadcast
3M SL15310 13 Argentem SU8730 9 Video Gear C5912 6

Argosy Components SU9205 9 Bext N5620 5

A Armstrong Transmitter
Arrakis Systems

N8814
N6129

4

5

Beyerdynamic
Bias

N7917
SL4630

4

12
A.R.G. Electrodesign SU9008 9 ARRI C7428 6 Bird Technologies Group N6138 5
Abaltat SL9610 12 Artel Video Systems C3121 6 Bitcentral SL7720 12
ABE Elettronica C2336 6 Artesia Digital Bittree C2243 6
Abekas SU2520 8 Media Group SU11416 9 BKSTS/Intellect SU8907 9
Abel Cine Tech C8508 7 Asaca/Shiba Soku SL2015 11 Blackmagic Design S110920 13
Aberdeen SL4105 11 ASC C6705 6 Blackwave C3058 6
Acard Technology SL12205 13 Ascent Media SU720 8 Blonder Tongue Laboratories ..C7746 7
Accenture SL8012 12 Aspera SU15509 10 Blue Arc SL12708 13
Accordent Technologies C3034 6 Astrodesign C5442 6 Blue Order Solutions SU11711 9
Accuweather C6428 6 ATCi C6938 6 Blue Pony SL9620 12
Acetel SU15807 10 Ateme SU15505, SU15700MR 10 Bluefish444 SL7906 12
Acoustical Solutions SL2417 11 Atempo SL7427 12 Boeckeler Instruments SL10320 12
Acrodyne Industries C7842 7 Athan SU3410 8 Bogen Imaging C5922 6
Active Power C3036 6 Atlanta DTH C1956 6 Boinx Software C9919K 7
AD Telecom C4647 6 ATS Communications C9512 7 Boland Communications SL7725 12
ADC N4124 5 Atto Technology SL4320 12 Bomar Interconnect C1839 6
AdMart Custom Signage SL15313 13 Audemat-Aztec N7932 4 Bon Electro-Telecom SU15812 10
Adobe Systems SL3220 11 Audio Accessories C3551 6 Bose C3448 6
Adrienne Electronics SL8420 12 Audio Precision N6125 5 Boxx Microwave Systems C3115 6
Adtec Digital SL6110 12 Audio Science N5230 5 Brainstorm Multimedia SU5220A 8
Advanced Broadcast Audioline Multimedia C9919H 7 Brick House Video SU10811 9
Systems-ATSI C1656 6 Audio-Technica N4529 5 Bridge Digital N3937 5
Advanced Designs C7433 6 Autodesk SL1420 11 Bright Systems SL14405 13
Advanced Microwave Automatic Duck SL2128F 11 Brightline SU5027 8
Components C4242 6 Automatic Sync Tech SL4007 11 Broadata Communications.... SU3107 8
Advantech C5937 6 Autoscript C6419 6 Broadcast Asia C3205 6
Advent Communications C1807A 6 AVD-lprompter C7917 7 Broadcast Bionics N9024 4
Advertising Edge C3849 6 Aveco Americas SU13505 10 Broadcast Electronics N7007 4
AEG N5429 5 Avenger C5925 6 Broadcast Engineering
Agence France-Presse C159 6 Aviom N8236 4 magazine N5234, SL8328, C1254 5,12,6
Agilent Technologies N2537 5 Avitech International SU13215 10 Broadcast India 2008 C1205 6
AheadTek SU2820 8 AVL Technologies C6637 6 Broadcast International SU14310 10
AIC Xtore SL9525 12 Avlex N5232 5 Broadcast Microwave
AJA Video SL1413, SU7105 11, 9 Avocent SL13016 13 Services C2329 6
Akamai Technologies SL4926 12 AVP Mfg & Supply SU3805 8 Broadcast Pix SU10605 9
Albiral Display Solutions SL3706 11 AVT Audio Video Tech C9619B 7 Broadcast Software Intern__ N9111 4
Alcorn McBride SL4005 11 Axcera C1307 6 Broadcast Store C5208 6
Algolith N3414 5 Axel Technology N6629 5 Broadcast Tools N8120 4
Allen Avionics C3015 6 Axia Audio N7620 4 Broadcasters General Store... N8120 4
Alpermann + Velte E.E N2533 5 Axiomtek SU13310 10 Broadview Software N3131 5
Altera SL12705 13 Axsys Technologies C11512 7 Broadway Systems N3135 5
Altermedia SL6527 12 Azcar SU11005 9 Bron Kobold C9021 7
Altronic Research N5523 5 Azden N4924 5 Brother International SU13616 10
Ambric SU13213 10 AzEP C7037 6 BSTOCK.TV SL11017 13
American Grip C9412 7 BT C1052 6
American Industrial Sys
American Tower

SL5630
N7238

12

4
BT Media and Broadcast
BTX Technologies

C2358

C3548
6

6
B

Amino Communications C1546 6 B&H Photo -Video - Building4Media SL6705 12
Amita Technologies C10311 7 Pro Audio SU2905 8 Burk Technology N6920 4
Amphenol Fiber Systems C7823 7 B&M Modern Media SU13210 10 Burle Industries C3013 6
AMX SL2629 11 Baird Satellite C4337 6 Burli Software N5838 5
Anacom SU5229 8 Balcar-Quartzcolor-Cokin C7218 6 Burst N608 5
Analog Way SL4623 12 Band Pro Film & Digital SU1320 8 Burst Electronics C9032 7

Anchor Audio N5923 5 Barbizon Lighting Company ...C10008 7 Bycast SU9905 9
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Century Optics C6233 6 Colorspace C11812 7

Gerona Networks C8441 7 CommandSoft SL9622 12
Cable AML C1726 6 Checkers Industrial C10803 7 Communications
Cablecam C10011 7 Chenbro Micom SL145113 13 Specialties SL8025 12
CAFM Solutions SU15815 10 Chief Manufacturing SL10830 13 Compix Media SL8205 12
CalDigit SL13505 13 Chimera C8308 7 Comprehensive SL2317 11

Calibre SU5029 8 China Infomedia SL9625 12 Compunicate Technologies... SU4926 8
California Sunbounce C9408 7 Christie Digital Systems SL6113 12 Comrex N2125 5
Calrad Electronics C3044 6 Chyron SL3713 11 Comtech EF Data C5942 6
Calrec Audio N8723 4 Cine Bags C3254 6 Com-Tech High Freq
Calumet Photographic C11503 7 CineForm SL10609, SL10610, and Broadcast C3321 6
Calutech Mobile Solutions 0E424 14 SL10709, SL10710 12 comvenient SU11512 9
Cambo Photo Industry C11503A 7 Cinegy SU3113 8 Conax S U9030 9
Cambotics C10615 7 Cine-tal Systems SL10225 12 Contemporary Research SL15306 13
Camera Dynamics C6408 6 Cinevision C11425 7 Controlware Comm. Sys SU15215 10
Camera Motion Research C10412 7 Cinital SL10330 12 Convergent Design SL7828 12
Camera Turret C11809 7 Cintel SL20 I 2 11 Cool Touch Monitors C1126 6
Cammate Systems C7911 7 CIS Technollogy SU11605 9 Cool -Lux C8210 7
Complex SU11514 9 Claratech N28I6 5 Coolux International SL14216 13
camRade C11007 7 Clark Wiire & Cable C7519 6 Carel SL4620 12
Canare SU4805 8 Clear Channel Satellite 0E316 14 Corplex 0E324 14
Canon SU3020 B Clear-Com C5908 6 Coship Electronics SU13810 10
Caption Colorado SU5023 8 Close Vu Mobile TV Factory.. SU5022 8 Countryman Associates N5525 5
Caption Max SU11517 9 Cluster Media Labs SU15814 10 CPC SL4720 12
Cavena Image Products SU11008 9 Cmotion C10319 7 CPI C2611, N7220 6, 4
Cavision Enterprises SU2722 8 Coast to Coast Tower Service..C1624 6 Crawford Communications C4338 6
CCBN 2009 C3405 6 Coastal Satellite C5950 6 Createcna SU15809 10
CONetworks C2758 6 Coaxial Dynamics N4626 5 Creative Handbook C11207 7

Ceiton Technologies SU11511 9 Cobalt Digital N2819 5 Creative Network Design SL9605 12
Celco SL6626 12 Codan Broadcast N2914 5 Creative Technology SL2128G 11

Celstream Technologies SU15805 10 Codex Digital C11212 7 Crews Control/Team People...SL5830 12
Centaur Storage SU2424 8 Coding Technologies N3218 5 Crispin SU5408 8

See Small on page 5

c913
SmanTree

Run Faster
at

Booth N3937
"We Make Mac Networking Child's Play."
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Crown Broadcast N6912 4 Dulce Systems SL14613 13 Extron Electronics SL10524 12
Crystal Vision N610 5 Duma Video SU9630 9 Eyeheight SU5905 9

CTE International N8125 4 DVB C2239 6 Eyeon Software SL2616 11

CTM/Debrie C3348 6 DVEO/Computer Modules SU4928 8 EZ Dupe C11543 7

CTV Archive Sales SL8421 12 DVS Digital Video Systems SL2612 11 EZ FX C7819 7

Cummins Onan C3746 6 DVTEC C11015 7 E -Z UP International N9318 4
Cypress Semiconductor SL12913 13 Dynacore Technology C7310 6 EZNews SU11305 9

DynaScan Technology SL15013 13

D F

D&C Electronics N6225 5
E

Facilis Technology SL12111 13

E.L. Marsden Wireless C1124 6D.A.V.I.D. Systems SL6129 12 Fairlight SL3210 11

D.Co. Marketing SU6807 9 E2V C1718 6 Farmers WIFE SL14110 13
da Vinci Systems SL2620 11 E3 - Engstler Fast Forward Video N2519 5

Daktronics SL1028 11 Elektronik Entwicklung C9919F 7 Fast VDO SU13610 10
Delet Digital Eartec C4046 6 FH Video SU15316 10
Media Systems SU8520 9 Ebenezer Technology SL11015 13 FiberPlex N8433 4
Da-Lite Screen SL9224 12 Echolab SU9607 9 FICCI C2263 6

Dan Dugan Sound Design N4217 5 Echostar Satellite Services C6639 6 Field Emission Tech SL14710 13
DARIM SL13713 13 Eckel Noise Control Tech N5130 5 FilmLight SL1405 11

DASTO N8809 4 Edgeware AB C2154 6 FingerWorks Telestrators SL2415 11

Data Check Video SL3705 11 Edirol/Roland Sys Group SL10520 12 FirmTek SL7729 12
DataDirect Networks SU11715 9 Edit 5 Consoles SL5828 12 FIS Blue C6948 6
DataPath SU12705 10 Editec International C7215 6 Fischer Connectors N3837 5
Datavideo SL11208 13 EditShare SL9820 12 Fission Software SU12708 10
Davicom N6935 4 Editwa re SU5908 9 Fjord Media N936 4
Dawnco C7237 6 EEG Enterprises SL11215 13 Flash Technology N3114 5

Dayang Technology SU10209 9 Egatel C2739 6 FLIR Systems C5515 6

DB Elettronica Telecom. N8233 4 Egripment C6911 6 Florical Systems SU6820 9

Dedotec C9132 7 EIKI International SL9528 12 Focus Enhancements SL2605 11

DekTec Digital Video C1637 6 Eizo Shimbun Company C9705 7 Focus Optics C8310 7

Dell Sports C450 6 Elber C3327 6 FOR -A SU5220
Delta Digital Video SL12917 13 Elecard SU9930 9 Forecast Consoles SU2723 8

Delta Meccanica N4521 5 Electronic Theatre Controls C8215 7 Forman C6222 6
Delta RF Technology C1111 6 Electrophysics SU6908 9 Foundry Networks C3031 6
Deltacast SL12107 13 Electrorack Enclosure C10037 7 Fraunhofer Allianz
Denon & Marantz N4833 5 Electrosonic SL14708 13 Digital Cinema C10919A 7

DeSisti Lighting C9431 7 Electrosys C3331 6 Fraunhofer IIS SL7424 12
Devlin Electronics SU8909 9 Element Labs SL13409 13 Frezzi Energy Systems C5023 6

DG Fast Channel/Pathfire....SU10213 9 Elemental Technologies SL6528 12 Front Porch Digital N1830 5

DH Satellite C6337 6 Elettronika C1311 6 Frontline Communications C8422 7

Dialight N3222 5 EMC SU7820 9 Fuji Film C4210A 6
Dielectric Communications C1918 6 Emcee C3118 6 Fujinon C4210 6
Digi-Data SU6805 9 e-mediavision.com SL11005 13 Fujitsu SU10928 9
DigiEffects SL2128D 11 Emerson Connectivity Furukawa SU6130 9

Digigram N9025 4 Solutions C2333 6 Future Media Concepts SL11205 13
Digisoft.TV C1351 6 Emerson Network Power Fuyoh Video Industry SU2422 8
Digital Anarchy SL2128C 11 Surge Protection C1720 6

Digital Broadcast
Digital Fountain

SU6205
C1551

9

6

Emirat
eMotion Engines

C10319B
SU9206

7

9 G

Digital Horizon C1123 6 Empire State Building C2844 6 GCS 0E310 14
Digital Rapids SL8724 12 Empire State Filter C4342 6 Gecko -Cam C9919C 7
Digital Vision SL3205 11 Empower RF Systems C2615 6 Gefen SL2312 11
Digitronics SU4930 8 EMR N4819 5 GenArts SL14516 13
Dimetis C10919C 7 Enco Systems N6512 5 Gencom Technology S U6030 9
Discovery sysko C10619E 7 Enensys Technologies SU11111 9 General Dynamics
Display Devices SL4323 12 Energy-Onix N8708 4 Satcom Technologies 0E306 14
divergent media SL9521 12 E -N -G Mobile Systems C8028 7 Gennum SU9114 9
Diversified Marketing C1127 6 Enhance Technology SL4723 12 Geoscience C259 6
DK - Technologies N1533 5 Ensemble Designs SU2326 8 Gepco International C6918 6
DMT C2628 6 Enterprise Electronics SL325A 11 Gerling & Associates 0E100 14
DNF Controls N313 5 Entriq C1948 6 Gitzo C5924 6
Dolby Laboratories N713 5 Envivio SU13205 10 Glidecam Industries C10315 7
Doremi Labs S U6026 9 ERI-Electronics Research N6929 4 Global DiscWare SL8422 12
Dorrough Electronics N8211 4 ESE N3121 5 Global Microwave Systems C3318 6
Double Radius C1621 6 ETL Systems C4642 6 Global Satellite 0E426 14
Dow -Key Microwave C5945 6 Euphonix N5217 5 Global Security Systems N9307 4
DPA Microphones N730 5 EuroTel C1924 6 Global Streams SU11715 9
Draper SL3805 11 Eutelsat America C4846 6 GlobeCast C5437 6
DriveSavers SL8009 12 EV Microphones N9325 4 Globecomm Systems C6542 6
DSC Laboratories C5512 6 Eventide N6914 4 Glowpoint SU13510 10
DSI RF Systems C4537 6 Evertz N1713 5 Glue Tools C11210 7
DTV Exchange N2814 5 EVS C4911 6 Glux Tech (Shenzhen) SL5628 12
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GMAX Storage Solutions SL13908 13

Google N6607 5

Gossen C6224 6

Graphics Outfitters N2815 5

Greatway Technology SU10629 9

Green Media International C550 6

Green -Box Technology SL5410 12

Grid TV Germany C9919E 7

Gridiron Software SL6220 12

G -Technology SL2105 11

GVS - Grande Vitesse Sys ....SL10912 13

H

H.C. Jeffries Tower C3507 6

HaiVision Systems SU11626 9

Hamilton MetaIcraft C1731 6

Hamlet N1531 5

Hannay Reels C7822 7

Hansen Technoloy C8843 7

Hardata SU15217 10

Hardigg Cases N3225 5

Harmonic SU9612 9

Harris N2502 5

Hash SL3707 11

Health Markets C3114 6

Heil Sound/Transaudio N7039 4

Helius SU14612 10

Henry Engineering N9023 4

Hewlett Packard SL6105 12

Hi Tech Systems SU11515 9

High Tech Industries SU2822 8

Hilomast C8837 7

Hitachi Kokusai Electric C5018 6

Hi -Tech Enterprises SU3105 8

HME C3022, SU10626 6,9

Hollywood Edge SL10414 12

Holophone N6435, N6438 5

Hoodman SU3611 8

Horita C7311 6

Hosa Technology SL2108 11

Hotronic SU3308 8

Huatian Film & TV C11607 7

Hurst 0E433 14

Hybrid MC SL13216 13

ABM C7105

BC C1405

BIS SU8605
BM SU3614
CM C8839

conix Video SU6426
dealstor SU13516
deasunlimited.TV SU8708
direct Technologies C4239

DX System Technology C8032
gnite Technologies C1548

kan SL6820

kegami Electronics C4228
LY Enterprise SL7825
mage Systems SL6628
mage Video SU3305
magica SL9227
magineer Systems SL12405
mmersive Media SU6005
NA SU15813
ndependent Audio N4920
ndie Slate Media C11228

ndustrial Acoustics N2236
ndustry Advanced Tech C10915
neoquest C3151

COMPANY BOOTH

iPharro Media
IPV Limited
IPwebTV
i(Istor Networks
Irdeto
IRTE

Isilon Systems
Isis Group
iStarUSA SL13013
Itiva Networks C1251

nfortrend SL13810
nlet Technologies SL8325
nnovative Office Products N4319
nnovision Optics C8124

novonics N5829
ntek Digital C11383
ntelsat C4837, 0E346, 0E402
nter BEE C9905
nternap SL14108

nternational Datacasting C8437

nterra Systems SU11929
ntrinet Systems SL6529
oko C2351

SU8930
SU8608

C2954

SL11010
SU8811

C3027

SU8525
N602

PAGE

13

12

5

7

5

7

6,14

7

13

7

9

12

6

9

9

6

13

9

6

9

5

13

6

J

J A Taylor & Associates 0E420
j michael media C11208

J.L. Fisher C9711

Jampro Antennas C2607

JDSU SU7226
Jietu Lighting C10409
JK Audio N7929
J -Lab C7208
JLCooper Electronics N3118
JonyJib 0E342
Joseph Electronics C6645

Junger Audio Studiotechnik N2636
JVC Professional Products C4218

14

7

7

6

9

7

4

6

5

14

6

5

6

K

K5600 C9715

KATA C5923

Kathrein Mobilcom Brasil C5508A
Kathrein, Scala Division C5508
Kathrein-Werke KG C5508B
Kay Industries N7222

6 KB Covers SL5528
6 KD Kanopy N9320
9 KDDI R&D Laboratories SL9825
8 Keisoku Giken SU15816
7 Keith Austin C11125
9 KenCast C7240
10 Kings -Winchester
9 Electronics C6908

6 Kino Flo Lighting Systems C9419

7 Kintronic Labs N6816
6 Klotz Digital Audio Systems N5925
12 KLZ Innovations N7738
6 Knox Video Technologies SU2523

12 KOBA 2008 (Korea E&Ex) C3305
12 Konan Digital SU3605

8 Kowa Optimed N6938
12 KPFF Consulting Engineers C1728

13 Kroma Telecom SU3109
9 KTech Telecom SU11608

10 K-Tek N2630
5 Kupo C10308
7 K -WILL N319
5

7

6

7

6

6

6

6

4

12

4

12

10

7

6

6

7

5

5

4

8

6

8

4

6

8

9

5

7

5

color listing indicates advertiser!

COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

L

L.T.M C9011 7

L-3 Electron Devices C3018 6

LaCie SL14410 13

Laird Telemedia C4646 6

Lamar Systems C1744 6

Larcan C2618 6

Lasergraphics SL12105 13

Lawo N8720 4

Lawson &Assoc./Architects .... N605 5

LBA Technology N8733 4

LEA International N4519 5

Leader Instruments C4932 6

Lectrosorics N5223 5

Ledz C9008 7

Lei g htronbc SU5010 8

Lemo C8119 7

LEN SU9007 9

Lenexpo C11428 7

Level 3 Comm C454 6

LeWiz Communications C1544 6

Libec Sales C10608 7

Light Tech Group SU14414 10

Ligos SU11805 9

Limelight Networks C2651 6

Linear...._N4831 5

Linear - TV
Broadcast Solutions C2646 6

Linear Acoustic C2151 6

Link Electronics SU3608 8

Link Research C1807B 6

Listec Video C6533 6

Litepanels C10014 7

LiveU C6048 6

Livewire Remote Recorders 0E336 14

Location Sound N7632 4

Logic Innovations/Sys Tech C4546 6

Logic Keyboard/BSP SL7423 12

Logitek Electronic Systems N7124 4

Loon Audio N7321 4

Loon Works C10408 7

Lowel-Light SU9120 9

LP Technologies C1112 6

Lumantek C2639 6

Luoyang Ruiguang SU6230 9

lynda.cam SL12115 13

Lynx Technik SU14609 10

M

Mackay Communications C6049 6

Magnum Towers N4525 5

Main Concept SU14905 10

MAM-A C9742 7

Management
Science Assoc. N1231 5

Manfroto C6225 6

Manzaaita Systems SU2522 8

Marshall Electronics SU1926 8

Martin & Ziegler SL7407 12

Masstech Group SU13813 10

Masterclock N4121 5

Math Star SU10330 9

Matrox Electronic Systems SL320 11

Matthews Studio Equipment C8515 7

Maverick Systems C1055 6

Max Vision SL10605 12

Maxell C8428 7

Maximum Throughput SL11711 13

Maxon SL6826 12

Mayah Communications C10619D 7

MDS America C1355 6
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Media Excel C2951 6

Media Links C3313 6

Media Recall SU13311 10

Media100/Boris FX SL8720 12

Mediaproxy N3536 5

MediaSilo SL11008 13

Medical Coaches 0E313 14

Medienservice C. Babl C10619B 7

Mercury Computer Sys SU9727 9

Merging Technologies SL2305 11

MESoft SL14408 13

Micro Communications (MCI)..C2624 6

Microboards Technology SL7706 12

Microsoft SL5520 12

Microspace Communications..C6941 6

Microvideo SU11630 9

Microwave Radio
Communications C1807 6
Mid -Atlantic RF Systems C1732 6

Middle Atlantic Products SU10205 9
Middle East Broadcasters C7305 6

MikroM C10919D 7

Miller Camera Support C4928 6

Mindspeed Tech SU10700MR 9

Minnetonka Audio Software... N3215 5

Miranda Technologies SU6811 9
Miravid SU6906 9

Mirror Image Teleprompters....C8017 7

Miteq/MCL C9737 7

Mitsubishi Electric -
Diamond Vision Systems SL6410 12

Mobile Power 0E320 14
MOG Solutions SU7530 9

Mohawk SU5026 8
Mole -Richardson C9415 7

Monarch Computers SU5529 8

Moseley Associates N7112 4
Mo-Sys C7916 7

Motion Analysis SL7715 12

Motion Picture Enterprises C6605 6

Motorola SU5013 8

Motu SL3827 11

MSE Media Solutions C4048 6

MSoft SL10612 12
MTI Film SL3710 11

Multidyne SU3411 8

Musicam N5825 5

Myat C2215 6

Myers Information Systems N3216 5

N Systems C1815 6

N

NAB N6132 5

Nada-Chair N4317 5

Nagra N3214 5

Nagravision Kudelski SU7515 9

Namsong Industrial SL13716 13

Narda Satellite Networks C8741 7

National Captioning
Institute (NCI) SL10222 12

National CineMedia-
CineMeetings & Events C10042 7

National Ministry of Design SL9524 12

National Mobile Television 0E600 14
National Public Radio N6132 5

National Semiconductor N308 5

National Weather Service N4621 5

Nautel N7116 4

NCK Technologies SU11730 9

ND SatCom C4849 6

NDS N6812 5

Nebtek C3748 6

COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

Nemal Electronics C2542 6

Neotion SU11728 9
NEP 0E408 14

Ness Technologies SU10728 9
Net Insight C1929 6
NetApp SU13211 10
Netia N5433 5

Network Electronics SU10814 9
Neumann N8207 4

Neutrik N9029 4
Never.Nno N4522 5

Newpoint Technologies C9837 7

Newsroom Solutions/
NewsTicker C9441 7

Newtec C6242 6

NewTek SL8614, SL14000MR 12, 13
NHK C12105 7

Ningbo Eimage
Studio Equipment C5008 6

Ningbo King Kandy
Digital Technology C10410 7

NIXUS SL11212 13

NKK Switches N2633 5

Nnovia SU11321 9

Noise Industries SL2128H 11

Nomad Innovations SU6905 9
NorCom SL4626 12

Noren Products SL2115 11

Norpak SU2726 8

Norpix SL10410 12
Norsat C4644 6

Novella SatComs C7650 6

NTT Electronics SU10220 9

Nucomm C3007, C6622A, 0E432 6, 14
Numedia Technology SU10130 9
Nutech Industries C11305 7

NVerzion SU5107 8

NVISION SU11620 9
NXP Semiconductors C1054 6

NXVision SU9307 9

0

Obor Digital SU14605 10

OConnor C6418 6

OCTOPUS
Newsroom Trading N2838
Octoshape C1654
Oldcastle Precast Comm N2532
OMB Sistemas Electronicos C3024
Omneon Video Networks SU9620

5

6

5

6

9
Omnia Audio N7620 4
Omnibus Systems SU4205 8
Omnicam SU6809 9

Omnimusic SL9613 12

Omnirax N4517 5

OmniTek SL11705 13

OMT Technologies N8420 4
Ontec C3113 6

Open Cube Technologies SU8530 9

OpenTV SU13517 10

Operation Interdependence.... 0E439 14

Optibase SU3811 8

Optical Cable C4343 6

Opticomm N3718 5
Opvision Technology SU9805 9

Opyicom C10619A 7

Orad Hi-Tec Systems SU1920 8
Otari N3938 5

Overly Door Company N9319 4

COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

P

P.I. Engineering N3124 5

P+S Technik C10319A 7

Pacsat C7048 6

Padova Technologies SL14508 13

Panasonic Broadcast C3512 6

PanD Research C1132 6

Pandora International SL4310 12

Paradise Datacom C6945 6

Patchamp N4617 5

Patriot Antenna Systems 0E103 14

Peak Communications C6340 6

Pebble Beach Systems SU15205 10

Pelican Products C9409 7

Penton Media N5234, SL8328 5, 12
People Support Transcription
and Captioning S L4008 11

Percon C11322 7

Perdue Acoustics C10143 7

Petrol Bags C6416 6

Phabrix N4318 5

Pharos SU8905 9

Phasetek N8729 4

Philips Content
Identification SU3315 8

Phillystran N5132 5

Phonak Communications N8707 4

Photo Research SL9621 12

Photoflex C9708 7

Photron SL9520 12

Pictron SL4622 12

Pilat Media North America N323 5

Pineapple Technology C1113 6

Pixel Instruments SU3111 8

Pixel Power SU10920 9

Pixellexis SL10530 12

Pixelmetrix SU12105 9
Planar Systems SL9828 12

Platformic N1030 5

Playbox Technology SU11308 9
Plazamedia & TV Skyline C9919J 7

Pleora Technologies SU11323 9

Polecam C8137 7

Pomfort Software C9919G 7

Pond5 SL10730 12

Porta Brace, K&H Products C7808 7

Porta-Jib/Losmandy C8212 7

Potomac Instruments N6226 5

Power &Telephone Supply C3039 6

Powerbox Design C3239 6

Praezisions-Entwicklung DenzC10619C 7

Precision Communications C2318 6

Premier Enclosure Systems.. SU9628 9

Premier Mounts SU14915 10

Presteigne C9919D 7

PrimeLED N2237 5

Primera Technology SL6823 12

Prism Media Products N5935 5

Pristine Systems/Summit TrafficN8831 4

Pro Am Camera & Cranes C10907 7

Pro Consultant Informatique SU6826 9

Pro Cyc SL2116 11

Pro Television Technologies ....C1120 6

Pro -Bel SU12712 10

Production Intercom N4536 5

Professional Sound N7636 4
Professional Sound Services N8037 4

Project Tools for
Media Production C10919B 7

Promax Electronica C3546 6

Promax Systems SL1410 11

Promise Technology SL13916 13
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COMPANY BOOTH PAGE COMPANY BOOTH PAGE COMPANY BOOTH PAGE

Prompter People C9014 7 RTM-Remote Trans. Mgmt. C6949 6 Skinkers C944 6

Prompting.com C7915 7 RTS Intercoms C5928 6 Skyline Communications SU11411 9

Propagation Systems (PSI) C2324 6 RTW N3223 5 Skymicro_ SL12411 13

Proprompter C3449 6 Rushworks SU14305 10 Small Tree Communications... N3937 5

Prosonic C99191 7 Russ Bassett SL10916 13 SmartJog S L8028 12

Provys- DCIT N9125 4 RVR Elettronica N5220 5 SmartSound Software SL728 11

PSNI SL113LMR 13 Rymsa/Micro Comm. C2624A 6 Snap Stream Media SU6008 9

PSSI Global Services C4243 6 Snell & Wilcox SU4220 8

PTEK N9032 4 Softel Group
SoftNI

SU7826
SU9024

9

9S

S&T (Strategy & Tech.) SU9306
S. Two SL9208

9

12

Softron Media Services
Software Logistics

SL10329
SL12916

12

13Q

Qbit N2238 5 Sabre Towers & Poles N5938 5 Solid State Logic N4031 5

Quadrus Technology SL128 11 Sachtler C6410 6 Sonic Solutions SL8020 12

Qualcomm/MediaFLO C2946 6 Safetec Platforms C8742 7 Sonifex N4919 5

Qualstar SU13611 10 Sam Woo Electronics N3935 5 Sonnet Technologies SL13808 13

Quantel SL720 11 Samma Systems SU2720 8 Sony Creative Software SL12413 13

Quantum SL13805 13 Samy's Camera C3846 6 Sony Electronics SU906 8

Quest R&D N3116 5 Sanken Microphones/plus24.. N3125 5 Sorenson Media SL6526 12

Quickset International C9033 7 Sans Digital SU7130 9 SOS Global Express C7216 6

Quintech C8737 7 Sat -Comm 0E430 14 Sound & Video Creations SL10305 12

QuStream Satellite Engineering Group C6045 6 Sound Broadcast Services N6632 5

(Pesa & Fortel DTV) N3421 5 SAT -GE C6338 6 Sound Devices N7235 4

QVS C9040 7 Satmex C6046 6 Sound Ideas N7322 4

ScheduAll Software SL2308 11 Sound Ideas SL9616 12

Schill & Co C1139

Schneider Optics C6233

6

6

Soundfield
Soundminer

N7037
SL9710

4

12R

Radiall C1439 6 Schulz Camerasupport C10319D 7 Specialized Products C2563 6

Radian Comm. Services C2632 6 Schulze-Brakel N8732 4 Spectra Logic SU14010 10

Radiant Communications SU11421 9 Scientific Atlanta SU6120 9 Spectracom N4518 5

Radio Frequency Systems C2321 6 Scopus Video Networks SU11228 9 Speedsix Software SL122 11

Radio magazine N5234 5 ScoreBox/ Spencer Technologies N3836 5

Radyne-Tiernan- Howard Zuckerman N3535 5 Spider Support Systems C6915 6

Xicom C4842, SU7915 6, 9 Screen Service Broadcasting Spinner C9619A 7

Raidon Technology SL12915 13 Technologies C1324 6 Square Box Systems SL10905 13

RCN Metro Optical Networks ..C1858
RCS N5917

6
5

Screen Subtitling Systems.. SU11808
ScreenKeys N2917

9

5

Staco Energy Products
Stagetec

N4218
N2835

5

5

RDL Radio Design Labs N6429 5 SDTV 0E331 14 Stainless/Doty-Moore

Re:Vision Effects SL2128J 11 Seachange International SU12011 9 Tower Services C1628 6

Red Digital Cinema SL3820 11 Seachanger by Ocean Optics C10842 7 Stanley Supply & Services C5514 6

Red Giant Software SL2128A 11 Selecon C9842 7 Stantron SU5613 8

Redding Audio N8511 4 Sellner Staging C10043 7 Statmon Technologies SU13805 10

Redrock Microsystems C11733 7 Sencore N1122, SU12108 9, 9 Stealth Imaging SU11627 9

Rees Associates SU3115 8 Sennheiser Electronic N8207 4 STE-MAN C9428 7

Reflecmedia C6223 6 Sentivision C1352 6 Storage DNA SU9730 9

Renegade Labs SU10726 9 Seratel Technology N9331 4 StorerTV N3418 5

Renewed Vision C10142 7 Server Technology SU11415 9 Stradis SU7526 9

Rescue Tape!
Harbor Products C10411 7

Service Vision C8712

SES Americom C5246

7

6

Stratos 0E400
Stratos Optical Technologies...C2333

14

6

Research Concepts C7750

RF Central C6622
RF Technologies C1321

7

6

6

SGI (Silicon Graphics) SL4314
SGL SU11926
SGT N302

12
9

5

Stream Guys
Stream Labs
Streambox

C1848

C11907
SU15515

6

7

10

RGB Spectrum SL2315 11 Shadowstone C11127 7 StreamtheWorld N8834, SL14105 4, 13
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Win a Free HD Upconverter
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Grab a proven, reliable BrightEye 91 HD Upconverter for your broadcast,
sports or mobile needs today. 12 and 16 bit processing ensures gorgeous video.
Audio processing, HDMI, US B and more make this amazing unit a sure
fit for your application.

Would you like to win a free, new BrightEye 91 HD Upconverter? You can.
Enter today at http://www.ensembledesigns.com/contests/NAB2008/

Or see us at NAB and enter there.
And get a hands-on demo for yourself.

ENSEMBLEDESIGNS
PO Box 993  Grass Valley CA 95945

Tel 530.478.1830 www.ensembledesigns.com NAB SU2326



IGNITE HD
INTEGRATED NEWS PRODUCTION

Providing more, for less.

Produce live HD newscasts and other programs with a fraction
of the effort you use now, with the advanced automation and
robotics of Thomson Grass Valley's Ignite'" HD Control Room
solution. Free your personnel to produce additional sparkle to
your news stories or create other revenue -generating content.
That's why Ignite HD live production solutions provide the
strongest ROI in the industry.

THOMSON
images & beyond

THOMSON

timw.thomsongrassvalley.com/ignitehd
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IT PAYS.
Is technology moving faster than your staff's
skills? Do yDu have engineers and operators
that aren't Lp-to-date on your latest equipment
and systems? Have the dem3nds of HD and

handling mJlti-formats crn-ed workflow
problems or caused on -air mistakes? These
failures cal cost you money.

Broadcast Engineering is excited to offer you an introductory
series of training workshops targeted specifically to broadcast
operations and engineering staffs.

These courses are designed to:
introduce new technology, solutions and operations to
younger staff members, and

> provide a structured and thorough review for your more
experienced staff.

All this is contained in a self -paced, complete program
accessible from any computer.

Log on to www.broadcastengineering.com/webcast/best
to learn more, or to enroll.

Leave the teaching to the experts,
the consultants at Broadcast Engineering.
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SOLVING THE NEW
PRODUCTS PUZZLE

When attending the world's
largest electronics media event,
you'll face a variety of technolo-
gies, companies and products.
How do you discover the one,
best -fit? Finding the answers to
these and other product -specif-
ic questions is sometimes diffi-
cult. Fortunately, the editors at
Broadcast Engineering are here
to help.

On the pages that follow,
we've highlighted some of the
key products to check out at
the show. To help your search
be efficient, we've broken
down the products by catego-
ry. So, read on.The answers to
tomorrow's technology chal-
lenges lie just ahead.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Audio accessories 162

Audio mixers, on -air, portable, studio,
playback 162

Audio routing, distribution 165

Automation, including news
and master control 166

Camera support, robotics, virtual sets... 169
Cameras, lenses, accessories 169

CGs, prompters, captioning 172

Graphics, animation products 172

Intercom, IFB products 173

Lighting equipment 173

Microphones, accessories 174

Multi -image displays 174

New media, streaming products,
multimedia/Internet 180

Production switchers, video
effects, keyers 181

Recording media 183

Satellite equipment, services 183
Studio, facility support products 184

TBCs, frame syncs, conversion
equipment 185

Telco, IPTV and mobile video
equipment 187

Test & measurement equipment 187

TV transmitters, feedline, antennas,
towers, services 189

Video editing systems 190

Video routing 190

Video storage, archive systems 192

Weather/data services 194
Wire, cable, connectors 194
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AUDIO ACCESSORIES

REMOTE CONTROL INTERFACE

Calrec Audio Remote Audio Protocol
Allows remote control of fader modules
on any Calrec console; enables a vision
mixer to take control over the serial in-
terface to autofades on the Calrec desk;
provides individual control of faders, cuts
and PFL of up to 192 faders on the Calrec
console directly from the Ross OverDrive
Automated Production Control system.

+44 1422 842159; www.ca I rec.com

Booth: N8723

DOLBY E DECODER

Dolby DP572

Decodes up to eight channels of high -
quality audio, plus Dolby Digital meta -
data, from a Dolby E signal encoded on
a single AES3 pair, external fiber, satellite
link, digital videotape, digital audiotape
or from a video server; can accept both
PCM and Dolby E signals.

415-558-0200; www.dolby.com

Booth: N713

AUDIO MONITOR
Ward -Beck Systems AMS16-2AM
Accepts two SDI signals in either SD or
HD; extracts up to eight AES/EBU signals
from the HD/SD-SDI signal and displays
them on eight stereo bar graph meters.

416-335-5999; www.ward-beck.com

Booth: SU742Q

10 -CHANNEL TV AUDIO PROCESSOR

Linear Acoustic AEROMAX 5.1 -XL

owl!
Features built-in Dolby Digital (AC -3)
encoding; enables broadcasters to deliver
compelling 5.1 channel surround sound;
is equipped with a loudness controller,
upmixer and metadata manager, as well
as full-time, two -channel downmixing
to support legacy analog paths; built-in
AutoMAX processing fixes two -channel
audio that is broadcast wrongly signaled
as 5.1 channels.

717-735-3611; www.linearacoustic.com

Booth: C2151

AUDIO MIXERS, ON -AIR,

PORTABLE, STUDIO,

PLAYBACK

HD MASTER STUDIO SYSTEM
Solid State Logic C300 HD

Features include tri-level sync support, se-
rial control of HD VTRs, enhanced 96kHz
feature set with provision for up to 16 dis-
crete audio channels; offers extended DAW
control with SoftKey keyboard commands
and an improved center section GUI.

212-315-1111; www.solid-state-Iogic.com

Booth: N4031

ULTRA -COMPACT CONSOLE

Wheatstone Air 1
Meets the needs of on -air, production,
news applications, remotes and the pod -
casting markets; features a low -profile
frame and a rugged tabletop mount with
direct access TRS rear connectors.

252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com

Booth: N7612

If the video service
your -eleo provides

goes down, who are
you going to call?

Only a true video network provider
can deliver the Managed Solutions

you need to ensure
the service you demand.

Corporate: +1 212 962 1776
24/7 NOC: +1 212 962 1722

 Expert video -centric NOC - monitoring, reporting and calibrating 24/7/365

 Superior video/audio broadcast QoS in all transmission formats

 Specialized on -demand vide -centric solutions - real-time troubleshooting
 Global, proprietary and fully meshed end -to -end Video-over-IP network,

both SAtellite and fiBER based (SABER)

 Multipoint connections to worldwide switching hubs in all major markets
 Easy, customer -controlled, remote ordering/scheduling - in -field and in -studio

www.gen-networks.com
UK: +44 (0) 208 899 6464 I EMEA: +33 (0) 4 67 69 74 76 I Latin America: +1 305 728 7150

GENESIS
NETWORKS

Transcending Transmission.
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If your production is this critical,
chances are, you're already using Ross.

Heard about it on the radio. Had to see it for herself on the local news.

Late breaking story, one operator, live feeds, no problem. The Power ofOverDrive.

Seeing is believing. Ross - Give'em what they came for.

SoftMetal

OverDrive
At Ross, we believe every production is
critical. The OverDrive Automated
Production Control System was designed
with this in mind. As the clear market
leader, OverDrive offers the widest range
of tools that enable users to efficiently
manage their live productions. Scripted,
un-scripted or fast -paced on -the -fly
productions are brought to air cleanly,
every time. With systems in 9 of the top
10 markets in North America, and top
facilities across mid and small markets,
OverDrive is the best choice for your
critical productions.

Experience OverDrive for yourself at NAB 2008 Booth #SU6010

Ross Video designs, markets, manufactures, and supports a wide range of innovative
products for use in broadcast, distribution, five event and production applications. Ross
products are found in over 100 countries and are used 24 hours a day, 365 days a year
to produce and distribute video and audio signals. www.rossvideo.com

openGear
Terminal Equipment

Vision
HD/SD Production
Switchers

OverDrive
Production Control System

ROSS

Live Production Technology "
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*I DIGITAL AUDIO MIXER
Euphonix S5 Fusion

Features DSP SuperCore, which powers
the mixer's signal processing and rout-
ing, providing full multiformat channels
with EQ, filters and dynamics together
with mix, aux and group busses with bus
processing; EuCon Hybrid, which incor-
porates the EuCon high-speed Ethernet
protocol, extends the control capabilities
of the console beyond the DSP SuperCore
to bring Mac and PC DAW tracks onto
the console surface for mixing.

650-855-0400; www.euphonix.com
Booth: N5217

DTVMARKETPLACE
NAB PREVIEW

BROADCASTING AND
PRODUCTION CONSOLE

Lawo North America mc266
Features a lightweight construction, low -
power consumption and compact dimen-
sions; in combination with the routing
matrix integrated in the core, it offers
maximum flexibility for I/O interfaces
and DSP resources; has a matrix capacity
of 8192 mono inputs and outputs and 512
DSP channels.

416-292-0078; www.Iawc.ca
Booth: N872a

AUDIO MIXING CONSOLE
STAGETEC (Salzbrenner Stagetec
Mediagroup) AURUS
Features dual encoders, analog user inter-
face, multichannel processing, TFT color
displays, sample rates of 44.1kHz, 48kHz
and 96kHz, up to 300 audio channels, 128
buses, up to 32 full channels per DSP board,
subsystems interconnection with fiber-optic
cables, sample rate converters as optional or
standard features and a modular structure
for simple system expansion.

888-782-4391; www.stagetec.com

Booth: N2335

DIGITAL CONSOLE

Studer Vista 5 SR

A Vistonics screen provides a direct view-
ing angle when operating in a standing
position, particularly in daylight; a tem-
perature control system makes the console
reliable in the broad temperature ranges of
its sound reinforcement applications; fea-
tures flash memory, redundant power sup-
plies, and optional redundant audio and
control links.

818-920-3285; www.studer.ch
Booth: N8229

SIGNAL PROCESSING LINE

Wohler Technologies openGear
New system uses a standard card and the
user's choice of IP core applications; choic-
es include an HD format dual -channel logo
keyer, an HDVANC data inserter/extractor
and the HDCC-200A HD/SD-SDI dual -
channel closed -caption encoder/decoder
bridge, which is a compact and flexible
solution that simplifies closed -caption en-
coding of two independent SD and/or HD
sources, in any international standard.

510-870-0810; www.wohler.com

Booth: N1314

is your broadcast operation
costing the earth?

iTX - saving you money, saving energy

When did you last think about the environmental impact
of your broadcast facility.... or what it costs you in power
consumption alone?

Making the move to IT -based technologies delivers lower
CAPEX, lower energy consumption, lower OPEX.

It's time to join the iTX revolution.

the future starts here...

OfrthEl3LJS
Innovate I Integrate I Deliver

www.omnibus.tv

ItX
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DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLES
Yamaha Commercial Audio Systems
LS9 series
Consists of the 32-mic/line input 64 -chan-
nel LS9-32 and the 16-mic/line input 32 -
channel LS9-16; compact and light enough
for one person to move; offers easy setup;
features an extensive range of gating, com-
pression and equalization capabilities.

714-522-9063; www.yamahaca.com
Booth: SL5710

AUDIO RECORDER/MIXER
Zaxcom Fusion

Mixes 16 inputs to eight output busses for
recording up to eight tracks; records to
two CompactFlash cards simultaneously;
features four balanced AES inputs with
sample rate conversion.

973-835-5000; www.zaxcom.com
Booth: N4533

AUDIO ROUTING,

DISTRIBUTION

ALL -DIGITAL FIBER-OPTIC SYSTEM
Communications Specialties Pure
Digital Fiberlink 3150 series

Provides broadcast -quality transmission
for HD/SD-SDI over one single mode or
multimode fiber; allows transmission of
HD or SD -SDI as per SMPTE 292 and 259,
with or without embedded audio and data,
as well as DVB-ASI; equalizes and reclocks
signals prior to fiber-optic transmission;
features a reclocked and equalized SDI
loop through.

631-273-0404; www.commspecial.com
Booth: SL8025

SWITCHING SYSTEM
Clear-Com Eclipse Digital Matrix
Version 5.0
Acts as a central switching unit for com-
munication across a broadcast operation in
the studio or out in the field; links together
the company's V -Series panels and CellCom
wireless beltpacks and headsets; the new
version offers increased connections and ex-
pandability through robust El/T1 telecoms
connection, fiber linking and IP connectiv-
ity for flexible and reliable communication
between local and remote locations.

510.337-6600; www.clearcom.com
Booth: C5908

MULTICHANNEL WIRING SYSTEM

Otari LWB-16M
Allows the I/O configuration to be changed
by inserting the required modules into the
five slots; routes audio channels on a two -
channel or one -channel basis in addition
to the four -channel basis of previous ver-
sions; features a Key Lock function to pre-
vent unintentional changes, a level indica-
tor clips hold and an LED dimmer.

41 424 818612; www.otari.com
Booth: N3938

Introducing fillarshatfr.s new line of
rackmountable monitors featuring.,.

SIDELINE
CAfIFRA1

fn. 12 NI

onitor - isplay
Rear View

RS- 422 / 485

IN I OUT

booth #SU1926

 Industry's first full lineup of LCD rack mountatle monitors with In-Monito- Disr (IMD) functionality
 A variety of features including on -screen Videc Time diStle, Auc io Presence Incli::ator, and 6 Frame Markers
 IMD functionality controlled through direct Ro-,oMenu-iidjustment or RS -422/L85 ports
 Tri-color LED and on -screen "soft" tallies can be controlled through Contact Clcsu-e or RS -422/485 ports
 Integrates with existing Tally systems UMD controllers
 Supports Image Video, NVISION, TSL, and MEI protocols

Marshall Electronics Fax
380100:83300-3_06668088 LCDracks.com
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DIGITAL MEDIA GATEWAY

1)11110 41'10

 High Density Gateway/
Multiplexer

 Cost Effective Broadcast,
Cable, and Telco
turn -around

 A GREAT way to add and
remove programs to your
Transport Stream

 Remotely controlled via
Web Interface

WWW.SENCORIE.COM

EllEl\ICXDPIM
INNOVATIVE BROADCAST SOLUTIONS

SINCE 1951

1-800-SENCORE

Nqs
011011111.AR 1111111.I IPLEXERS

1)11110 310 0 /2100

 Wide range of input and
output modules

 ASI, QPSK, and IP inputs

 ASI and/or IP outputs
 Descrambling/ Scrambling/

Multiplexing Capabilities
 Head -End in -a -box

Architecture
 Web -based management

control interface

Call for your specific application
or stop by Sencore booths at NAB

(N1122 or SU12108)
and discuss your needs.

1.800.736.2673

AUTOMATION, INCLUDING

NEWS AND MASTER

CONTROL

AUTOMATION AND PLAYOUT SYSTEM
cinegy air

,.;INII111811111111115111111110112

o ,010
- --0[330_

New slow-motion feature uses motion vec-
tor -based image interpolation; offers multi-
channel active mode, providing users with
simultaneous broadcasting of different play -
lists in various TV formats to multiple chan-
nels, with an additional horizontal timeline
providing a clear view of what is playing.

202-742-2736; www.cinegy.com
Booth: SU3113

DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION AND
ARCHIVING SOLUTION
Bitcentral Oasis
Connects with existing news production sys-
tems (whether proprietary or tape -based);
saves stories as digital files on commodity
storage devices, which can be instantly and
automatically shared over existing band-
width; allows newsroom groups to share
content between HD and SD stations.

949-417-4126; www.bitcentral.com

Booth: SL772Q

MULTIDEFINITION LOGO INSERTER
Eyeheight LI-1DM
Features dual independent logo generators
and dual independent keyers; allows HD or
SD logos to be uploaded to flash memory,
monitored and controlled via Ethernet.

866-469-2729; www.eyeheight.com

Booth. SU5905

SD/HD MASTER CONTROL SYSTEM
Pro -Bel Masterpiece
Features up to four DSKs, a preview bath, 16 -
level audio mixing, AES voice-overs, Dolby E
mixing, DVE, bug inserter and frame delay;
offers tight integration with Pro -Bel control
panels, Morpheus control and monitoring
and Morpheus Automation.

631-549-5150; www.pro-bel.com
Booth: SU12712

HD/SD NEWSROOM SYSTEM
Harris NewsForce

Provides file -based newsroom workflow
from field editing to delivery on -air; offers
four versions - NewsForce ES (a high-res,
high-performance news editor), NewsForce
Desktop (a proxy editor that operates on
standard desktop PCs), NewsForce XNG
(a software -based laptop editor for the field
and newsroom) and Velocity NX (a full -fea-
tured promotions/craft-style editor).

513-459-3400; www.harrisbroadcast.com
Booth: N2502

NEWS PRODUCTION SYSTEM
JustEdit vsnnews
Allows text and video to be edited in the
same application; guarantees an opti-
mized workflow in the reporting of news
and programs; integrates the rundown
planning assigning of resources, text edit-
ing, material ingest, storage and catalog-
ing, archive integration, shared editing of
video/audio with voice-over from jour-
nalist workstations, graphics in real time
and the automatic publication of news on
the Web; integrates with most NI.Fs

+34 93 734 99 70; www.vsn-tv.com
Booth: N3714

ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Pilat Media IBMS
A comprehensive multichannel airtime
sales, traffic and management system;
handles both nonlinear (IPTV and VOD)
and linear programming and advertis-
ing; new module enables advertising to
be automatically inserted according to
the household or individual subscriber
profile across all platforms - digital TV,
IPTV and mobile TV.

877-873-4267; www.pilatmedia.com

Booth: N2020

AUTOMATION SYSTEM
VCI Solutions autoXe MC
Enables automated content lifecycle
management; allows users to manage
one, 15, 50 or more channels with one
workstation, in one screen, using moni-
tor by exception; houses all metadata in
one database, allowing multiple users si-
multaneous access without the need for a
dedicated workstation.

413-272-7200; www.vcisolutions.com
Booth: SU727
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MC SWITCHING AND MULTICHANNEL MASTER CONTROL
GRAPHICS PROCESSOR NVISION NV5128-MC
Miranda Technologies Imagestore 750

New capabilities include Dolby E/AC-3
encoding/decoding; features an integral
audio mixer for advanced audio process-
ing with 16 audio channels, de -embedded
from each of four video inputs, together
with up to 32 channels of AES; allows
audio channels to be mixed, shuffled and
modified before being embedded into the
video output, or being made available as
discrete AES.

514-333-1772; www.miranda.com

Booth: SU6811

Combines digital master control and mul-
tiformat routing in the same frame; fits in
8RU; features optional built-in Dolby E
decoding and a variety of standard fea-
tures, including A/B mixing with full auto
transition control, multilevel video key-
ing, logo store, two -picture squeezeback
and audio over mixer.

530-265-1000; www.nvision.tv
Booth: SU11620

PRODUCTICN AND
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
OmniBus Systems iTX 1.2
Combines broadcast master control and
playout chain for SD and HD; new fea-
tures include schedule preview, support
for multi -regional breaks and opt -outs,
capabilities for newsflash and roll -under
situations, dosed captions, and enhanced
integration with external content stores
and video services to streamline integra-
tion with legacy systems.

303-237-4868; www.omnibus.tv
Booth: SU4205

CONTENT PLAYOUT
PlayBox Technology AirBox 4
Now includes ability to add servers to play -
out software; offers H.264 support; features
a new Mixed Playout Engine that sup-
ports real-time transitions between clips
of different compression formats; replays
multiple compression formats from a list
comprising clips coded in; features MXF
support for MPEG-2, DV and HDV, and a
live presentation control interface.

+44 1701 66 44 44; www.playbox.tv

Booth: SU1130a

SunEfilighZ
Monitors

Designed specifically for outdoor
applications and challenging
viewing environments

Technology

Proprietary Optical Surface technology passes
backlight, but rejects ambient light while
minimizing surface reflection
 High Luminance Backlight
 Low Reflective Properties
 Scratch -Resistant Protective Screen
 Wider color reproduction for richer colors
 Crisper, sharper images (textual/graphical informatiDn)
 Outstanding Front -of -Screen P ()Mance
 Wide Viewing Angle

111 /111111, '

 Extended Temperature Rating
 Low Power Consumption
 Durable Metal Enclosure
 Composite, S -Video, SD/HD Co

SDI/HDSDI, VGA, and DVI inputs

Marshall Electronics
Tel : 800-800-6608 Fax. 310-333-0688

NAB 2008
booth# su 1926
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NEWS SYSTEM
Quantel Newsbox HD

Arrives ready to go on -air straight out of
the box; available in both HD -now and
HD-upgradable configurations; works
with all the latest HD acquisition formats;
comes with all that is needed to ingest
material, view rushes, choose shots, edit
stories, review finished pieces and play
them out to air; features new options that
increase flexibility and applications.

+44 1635 48222; www.quantel.com

Booth. SI

PRODUCTION CONTROL SYSTEM
Ross Video OverDrive Automated
Production Control System
Version 7.0

Includes applications for news, sports,
worship and live event productions; of-
fers MOS integration for graphic and
video server systems and an enhanced cli-
ent/server architecture; features sidecar, a
compact remote control panel; provides
multiple user -programmable timers, pre-
view custom controls and the ability to
enable or disable remote control of mix-
ers or robotic cameras on the fly.

613-652-4886; www.rossvideo.com
Booth: SU601Q

AUTOMATED CONTENT
REPURPOSING SYSTEM
Snell & Wilcox iCR V3.0

iCR - -

Ideal for producers of film and broad-
cast content in the mobile, telco, cable
and broadband markets; enables ingest
of SD and HD content; offers new uni-
versal conversion tools to simplify cre-
ation of multiple variants of HD and SD
programs within the file -based domain;
features motion -compensated, software-

based Alchemist IP SD standards conver-
sion, advanced MPEG-4 authoring tools,
enhanced QC reports and XML-based in-
tegration to asset management systems.

818-556-2616; www.snellwilcox.com
Booth: SU422Q

.L12.11: LILL
Compact Size

High Performance HD
Next Generation COFDM Tech

With over 10 years of COFDM experience, BMS offers a
complete robust line of cutting edge SD/HD microwave
solutions. BMS receivers use an advanced implementation of
FastFT-M/RC diversity technology that assures superior signal
reliability and quality. C72200HDV

HDV Transmitter

Visit BMS at NAB - Booth C2329
DR2200USB

DR240OLD DR6000HD

2 -Way Diversity Receivers
MIK

6 -Way Diversity Receiver

CT2O2OHD
SD/HD Transmitter

C72 LDS
SD Transmitter
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CAMERA SUPPORT,

ROBOTICS, VIRTUAL SETS

EXTENDABLE CAMERA MOUNT
Telemetrics ECM -BT

Offers immediate camera positioning with
quick retraction for unobstructed camera
angles; can be mounted above a drop ceil-
ing or lighting grid and also wall mounted
to provide vertical positioning to pan/tilt
cameras used for studio production.

800-424-9626; www.telemetricsinc.com
Booth. C6933

DTVMARKETPLACE
NA 3 PREVIEW

ROBOTIC AND MANUAL HEAD

Vinten Radamec Fusion FH100
Can be used as a standalone system or
seamlessly integrated with the Fusion
FP145 pedestal; accepts payloads up to
1251bs; works in either manual or robotic
mode; features the LF drag system used
in the Vector 70, providing familiar drag
performance for manual operators.

845-268-0100; www.vintenradamec.com
Booth: C6414

CAMERAS, LENSES,

ACCESSORIES

ROBOTIC PAN/TILT CAMERA
Canon BU -40H

Features a Canon HD camera equipped
with three 1/3M CCDs with a Genuine
Canon HD zoom lens with 20X optical
zoom ratio; provides genlock input for
video system synchronization.

800-321-4388; www.usa.canon.com
Booth: SU3Q2Q

CAMERA CONNECTOR PANELS
Canare Hybrid Fiber -Optic Camera
Connector Panels
HFO camera connectors with integrated
splice enclosures that can be installed in ter-
minal boards or racks; ideal for configuring
HD camera -to -broadcast van transmissions;
connector units and mounting frames of-
fer the flexibility needed to meet the layout
needs of a variety of system configurations;
support five -directional wiring: left, right,
top, bottom and beneath; connection unit
can be detached from main unit for com-
fortable workability; accommodates male
and female HFO receptacles with built-in
splice box and tension member support.

973-837-0070; www.canare.com

Booth: SU4805

VIDEO CAMERA
Iconix Video HD -2K CCU

4:4:4 CCU produces 2048 x 1080p images
from 23.9811z to 30Hz; outputs NTSC,
PAL, 720p, 1080i, 1080PsF and 1080p
from 24fps to 60fps.

805-690-3650; www.iconixvideo.com
Booth: SU6426

Marshall Multi -Channel
Digital Audio Monitors
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Four user -configurable slots with
a variety of input/output modules to choose from

 High -Quality, Ultra-Nearfield 16 -Channel Audio Monitoring Systems for Space C-itical Environments
 Ideal for TV facilities, post production, VTR bays, mobile production, and satellite links
 Four different models available in 1RU and 2FU Mainframes
 Dolby® Digital / Dolby® E Decoding (with optional ARDM-D552 module)

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories

Marshall Electronics Tel.: 800-800-6608
Fax: 310-333-0688

booth 501926

LCDracks.com
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HD STUDIO LENS
Fujinon XA22x7BES

Features a focal length ranging from 7mm
to 154mm; well -suited for shooting in
tight locations and smaller studios.

973-633-5600
www.fujinonbroadcast.com

Booth: C4210

HD CAMERA

Hitachi Kokusai Electric
America HV-HD30

Incorporates three HDTV 1/3in, 1.3-
megapixel CMOS sensors; provides both
1080i and 720p camera outputs; features a
compact box -type camera head, weighing
600g; a wide range of adjustments to be
made remotely.

516-921-7200; www.hitachikokusai.us
Booth: C50111

LI-ION V -MOUNT BATTERY
IDX System Technology Endura Elite
Designed for ENG/EFP productions; fea-
tures a 142Wh capacity, a twin power car-
tridge design that doubles its shooting capa-
bility for operation of up to 3.5 hours using
a 40W HD ENG/EFP camera and replace-
able cartridges; complies with RoHS and
aircraft security regulations.

310-891-2800; www.idx.tv
Booth: C8032

HDTV CAMERA
Ikegami 1113K-727

Provides HD and NTSC video simultane-
ously for the CCU and in both digital and
analog form; incorporates next -generation
.18 micro ASICs into the CCU; features
14 -bit A/D conversion and up to 38 -bit in-
ternal digital processing circuits as well as
1080/60i, 720/60p, 480/60i and other op-
tional frame conversion configurations.

201-368-9171; www.ikegami.com
Booth: C422a

P2 SOLID-STATE MEMORY CARD

Panasonic AJ-P2C064

A 64GB P2 card capable of storing more
than four hours of DVCPRO footage or
more than two hours of DVCPRO50, AVC-
Intra 50, or 64 minutes of AVC-Intra 100
or DVCPRO HD; comprised of its own
processor, firmware and RAID controller;
can be connected instantly with laptop
PCs and major nonlinear editing systems;
packaged in a rugged, die-cast frame.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

Booth: C3512

HANDHELD HD CAMCORDER
Panasonic AG-HMC150

A new addition to the AVCHD product line;
features three native 16:9 progressive 1/3in
CCD imagers with an optical image stabi-
lization function to ensure stable shooting
and a 28mm Leica Dicomar wide -angel
zoom lens; offers 1080i and 720p recording
at 13Mb/s; offers professional XLR audio
input connections and a wide range of data
and signal interfaces.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

Booth: C3512

HDV CAMERAS
Sony Electronics HVR-Z7U
and HVR-S270U

Feature interchangeable lens systems, na-
tive progressive recording, increased sensi-
tivity for low -light conditions and hybrid
solid-state recording; the HVR-Z7U (hand-
held) and HVR-S270U (shoulder -mount)
camcorders use the company's 1/3in three
ClearVid CMOS Sensor system enhanced
by Exmor technology, which features a
unique column -parallel analog -to -digital
conversion technique and dual noise can-
celing; offer sensitivity of 1.51ux.

201-930-7330
www.sony.com/professional

Booth: SU906

MULTIPURPOSE HD CAMERA
Panasonic AK-HC1800

Features 2.2-megapixel 3-CCDs for native
1080i video capture; delivers high -resolu-
tion HD output in 1080/59.94i; incorporates
an advanced signal -channel transfer system
and spatial offset processing features that re-
duce aliasing and provide finer resolution.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

Booth: C3512

SD/HD CAMERA
Sony Electronics PMW-EX1

Records to SxS ExpressCard media; uses
1/tin 1920 x 1080 sensors, and records
long GOP MPEG-2 up to 35Mb/s; includes
a 14x Fujinon zoom lens; offers IT -friendly
MP4 file recording to advanced creative
features, such as selectable gamma curves
and "Slow & Quick Motion" capability.

201-930-7330
www.sony.com/professional

Booth: SU906

ZOOM LENSES
Thales Angenieux Digital 26 X 7.8A1F

HD and high -resolution series tele su-
per zoom lenses provide an extended fo-
cal range to news and sports production
crews; feature a focal range of 7.8mm to
203mm (5.6mm to 406mm with a 2X ex-
tender) and an aperture of f/1.8 for the
HR version and f/2.2 for the HD version.

973-812-3858; www.angenieux.com
Booth: C5323
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Fiber Optic HD Camera Connectors
Tri-Loc Triaxial Camera Connectors
75 Ohm BNC Conne
RCA Connectors
Audio Patchin
Video Patchin y /'41

April 14 - 17, 2008 - Booth #C6908

by WINCHESTER

62 Barnes Industrial Road North
Wallingford, CT 06492
Phone: 203-741-5400

www.winchesterelectronics.com
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CGS, PROMPTERS,

CAPTIONING

CLOSED -CAPTION DECODER
EEG DE280

A professional EIA-708 closed -caption
decoder; monitors data quality and stan-
dards compliance; accurately displays the
advanced style and positioning features
defined in the 708 standard; use of the rich
708 feature set makes the decoder ideal for
titling (open captioning) applications in
post -production or live environments.

516-293-7472; www.eegent.com
Booth: S111215

GRAPHICS, ANIMATION

PRODUCTS

ON -AIR CHANNEL BRANDER
Avid DekoCast v4.1
Available in SD and HD configurations;
delivers automated branding and localiza-
tion with functions, such as advanced CG,
DVE effects on multiple graphic and video
objects, and real-time video squeezeback;
supports major image and media formats,
including AVI, DV, MXF, TMF and MPEG-
2, as well as industry -standard master
control automation systems and common
newsroom system automation via XML,
API authoring and GPI ports; allows users
to ingest video, audio or both using inputs
to the DekoCast system, as well as operate
in HD or SD from the same system with a
simple software switch.

978-640-6789; www.avid.com
Booth: N/A

BRANDING AND LOGO INSERTION
Ensemble Designs Avenue 7420
Accepts either an SD or HD video input
and key still logos and animations over
program material; can supply separate fill
and key outputs to a production switcher;
the 7490 series submodule options for the
7420 provide up-, down- and crosscon-
version, as well as aspect ratio conversion;
with the 7490 installed, the 7420 will ac-
commodate whatever input is provided- SD-SDT or HD -SDI.

530-478-1830; www.ensembledesigns.com
Booth: S U232li

C)USPESA
tream

FORTEL DTV

Get the strength of
UuStream into your system

QuStream combines the proven skills of PESA and ForteIDTVTM - creating a team of unsurpassed experience and strength.

PESA pioneered broadcast video routing with fiber I/O, was first to route DVI and first to squeeze a 512 x 512 matrix into a 27
RU frame.

FortelDTV's patented QuadraComb' enables broadcast -standard images to be retrieved from noisy source signals with
exceptionally low -jitter processing.

We are a single -point resource for:
AES/EBU audio embedders/extractors
Analog -to -digital interfaces
Audio distribution amplifiers
Decoders/encoders

Digital -to -analog interfaces
Fibre optic links
Format converters
Master control switchers

Router controllers
Routing switchers
SDI multiplexers
Video distributir. Hifiers

visit us at www.OuStreani.com hotline 800.328.1008
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INTERCOM, IFB

PRODUCTS

MULTISTATION COMMUNICATION
Eartec TD904 Pro series
Provides hands -free voice contact with
an unlimited number of remote stations;
all remotes monitor the director and can
switch from standby to continuous talk
operation; offers a range of up to 100m.

800-399-5994; www.eartec.com
Booth: C4046

WIRELESS INTERCOM SYSTEM
IntraCom Systems VCOM
Wireless Intercom
Supports virtually an unlimited number of
channels configurable for point-to-points,
group calls or party lines; interfaces with
other communication systems; has no fre-
quency constraints; runs on Wi-Fi and/or
data cellular -enabled handsets running
Windows Mobile 5.0 and higher.

424-288-4184; www.intracomsystem.com
Booth: C9512

INTERCOM
Riedel Communications Performer
series Digital Partyline
Provides two- and four -channel master sta-
tions, rack -mount, wall -mount and desktop
speaker stations, call light indicators and
two -channel beltpack headset stations; de-
signed for a standalone digital partyline sys-
tem; an integrated power supply built into
the 19in (1RU) device can power up to 32
devices, including beltpacks, split -boxes or
desktop speaker stations, per line.

914-592-0220; www.riedel.net
Booth: C7511

2.4GHZ WIRELESS INTERCOM
Telex BTR-24
Incorporates the option of three audio
channels, selectable at each TR-24 beltpack;
features CleanScan, which upon startup, al-
lows the base station to automatically scan
and select the best RF channel for commu-
nication; has built-in Li -Ion battery pack to
provide up to 10 hours of uninterrupted
operation, or the unit can be operated with
the included wall -mount AC power supply.

952-884-4051; www.telexintercoms.com
Booth: C5928

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

VIDEOCONFERENCE LIGHTING

Brightline T -Series
Provide energy -efficient, broadcast -qual-
ity lighting in a format designed for easy
installation in any type of ceiling; uses an
articulation feature that allows the fix-
tures to be precisely rotated into a desired
directional position and then returned
flush to the ceiling.

412-206-0106; www.brightlines.com
Booth: SU5027

STUDIO LIGHTING
Kino FIo VistaBeam 600 and 300
Provides soft lighting for large area stu-
dios; feature DMX control systems and
ability to produce daylight or tungsten
balanced light from the same fixture and
flicker -free, remote operation; VistaBeam
600 delivers the equivalent of a 6000W
spacelight using 10 amps of power.

818-167-6528; www.kinoflo.com
Booth: C9419

Don't take a chance with your timing
needs. Trust the name broadcasters have
counted on for precision master clocks
anc timing -related D rc ducts for over
35 rears ESE. Our products accurately
synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of GPS, WAN, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency for affordable, reliable,
per;ect time.

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness
world -class timing systems that are
designed for easy installation,
set-up and operatic n.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
TeL :310) 322-2136

Fax: (310) 322-8127

www.ese-web.com
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STUDIO LIGHTING
Videssence Colorcaster
Made from rare earth phosphor; doesn't
require color sleeves; based on the prima-
ry color T-5 lamps; controls and dims each
lamp individually to allow a smooth, even
color range; created for ground row, grid
mount and drop ceiling applications.

626-579-0943; www.videssence.tv

Booth: C9508

MICROPHONES,

ACCESSORIES

ON -CAMERA UHF WIRELESS SYSTEM
Azden 300LT

Consists of the 300UPR receiver and 3OBT
bodypack transmitter; designed for small
DV cameras; provides 240 UHF frequencies
in the 794MHz to 806MHz band for inter-
ference -free performance; features a mini -
jack balanced mic-level output, a headphone
monitor output and an LCD display.

800-247-4501; www.azdencorp.com
Booth: N4924

DIRECTIONAL MINI -SHOTGUN
CONDENSER MIC

Sennheiser MKE 400

Features directional super-cardioid/lobar
pattern, a control key on the permanently
polarized condenser mic, a switchable
wind filter, foam windshield, battery and
microphone shock mount; increases the
range of the mini -shotgun mic; permits
the recording of low-level sound sources;
delivers more than 300 hours of profes-
sional sound on a single AAA battery.

860-434-9190; www.sennheiserusa.com
Booth: N8207

fischer
l.11 UOULC1.3t
connectors

No Epoxy -
No Polish

Fast and Easy
Termination

Truly Field
Installable

Incorporates
Unicam
Fiber -Optic
Technology

1735 Founders Parkway
Alpharetta, GA 30004

Tel 800 551 0121
Fax 678 393 5401

www fist herconnectors.com
www fischer-1053.com

ENG RECEIVER

Lectronsonics Digital
Hybrid Wireless
A slot -mount diversity receiver with two in-
dependent channels that can feed separate
inputs or can be mixed internally to feed a
single input; offers two diversity modes -
SmartDiversity reception is employed by in-
dependently combining antenna phase for
each receiver channel, while the two chan-
nels can be used together in True Diversity
Ratio mode as a single receiver.

505-892-4501; www.Iectrosonics.com

Booth: N5223

MULTI -IMAGE DISPLAYS

MULTIVIEWERS

Avitech International VCC-8000
VCC-8004U model allows visual monitor-
ing of four inputs - two DVI/VGA/YpbPr
inputs and two HD/SD-SDI/analog com-
posite video inputs; VCC-8008U processes
eight inputs - four DVI/VGA/YpbPr in-
puts and four HD/SD-SDI/analog com-
posite video inputs.

425-885-3863; www.avitechvideo.com
Booth: SU13215

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUITE

Barco Networked Broadcast
Monitioring System V2.1
Enables operators to monitor the broadcast
process efficiently and visualize real-time
video content on rear -screen projection
modules or LCD panels; includes standalone
display controller and three hot-swappable
modules; NGP-001 Display Controller al-
lows users to display up to 64 video sources
on two high-res screens; eight -channel
NGS-103 input module captures SDI and
composite video signals, encodes them in
JPEG2000 and streams them over a GigE
network; NGS-104 Communication and
Interface and NGS-107 General Purpose JO
modules provide connectivity to legacy and
third -party equipment.

678-475-8000; www.barco.com
Booth: SL3213

HD MONITOR

Marshall Electronics TFT-MegaPixel
Provides high -pixel density for 10.4in to
3.5in displays in one-, two, three- and four -
screen configurations; delivers a completely
digital image process onto each screen; fea-
tures improvements in brightness, contrast
ratio and viewing angles.

800-800-6608; www.marshall-usa.com

Booth: SU192E
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including the first stations to461411) news.

Bitcentral delivers end -to -end SD
and HD solutions, with blazingly

fast non-linear performance.

Bitcentral allows stations to distribute
news content to mobile devices, -he web,

or a 24x7 news channel with ease.

Bitcentral delivers comprehensive user
training and deploys newsroom systems

quickly and efficiently.

SEE WHAT YOU WANT.

See news production and
management in a whole new way.

 See your news delivered to multiple platforms

 See all your archives in a web browser, always online

 See viewer and field contributions fast, from anywhere,
anytime

 See news contributed over broadband 2 times faster

than FTP

 See any video format played to air, SD and HD
in an open system

See Bitcentral at NAB, and see the future.

Booth SL 7720.

bitcentral
www.bitcentral.com/nab
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TECHNOLOGY IN TRANSITION
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

information is gathered into composite
program guides for satellite and DBS
service providers. Although the FCC
has not addressed this extended part
of the issue, it is clear that only over -
the -air reception will be helped by the
FCC's December mandate without
further rules that are sure to be resisted
by other service providers.

Adding BXF to the mix
This underscores the tight integra-

tion that will be required in master
control between traffic, automation,
PSIP and complex devices in the pro-
gram chain. It also makes clear that it is
no longer possible to think of a mod-
ern DTV origination system without
automation. For decades, there has

With Sundance Digital, good broadcasting an1 good business go
hand in hand. Using our automation software, you can improve the
efficiency, accuracy, productivity and profitability of your broadcast
and news operations. By integrating digital television and information
technologies, we give you the capability to manage your entire broadcast
workflow. As a result, you'll get greater control, more flexibility and
unprecedented speed. That's what we mean when we say we'll improve
your on -air product - and your bottom line.

And speaking of great ideas, we've combined everything you expect
from Sundance Digital - exceptional service, open technology, reliable
products - and added the power of an industry leader. Now, as part
of Avid, we have even more resources to serve your business.

www.sundancedigital.com
972.444.8442

been a vigorous and valid conversa-
tion about whether MCR needs to be
automated or not and whether alleged
cost savings are real in markets where
labor costs are low. However, as the
complexity of the systems grows and
the number of live actions that must
be taken increases, it is becoming im-
practical to operate manually.

At least there are some positive
developments in the industry. The
SMPTE work in the standards com-
mittee (S22.10) on communication
between devices and systems in the sta-
tion control and automation loop, the
Broadcast eXchange Format (BXF),
can provide a key method of commu-
nicating information in real time. BXF
is XML-based and supports transport
of single instruction messages between
compliant applications. For example,
if a spot is sold late in the day, mes-

It is no longer
possible to think
of a modern DTV

origination system
without automation.

sages can be passed to automation at
any time to add it to the active playlist
and add it to the dub list.

Similarly, the reconciliation pro-
cess no longer needs to be an offline,
after -the -fact process, but rather can
be done as each event is completed.
The XML code is passed back to traf-
fic after every event. This is the key
to making real-time changes in air
content transparent to traffic and ul-
timately to PSIP. Messages to other
devices could be passed in the same
way, allowing for the setup and execu-
tion of complex commands like those
discussed earlier. BXF could become
a critical part of implementing the
increasingly complex structures that
stations require. BE

John Luff is a broadcast technology
consultant.

ISend questions and comments to:
john.luff@penton.com
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digitalBROADCAST

digitalExcellence
totalBroadcastSolutions

mediaFire
Server with complete master control automation

- Ingest, playout, external device controls
Direct transfers from PathfireTM, DG FastChannel®,
Vyvx® - no prepping required

- Asset management included

mediaView
- Record a year's worth of off -air feeds of multiple

channels 365/24/7
- Browse from any desktop
Time and date stamped for accurate verification

safetyNet- Disaster Recovery System
- Maintain complete on -air functions off site if the

station is disaoled
Remote control of off -site server system

- Off -site backup of station inventory

mediaVault
- Cost effective, near-line/off-line storage of up to

10,000 hours
Blu-ray technology
High speed search capability

newsBank
Automates newsroom into one streamlined

operation
Interfaces to AP, 'NEWS® and Comprompter
Interfaces to PathfireTM, BitCentral, iPump

mediaRegionalization
- Centralize or regionalize broadcast operations
- Automated control of playout from remote location
- Real time remote monitoring

highDefinition
-Simultaneous playout of high definition and

standard definition streams
Upconverts SD streams, downconverts HD streams
User selectable 1080i or 720p



TECHNOLOGY IN TRANSITION
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

MC automation
BXF could be critical to future systems.

It is an interesting era for automa-
tion and equally challenging for
master control. In the broadcast
industry, dynamics are at play

that converge on both of these topics
and force consideration of how they
affect one another. Let me explain.

The DTV transition
The DTV transition comes with

some implied changes in operation.
The number of items that must be
controlled is inexorably going up. DTV
encoders and multiplexers will require
control if the makeup of a broadcaster's
multiplex changes during the day, as it
does in many stations. Since automa-
tion lists are almost universally gener-
ated by traffic systems, the issue propa-
gates back into traffic, which must in-
clude enough information to provide
timed sequences of events needed to
set up the emission encoder. The most
obvious is the number of playlists sent
from traffic to automation, but more-
over, there has to be coordination of the
setup and teardown of virtual chan-
nels in the multiplex and how they are
configured.

For example, at a public broadcast-
ing station, the HD programming may
run principally during prime -time
hours. The rest of the day that channel
should not be left running and empty,
absorbing bandwidth and limiting
quality in the other virtual channels. So
at the time of transition, the appropri-
ate commands must be sent to automa-
tion, which must then issue the techni-
cal commands to effect the change. But
what if the HD programming is a cook-
ing show with little movement in the
screen when compared with sports? It
would make sense to specify the bit rate
that will optimize the quality of the full
multiplex, assuming the station is not
using statmux in the emission chain.

Also, if one of the channels is a lo-
cal weather channel, it would require

BY JOHN WFF

a low bit rate for acceptable quality
because so much of the screen is es-
sentially static. As with the previous
example, that control may need to
start in traffic.

Updated program guides
There is another issue affecting

automation and master control that
came up in the FCC's Dec. 31 third
periodic review report and order
FCC -07-228. The FCC heard com-
plaints from consumers about pro-
gram guides not being up-to-date,
specifically if a live event extends, as
happens often with major sports.

The FCC has determined that:
"The updated ATSC PSIP standard ...
requires broadcasters to populate the
EITs with accurate information about
each event and to update the EIT if

update each field if more accurate in-
formation becomes available."

The effect of this ruling appears
to be a requirement that real-time
changes in program content be re-
flected in PSIP as they happen. Of
course, information about live event
changes is not available in traffic sys-
tems, because the connection between
the two databases is one-way and not
live. Rather it's done on a scheduled
basis in almost all cases.

To make matters worse, few stations
populate PSIP from the traffic system,
which does not contain detailed pro-
gram descriptions. Instead they popu-
late PSIP from services like Tribune
Media. It is not clear how this can be
changed, especially in the timeframe
indicated, which appears to mandate
the change as quickly as mid -2008.

WNIN-TV, a PBS station in Evansville, IN, replaced all of its legacy analog equipment
and streamlined its workflow with a complete master control and monitoring
upgrade. The upgrade includes multiple screens displaying multiple outputs from
a Miranda Kaleido-K2 multi -image processor.

more accurate information becomes
available. We expect broadcasters to
fully implement PSIP to the extent
that ATSC A/65C requires ... We re-
mind broadcasters of the need to be
consistent at all times and locations.

[13] roadcasters must accurately
fill the contents of the fields and the
descriptors of each event ... and shall

New ways to generate PSIP changes
using information derived from real-
time data available only in automa-
tion systems will likely be required.
Implementation will be at best dif-
ficult and at least require changes in
station workflow.

To make matters more compli-
cated, downstream program guide
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a shot from the onboard Flir camera
system and also have the motorcycle
shot from Sutro Tower, which had
its own dedicated intercity relay to
the studio. This enabled the techni-
cal director to have motorcycle and
helicopter overview shot in double
boxes.

The HHR car transmitted on digi-
tal channel 3 to Sutro Tower, which

Mt. Diablo receive site and then via
an intercity relay feed to the studio.

Benefits
While usage of RF Central equip-

ment and services afforded KRON 4
the means to finally achieve the
type of comprehensive race cover-
age it had been seeking, the station
also maximized cost- and time-ef-

Combining high -quality with portability
and simplicity cut down assembly time
and the number of engineers needed for

operating gear. Additionally, the equipment
was lighter, resulting in more productivity.

was sent back to the station via its
own intercity relay. This supplied
the studio director with instant and
full access to all on -site coverage and
more camera options.

The station's helicopter was outfit-
ted with two down -looking pancaked
antennas mounted on the skids of the
Bell 206. The antennas' cables were
run into the RF Extreme RMRTD
dual -diversity receiver with its analog
output feeding the aircraft switcher
into the analog channel 10 helicop-
ter transmitter which was received at

ficiency along the way. Combining
high -quality with portability and
simplicity cut down assembly time
and the number of engineers needed
for operating gear. Additionally, the
equipment was lighter compared
with that of prior systems used by
the broadcast team, presenting a
more tolerable experience in equip-
ment and resulting in more produc-
tivity among engineers. Serving as an
extension to the KRON team, several
members of RF Central's profession-
al staff were dispatched on -location

the Tuesday prior to the Sunday race
- where they remained throughout
the week, assisting with equipment
setup and demonstrating equipment
applications.

Sharing its expertise with KRON,
RF Central served as broadcast fore-
caster, evaluating the coverage loca-
tion and identifying issues of con-
cern, which included potential risks
for interference. Rather than being
reactive, the support staff imple-
mented proactive measures, bring-
ing in reinforcements by adding su-
perpower filters to avoid issues with
audio signal obstruction sparked by
unknown, outside sources.

Final results
When the three hours of live con-

tinual racing action came to a close,
viewers were afforded an all en-
compassing perspective of the "ING
Bay to Breakers" 12K race like never
before. In bringing the experience
along the bay home, RF Central em-
powered KRON to reach its goals
without missing a step, uncovering
the hidden tools and methods nec-
essary for achieving comprehensive
race coverage. BE

Bill Rinker is assistant chief engineer for
KRON.

Video in
Audio in

Remote

RFX-PHT

RF out

DC in
Directional

coupler

Figure 2. KRON's motorcycle RF system for race coverage
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Helicopter with
RF Central

digital receiver
and downlook

antenna

Motorcycle
with RF Central

transmitter

og\t'o'c'
\A

04

Chevrolet Heritage High Roof (HHR)
with digital transmitter and camera

oo
zl

,30°"`3'

KRON analog
receive location
with lines to
control room

Mt. Diablo

Mt. Sutro main
receive site with
six -way diversity
receive systems for
both motorcycle
and HHR
digital truck

Mt. Sutro

Figure 1. An overview of KRON's coverage of the "IING Bay to Breakers" race

runners had yet to yield an adequate
visual signal for the producers of the
show. This resulted in more work
among studio producers, directors,
engineers and on -air talent who were
not on location, but were left sifting
through limited live options.

The solution
Equipping the broadcast crew

with the technology needed to cap-
ture footage from above the build -

way diversity receivers with fan -
beam antennas were installed, and
digital channel filters for channels 1
and 3 were mounted 640ft up the
Mt. Sutro Television Tower. (See Fig-
ure 1.) Three fan -beamed antennas
were placed on the east face of Sutro
Tower, and the other three were
placed on the west face for optimum
reception for the diversity receivers.
For the first time, KRON was in a
position to provide coverage of both

The men were captured with a portable
high -power transmitter, RFX-PHT, which

was attached to a custom motorcycle with
two antennas mounted onto a pole.

ings and trees, RF Central employed
maximum ratio combining, a di-
versity combining method in which
signals from each channel are added
together.

Making typical obstacles a thing
of the past, two RFX-RMR-X6 six -

women's and men's leaders during
the race, instead of having to limit
coverage to only the men as it did in
prior years.

A Chevrolet Heritage High Roof
(HHR) vehicle was custom built to
outfit an ENG transmission pack-

age for televising the women's lead-
ers. The men were captured with a
portable high -power transmitter,
RFX-PHT, which was attached to a
custom motorcycle equipped with
two antennas mounted onto a pole.
(See Figure 2.) The bike was driven
by one person, while a second rider
operated the camera and talent rode
in the motorcycle side car to give an
up -to -the -second progress of the
race.

The footage acquired by the mo-
torcycle team was fed through a
directional coupler to provide 1W
power to an uplink pancake antenna
for the helicopter receiver and 7W of
power to an omni antenna for direct
reception at Sutro Tower. The mo-
torcycle transmitted on digital chan-
nel 1 to the two locations, streaming
footage to the helicopter while si-
multaneously shooting to Mt. Sutro.
Offering the motorcycle shots to
both locations, the dual transmis-
sion gave the station more options in
that it could have the helicopter get
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is
Mac be quick.

"We Make Mac Networking Child's Play."

Hello,
We're Small Tree Communications,
The Mac networking experts.

Founded in 2003, by a group of
talented networking and kernel
engineers with high performance
supercomputing experience, Small
Tree Communications sells and
supports high speed networks to
make your work -flow run faster at a
surprisingly affordable price.

II SAVE TIME on really big file
transfers with our across-the-
board jumbo frame support

 SHARE all your stuff with all
your friends off a platform you
know and trust: An Apple Xserve

 SQUEEZE every bit of bandwidth out of
your expensive RAIDS with Small Tree's
Link Aggregation Compatible Switches

 BAN THE SAN: Save your money,
share your stuff

Run Faster
We make all your stuff run faster"

To see all our cool toys, visit us at runfaster.small-tree.com

Receive a 10% DISCOUNT when you purchase any of the cool toys on our website:

Just enter the promo code BE at checkout.

CJ
Sm Tree
COMMUNICATIONS

Small Tree Communications 7300 Hudson Blvd., Suite 110, Oakdale, MN 55128 866.STC.4MAC email: runfaster@small-tree.com
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KRON-TV's big race
The San Francisco station overcame broadcast

hurdles with RF Central technology.

While runners seek the
optimum speed dur-
ing the annual "ING
Bay to Breakers" 12K

race, KRON-TV station engineers
confront a similar challenge as they
strive to provide live, continuous cov-
erage of the race from start to finish.
For past races, the station used various
equipment and services to determine
the most effective way for delivering
uninterrupted coverage of the three-
hour trek through the streets of San

BY Bit l RINKER

Francisco, CA. During the May 2007
run, the station discovered key solu-
tions using digital microwave tech-
nology provided by RF Central.

The situation
To provide fluid television cover-

age of the race, the station had to
conquer microwave transmission
hurdles, such as tall buildings in the
downtown financial district and the
many trees in Golden Gate Park. Im-
provising to the best of its abilities in

years past, the station compensated
for such issues by relying on mul-
tiple ENG vehicles and equipment,
requiring more preparation, man-
power, receiver sites and use of telco
fiber lines. Additionally, years of ex-
perimenting with various methods
to provide motion capture of the

The station had to
conquer microwave

transmission hurdles,
such as tall buildings
and the many trees
in Golden Gate Park.

To cover the "ING Bay to Breakers" race, a motorcycle was custom -equipped with a portable high -power transmitter, RFX-PHT,
and two antennas mounted onto a pole. The motorcycle carried cameraman Jack Uhalde and reporter Vernon Glenn along
the race trail.
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CONNECTORS

Kings -Winchester Electronics Quick Connect SMA
Allows for quicker mating with its push/pull connection system;
when mated, the connectors can rotate 360 degrees; provides elec-
trical performance up to 6GHz when compared to a standard SMA;
compact design uses SMA standard spacing down to 0.500 centers.

203-741-5400; www.winchesterelectronics.com
Booth: C6908

KVM EXTENDER
Opticomm RGB-4000 series
Offers RGB H/V (VGA), stereo audio, keyboard and mouse, as
well as RS -232 serial data, all over one fiber; ideal for high -reso-
lution video applications; simplifies cabling infrastructures and
provides LED indication for optical link status, signal status and
power monitoring; features multi- or single -mode operation.

858-450-0143; www.opticomm.com
Booth: N371a

BNC CONNECTORS
White Sands Engineering Air BNC
Features a maximum return loss of -26dB up to 3GHz; exceeds
SMPTE requirements; incorporates a fixed -pin for a fast and reli-
able termination; the 750, compression connectors are compatible
with SDI rated RG-6, RG-59 and mini RG-59 broadcast cables.

800-586-7377; www.whitesandsengineering.com
Booth: C1736

AUDIO CABLING SYSTEM
Wireworks DT12
Consists of a sports broadcast breakout box, trunks and tails;
welded steel breakout boxes are one-fourth the size of traditional
stageboxes; the trunks are manufactured with full-size 22 AWG
conductors, providing lower signal loss; all connector XLR con-
tacts are gold-plated to prevent oxidations in outdoor use.

800-642-9473; www.wireworks.com
Booth: C7924

Note: Booth numbers are provided by NAB and are current
as of press time. Every effort has been made by Broadcast
Engineering to ensure the accuracy of the listing.

elevate
your productions

TelePod Motorized Elevating Tripod
 Remote

camera
height
positioning

 Ideal for
use with
Telemetrics'
PT-CP Pan/Tilt Head and HD POV
cameras and DV camcorders

 Also interfaces with Telemetrics'
CP-ITV control panel for use with
the SONY BRC, EVI and Canon
VC series PTZ cameras.

Telemeirics Inc.
CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS

www.telemetricsinc.com

EARTEC

Affordable
Headsets

Factory Direct

Broadcast
Churches

Schools
Theatre

The Proline
Pro Audio Headset

* Complete Systems - Wired & Wireless The Monarch
P

* Replacement Headsets
Low

Headsetrof.le

* Wireless Headsets Interface to Wired Intercoms

wwweartec.com 1-800-399-5994 free brochure!
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Multi -Format
Converter for a

Multi -Format World

Now Supporting
24p Frame Rates

VC- 300HD/200HD
Multi -format Video Converter

This could be the only video
converter you'll need.

Designed for a wide range of
workflows in mid, post and live
video productions, the VC Series
offers the hassle -free and flexible
format conversion you've been
waiting for.

Bi-Directional, simultaneous
outputs

Scale, cross convert, transcode,
encode/decode

SDI/HD-SDI*, HDV/DV, DVI-I and
component r VC-300HD only)

NTSC, PAL and frame rates from

23.98 through 60p

RS -422 remote control

 Copy protection

Genlock

 Audio delay (frames, milliseconds)

and many other features

Input/Output Chart

K-30CHO/Kea010 VG300HD

Get More of the Story Online
www.edirol.com/bevc
800.380.2580

W1ROL-=
by Roland
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ACTIVE STORAGE SYSTEM
Omneon Media Grid v. 2.1

A small, affordable, entry-level system; uses
multiple intelligent, interconnected -yet -
independent storage servers to combine
grid storage and grid computing to retrieve
digital media quickly; scalable in capac-
ity, bandwidth and processing power; new
features include the ability to create storage
reservations so users are guaranteed a mini-
mum amount of storage, tail -mode FTP to
support active workflows in conjunctions
with non-Omneon servers and more robust
monitoring and reporting.

408-585-5140; www.omneon.com

Booth: SU9620

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Xytech Systems Enterprise Version 11
Provides an end -to -end solution for the
creation, management, scheduling, track-
ing and delivery of physical and digital
media assets; automates and streamlines
media business operations, including
business workflow, resource scheduling
and media asset management.

818-303-7800; www.xytechsystems.com
Booth: SL4326

WEATHER/DATA SERVICES

TORNADO DETECTION TECHNOLOGY
Baron Services Baron Tornado Index

Provides a scale of 0-10 to gauge the likeli-
hood of a tornado; available to customers
subscribed to the Advanced Data Service
Package; included in the VIPIR 5.0 release
and will soon be available in FasTrac.

256-881-8811; www.baronservices.com
Booth: C9422

WIRE, CABLE,

CONNECTORS

AES/EBU DIGITAL AUDIO CABLES
Belden Brilliance Part No. 1353A

Combines ruggedness, flexibility and in-
stallation efficiency with superior digital
and analog sound performance; ideal for
use in permanent installations of balanced -
line analog or digital audio.

800-235-3361; www.belden.com
Booth: C8828

SUPERFLEX CAT 5E CABLE
Clark Wire & Cable CATS -FLEX

Exceeds TIA 568B Cat 5e NEXT & Return
Loss specifications; maintains a maximum
plug -to -plug channel rating of 70m; fea-
tures a rugged, sunlight and oil resistant and
pressurized jacket.

847-949-9944; www.clarkwire.com
Booth: C7519

EXTENDER

Avocent ECMS4000
Can operate on a point-to-point Cat 5e
cable or on a switched GigE network;
consists of a transmitter that connects
externally to each remote computer with
dual DVI-D video connectors and a user
station with dual DVI-I connectors, USB
connectors and audio ports; supports dig-
ital video up to 1920 x 1200 at 60Hz.

954-746-9000; www.avocent.com
Booth: SL1301Q

HDTV CONNECTORS
Fischer Connectors 1053 series
Combine the technology of Fischer broad-
cast triax connectors with the technology
of Corning UniCam fiber-optic contacts;
simple, convenient and economical for
assembling HDTV camera connectors in
the field in only 30 minutes.

800-551-0121
www.fischerconnectors.com

Booth: N3837
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TRANSCODING SYSTEM
Omneon ProExchange v.1.1

Now supports Windows Media VC -1 and
Flash Video; runs on MediaGrid active
storage system; provides a scalable and ef-
ficient grid -based transcoding platform;
handles a wide variety of audio and video
formats, including H.264; conversion and
rewrapping between wrapper formats
supported with preservation and accurate
placement of all metadata.

408-585-5140; www.omneon.com

Booth: SU9620

ASSET MANAGER
ScheduALL Media Manager
Provides media, entertainment and broad-
cast industries an effective way to group,
categorize, organize and track media assets;
facilitates, streamlines and tracks dynamic
workflows; allows a facility to capture as-
set information and loCation as it moves
through the workflow process; seamlessly
manages work orders, shipping and dupli-
cation areas of the system.

954-334-5406; www.scheduall.com

Booth: SL230$

MAM
Vizrt Viz Ardome 4.6
Handles media management and archiving
tasks; offers increased HD support; fully
integrated with all major newsroom com-
puter systems, including Avid's iNEWS,
AP's ENPS, Avstar and QNews; enables
users to produce an audit trail -a series
of records of computer events that moni-
tors system activitiy; facilitates such tasks
as automatic detection, acquisition and ar-
chiving of essence and metadata.

+47 5590 8080; www.vizrt.com

Booth: S14805 R129

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
Thomson Grass Valley ContentShare2
Features a task -based user interface; handles
content and assets as well as workflow and
administrative processes; new IT -centric ar-
chitecture uses industry standard technolo-
gy to support administrative and trafficking
activities, as well as individual programs, an
entire day's worth of scheduling for multi -
platform repurposed content and the man-
agement of technical resources.

800-547-8949; www.grassva I I ey.com

Booth: N1313

HD/SD VIDEO CARDS

Blackmagic Design DeckLink HD

Lets users instantly switch between HD and
SD video connections; connects to 270Mb/s
SD -SDI and 1.485Gb/s HD -SDI equipment;
also connects to SD analog equipment such
as Betacam SP decks or HD HDV cameras
and component monitors.

408-954-0500
www.bIackmagic-design.corn

Booth: SL10920

IMUILTIN/IEVVERS__ from AVITECH
MONITORING MADE EASYTM

No Single Point Of Failure Design Extremely High Quality Output

AVITECH

rRAEFIC

II it II It tl It It II it II II II II II II

NAB2008
SU13215

Combine Any Digital, Analog, Video, Audio Intuitive, Configurable On -Screen Display (alarms,
and Computer Sources On A Single Display borders, labels, tally, clocks etc.)

Virtually Unlimited Expansion Possibilities Affordable, Cost -Effective Solution

www.avitechvideo.com sales@avitechvideo.com
AVITECH

+1 (425) 885-3863
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N BSHOW
Where Comes to Life

April /4th - 17th, North Hall - N28I9

The 9061
Cobalt Compass Card

A Complete
HD/SD-SDI Solution

in a Single Card

 HD/SD-SDI Up/Down/Cross Conversion

 Universal Video & Audio Inputs

 8 Channel Analog Audio

 16 Channel AES Audio

 A to D conversion

 Audio Embed or de -Embed

 Audio Channel Mapping

 Frame Sync. with Audio Tracking Delay

 Fits in the Industry Standard

openGear frame

 Closed Caption Conversion

 Remote Monitoring & Configuration

via free DASHBOARD software

 And More!!!

Cobalt Digital, Inc.
Toil free: 800.669.1691

Direct: 217.344.1243
Fax: 217.344.1245

sales@cobaltdigital.com
www cobaltdigital corn

COBALT

The Preferred Route to Digital Conversion
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FIBER-OPTIC TRANSPORT LINKS
MultiDyne HD -1500-3G series

Provides fiber-optic transport and dis-
tribution of digital signal from 5Mb/s to
3Gb/s; supports SMPTE 424M 3GSDI,
SMPTE 292M 1.485Gb/s, SMPTE 259M
with operation from 143Mb/s to 360Mb/s,
SMPTE 310M 19.4Mb/s, M2S or DVB-
ASI 270Mb/s, SMPTE 344M 540Mb/s and
SMPTE 305M SDTi rates.

800-488-8378; www.multidyne.com

Booth: SU3411

VIDEO STORAGE,

ARCHIVE SYSTEMS

SCALABLE SERVER SOLUTION
Avid MediaStream 8000 v131
Comes with native HD/SD storage and
playout capabilities as well as built-in up/
downconversion; can be configured from
a few channels using a standalone server
and to up to 100 simultaneous channels
using a SAN; supports interoperation
with Avid products as well as many third -
party broadcast solutions.

978-640-6789; www.avid.com
Booth: N/A

VIDEO SERVER

360 Systems MARX 6T

Provides reliable RAID -6 protection of
stored program material; features more
than 700 hours of storage at 12Mb/s; in-
cludes redundant power supplies, dual AC
mains and redundant cooling; features hot -
swap drives with front access; performs file
import and export over GigE; includes DV
video, TARGA graphics, advanced playlist-
ing and as -run logs; workstation software
creates remote stations for ingest, edit,
playlisting and playout; includes one input
with frame sync and three outputs.

818-735-8221; www.360systems.com

Booth: N/A

MEDIA MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Microsoft Interactive Media Manager

U

A collaborative media management solu-
tion that extends Microsoft Office Share -
Point Server 2007 for media and entertain-
ment companies; builds on existing tech-
nology investments; helps companies create
an end -to -end content production system
accessible by everyone; integrates with Mi-
crosoft business intelligence tools.

800-642-7676; www.microsoft.com
Booth: SL552Q

NEWS CATALOGING SYSTEM
Crispin NewsCat
Digitally archives stories after airing and
provides a method to easily locate mate-
rial at a later date; links archived video
clips to a database containing all script in-
formation from the newsroom computer
system; includes an extensive search func-
tion, allowing users to search for a story
using traditional parameters such as date,
slug, script information or keywords.

919-845-7744; www.crispincorp.com
Booth: SU5408

CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
EMC EFDM

Combines content management software,
content transport systems, content stor-
age systems and best practices to help
manage content securely; facilitates com-
munications between hardware, software
and partners; ingests, manages, stores and
transforms any type of rich media for dis-
tribution to any type of venue, including
IPTV, mobile and the Internet.

508-249-6207; www.emc.com
Booth: SUMO

TAPE DRIVE
IBM System Storage TS1129
Designed for applications that need high
capacity, fast access to data or long-term
data retention; supported in IBM tape
libraries, IBM frames that support stand-
alone installation and in an IBM 3592 C20
frame attached to a Sun StorageTek 9310 li-
brary; uses IBM 3592 cartridges, which
are available in limited capacity (100GB)
for fast access to data, standard capacity
(500GB) or extended capacity (700GB).

919-517-0411; www.ibm.com/media

Booth: SU3614
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DIGITAL ROUTING SWITCHERS
Utah Scientific UTAH -400

Include a new frame for large routers up
to 528 x 528 with fully automatic inter-
nal crosspoint redundancy, and a second
new frame that extends the UTAH -400
family's functionality to even larger ma-
trix sizes; the new UTAH -400/528R frame
allows users to install a full 528 x 528
router in just 20RU using standard 7511
BNC coaxial connectors; frame offers the
option of a redundant crosspoint module
for service reliability in mission -critical
applications for large routing systems.

801-575-8801; www.utahscientific.com
Booth: N3531

HD VIDEO PROCESSOR

TV One C2-7310

Offers HD -SDI multichannel audio process-
ing; allows the user to mix, route and delay
16 SD/HD-SDI embedded stereo channels
from the two HD -SDI inputs and 16 inputs
of AES3-id stereo audio channels, process
them, and output as AES3-id stereo audio or
embedded into the two HD -SDI outputs.

800-721-4044; www.tvone.com
Booth: N1725

DIGITAL ROUTING SWITCHERS

Utah Scientific UTAH -400 series
Family of switchers includes HD and SD
digital video switchers and AES/EBU digital
audio switchers in all matrix sizes; features
a wide selection of frame sizes, from 32 x
32 to 288 x 288, for all signal types; offers
a full range of I/O options, crosspoint re-
dundancy option in all matrix sizes, redun-
dant power supplies and controller cards,
signal -presence detection, and low power
consumption.

801-575-8801; www.utahscientific.com
Booth: N3531

ROUTER

Broadcast Microwave Services TCII
Media Router

When paired with the company's Truck -
Coder II, provides high-speed IP commu-
nications over a unidirectional microwave
radio link from ENG vans; a 3G broadband
wireless modem is used as the return chan-
nel, which provides a low -speed constant
network connection; allows for file transfers
using traditional methods such as FTP.

800-669-9667; www.bms-inc.com
Booth: C232a

HD/SD-SDI SWITCHER

Kramer Electronics VS-41HD
Switches one to four inputs to two iden-
tical outputs; features Active Input Indi-
cation reporting function that lights up
each input button when an active signal is
detected at the input connector; provides
signal reclocking and equalization for each
input to compensate for long cable runs.

908-735-0018; www.kramerus.com
Booth: S L4305

KP 32 CUD  The Next Generation

Two integrated 4.9", full -color LCD displays

Revolutionary customizable graphic user interface

Modern, sleekly designed panel fits easily into any
control room or truck application
32 multi-direcitonal keys: One -touch individual talk
and listen activation, & listen volume adjustment
DSP processing for superior metering, mixing,
acoustic echo cancellation, equalization, and filtering.

Front -mounted USB port for future expansion

Visit RTS at NAB booth* C5928

y''sis. i. .

Rallwr
Digital

Matrix
Intercom

Bosch Communications Systems
12000 Portland Ave S. I Burnsville, MN 55337, USA
Phcne: +1.877.863.4169 1 Fax +I  800* 323* 0498
intercoms@telex.com 1 www.rtslntercoms.com
(0 2008 Telex Communications, Inc.
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DIGITAL SOUD-STATE UHF TRANSMITTER
La rca n

Users can choose between 2.5kW, 5kW,
10kW, 15kW or other options; features
versatile air-cooling and multiple regulated
power supplies; includes intuitive advanced
diagnostics and an extensive monitoring
system designed to simplify maintenance;
fits in 10kW of power in 25sq ft.

303-665-8000; www.Iarcan.com

Booth: C2618

PANEL ANTENNA SERIES
Radio Frequency Systems PCP

Comprises four horizontally polarized
and four vertically polarized dipoles;
features dual -input (two 2.5KW inputs)
functionality and high power -handling
capability up to 2500W; can produce cir-
cularly polarized signals, mixed or ellipti-
cal signals or independent vertically and
horizontally polarized signals; offered in
470MHz-558MHz bandwidth.

203-630-3311; www.rfsworld.com
Booth: C2321

VIDEO EDITING SYSTEMS

NOISE ERASER

FOR -A DNE-2

Uses image processing with motion com-
pensation to remove noise -filled signals
without harming the quality of the original
video; supports HD -SDI input and output.

714-894-3311; www.for-a.com

Booth: SU522Q

FINAL CUT PRO PLUG-IN
AJA Video Systems lo HD

Supports Apple's ProRes 422 codec in hard-
ware, enabling 10 -bit video editing; offers
SD/HD analog and digital I/O (including
HD -SDI and HDMI), balanced analog and
digital AES audio, RS -422, genlock with loop -
through, and LTC time code connections.

530-274-2048; www.aja.com

Booth: SU7105. SL1413

EDITING SYSTEM FEATURE
Sundance Digital Publish to
Sundance (P2S)
Enables seamless migration of finished
content directly to the play -to -air server,
complete with its metadata; incorporates
the functions of Sundance Digital Titan
and FastBreak NXT, Avid Interplay and its
Media Services Engine, and Avid ProEn-
code using the Telestream or Agility Any -
stream transcode engines.

972-444-8442; wwvv.sundancedigital.com

Booth: N/A

CRAFT EDITOR

Thomson Grass Valley Aurora Craft
Offers tapeless workgroups complete QoS
and bandwidth protection against bottle-
necks while giving each user unfettered
deterministic access to materials.

800-547-8949; www.grassvalley.com

Booth: N1313

VIDEO ROUTING

MOBILE PEDESTRIAN HANDHELD -
ENABLED EXCITER
Harris MPH
Allows stations to deliver digital ATSC-
compatible content to portable media; can
transmits other ATSC digital services using
the same slice of bandwidth, allowing broad-
casters to multiplex TV services into a single
transport stream for OTA transmission.

513-459-3400; www.harrisbroadcast.com
Booth: N2502

The FCC mandates that all broadcas-s must switch over to digital on

FEB 17, 2009
How do you ensure DTV service quality?
Do you know if your service is FCC compliant?
Can you troubleshoot DTV streams in an emergency?

Triveni Digital has the right solutions. With both basic and HBE RM-40
monitors and the MT -40 analyzer, Triveni Digital's StreamScopeTM is
designed to make February 17, 2009 lust another day on your calendar.

Visit www.trivenidigital.com/2009/compliant.asp for details on
StreamScope and the FCC mandate.

Streamgaiiii ,2541r.
teiv."-ehi

DIGITAL,
A" IC Ekdr°41' C°"""
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VIDEO MONITORING AND
LOGGING SOLUTION

Volicon Observer HD 2.0

Provides HD signal logging and monitor-
ing capabilities; offers support for Dolby
5.1 sound; enables recording on two or
four channels, with storage for 30 days
or longer; version 2.0 extends Dolby 5.1
capabilities to support capture of SDI
content; other new features include HD
capture of CEA-708 closed captions (EIA-
608 transport extraction), support of bit
rates higher than 3Mb/s, alerting support
through SNMP and GPI contact closure
upon alert.

781-221-7400; www.volicon.com
Booth: N2514

TV TRANSMITTERS,

FEEDLINE, ANTENNAS,

TOWERS, SERVICES

HD ENG/OB TRANSMITTERS/RECEIVERS

Nucomm 7 series

SD can be upgraded to HD via software
key; features multiple modulation modes
and dual/tri-band RF outputs; consists of
Channel Master TX7 portable transmitter,
Channel Master RX7 portable receiver,
Newscaster VT7 ENG/OB van transmitter
and Newscaster CR7 central receiver.

908-852-3700; www.nucomm.com
Booth: C6622A. 0E432. C3007

SOLID-STATE TRANSMITTER
Axcera Innovator HX
Available in UHF, VHF, 8VSB, COFDM
and analog and in internally and exter-
nally diplexed configurations for analog
VHF operation.

724-873-8100; www.axcera.com
Booth. C1307

PANEL ANTENNA
Dielectric Communications TUM
Antenna
A high -power, broadband UHF elliptically
polarized panel antenna with variable po-
larization ratio from 0 percent to 100 per-
cent while maintaining a good axial ratio.

800-341-9678; www.dielectric.com
Booth: C191a

DVB-T AND DVB-H TRANSMITTERS
Screen Service
Broadcasting Technologies
Offer SFN/MFN capability, adaptive precor-
rection and dual -mode functions; available
in ATSC and DVB-T/DVB-H standards.

888-522-0012; www.screen.it
Booth; C1324

DO YOU KNOW CLARK?
Clark has the supplies and the tools you need to get the job done.
In fact, Clark has thousands of products for broadcast, production,
film, pro sound & A/V available in over 1,000,000 custom
combinations. Clark is an expert in the field, is friendly to
deal with, Ind most importantly, Clark is reliable. If you haven't
met Clark yet, call 1 -800 -CABLE -IT today and judge for yourself.

6 WIRE & CABLF
CLARK
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TRANSPORT STREAM MONITOR
Tektronix MTM400A

Features a new FlexVuPlusTM user inter-
face that leverages the measurement ca-
pabilities of the MTM platform to deliver
simplified DTV monitoring and diagnos-
tics; provides a configurable common user
interface for both confidence and diag-
nostic monitoring that improves commu-
nication handover between operator and
engineer; enables a faster understanding
of initial fault reporting, accelerating time
to overall problem resolution.

800-833-9200; www.tektronix.com

Booth: N252Q

VIDEO OVER IP CROSSLAYER ANALYZER
Sencore MIP 1860
Designed to provide high-performance
IP and MPEG measurements; provides
an acquisition device that records and
analyzes hundreds of MPEG/IP streams
at full GigE speeds; an ideal test solution
for design and verification of all MPEG
over IP equipment, systems or networks;
includes an embedded TAP for nonintru-
sive monitoring of the network anytime
without disrupting service.

800-736-2673; www.sencore.com
Booth: SU12108. N1122

PLUG-IN MODULE
Hamlet FlexiScope plug-in

Adds the capability to generate high -preci-
sion test signals, including alphanumeric
identifiers and embedded audio in SDI
and HD -SDI; gives access to a comprehen-
sive range of measurement displays on the
return signal; slots straight into the Flexi-
Scope; works with the MicroFlex; can be
used as an identity module in the Monitor -
Scope and the DigiScope 9000 series.

866-442-6538; www.hamlet.us.com

Booth: N1531

TEST AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Harris Videotek AVM-717-3GB
Provides a complete video and audio moni-
toring system for the broadcast and cable
engineers; supports all existing HD formats,
including 1080p through 3Gb/s solutions,
as well as SD -SDI and optionally, composite
analog; includes all the functionality of the
TVM family, a 17in LCD monitor and inter-
nal speakers for audio monitoring.

513-459-3400; www.harrisbroadcast.com
Booth: N2502

COMPLIANCE RECORDER

Masstech MassLogger D.I.Y.

Logs years of broadcast content accurate-
ly; features easy -to -install software; allows
logged content to be viewed via a standard
Web browser, so users can search and re-
trieve content from any location; features
automatic comparison between as -run
and traffic logs to display differences and
easily identify any missed advertising or
programming.

905-886-1833; www.masstech.com

Booth: SU13813

QUALITY ASSURANCE SOLUTION
Triveni Digital StreamScope EM -40

Detects, localizes, analyzes, isolates and
remedies faults impacting video services
based on predefined rules; generates
alarms when a transport stream has fallen
outside a specified configuration; features
integrated trend analysis enabling engi-
neering staff to analyze past issues.

609-716-3500; www.trivenidigital.com
Booth: SU5605

71---- SURROUND SOUND SOLVED

L1 LINEAR ACOUSTIC
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TELCO, IPTV AND MOBILE VIDEO

EQUIPMENT

MOBILE VIDEO PACKAGE
Telecast Fiber SuperBooth Application Suite
A suite of products for mobile applications includes the Telecast Ad-
der II (audio, intercom and data multiplexer), the DiamondBack 4
x 4 (audio and video multiplexer), the Telethon HD/SDI CWDM
Mux, and a new dual -redundant AC/DC RackBack power system.

508-754-4858; www.telecast-fiber.com

Booth: SU4227

FIBER ACCESS TERMINAL
ADC OmniReach 4x3 MST
Enables carriers to optimize the deployment of FTTP services;
incorporates hardened connector technology, providing a dura-
ble, reliable and cost-effective plug -and -play service connection
in the outside plant/drop segment of the network.

952-917-0279; www.adc.com

Booth: N4124

IPTV TRANSPORT SYSTEM
ENENSYS GigaCaster
Allows simultaneous MPEG-2 transport stream encapsulation and
de -encapsulation, independant FEC schemes, easy NMS integration
through native SNMP support and real-time monitoring.

949-226-8056; www.enensys.com
Booth: SU11111

TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Bird Technologies Group SignalHawk, SH-36S
Provides fast, accurate and sensitive 100kHz to 3.6GHz spectrum
analysis, with a -135dBm noise floor; features a large high -resolu-
tion display that is full color and indoor/outdoor viewable; fea-
tures intuitive menus and one -button setup.

866-695-4569; www.bird-technologies.com
Booth: N6138

EXTENDER BOARD

Elma Electronic AMC Extender Card
Extends the signals out of the card cage area so an AMC can be
tested/debugged; supports all fabric connectors in the AMC.x and
MicroTCA specifications; complies with MicroTCA.O, AMC.1 R1.0,
AMC.2 D0.96A.

510-656-3400; www.elma.com
Booth. N/A

BROADCAST TESTER

Rohde & Schwarz R&S SFE
Combines an RF modulator, a universal real-time coder and base -
band signal sources in one instrument; can generate broadcast
signals in the frequency range of 100kHz to 2.5GHz in real time;
includes a noise generator and BER tester.

410-910-7800; www.rohde-schwarz.com

Booth: C1933

Broadcast Connectivity
c73ii_L__J-ri CD 1\1

1.0/2.3FP Plug for

High Density Applications

 Proven, One -Piece Design

 Fast, Reliable Termination
 Cable Assembly Services
 Custom Application Expertise

For independently verified electrical and
physical test data plus current
installations using our connectors,
please contact us at:

www.whitesandsengineering.com
1 -800-JUMPERS

AWBNC
Broadcast BNC

Connectors for Precision
Video Cables

'Mae 54aca
A Division Of Tti;

Visit White Sands At Booth C1736 for
All of Your Custom Cable Assemblies

And Accessories Solutions

BELDEN CERTIFIED ASSEMBLER'
PROGRAM
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MOTION -COMPENSATED
HD UPCONVERTER
Snell & Wilcox Quasar Ph.0
Features improved upconversion and cut -
detection algorithms that enhance perfor-
mance on a wide variety of complex im-
ages; delivers sharp, unconverted images
from all types of inputs.

818-556-2616; www.snellwilcox.com
Booth. SU422Q

MULTIRATE TRANSPONDER/CONVERTER
Network Electronics MR-TR-3G
When used with Flashlink's DWDM mul-
tiplexer, transmits 40 uncompressed single -
link 3G HD signals on a single strand of
fiber; full add/drop capabilities allow for
optical -to -electrical and electrical -to -opti-
cal conversions of two independent signals.

800-420-5909
www.network-electronics.com

Booth: SU10814

1111110MMU

Looking for a multi -functional tool for 1111

your shows, presentations or Broadcast facilities?

TetraVlO: New versatile "All in One" solution

=lb
3 AUX   

> Universal Converter (SD, HD, PC)
> High performance scaler with

HD and SD deinterlacing
> Analog/Digital in/outs
> Audio Embedder/De-Embedder
> Analog Genlock with active

loopthrough
> Frame Rate Converter
> Up to 500% zoom
> Audio delay compensation

A* 000.1. r TIMM,

E SIN CAM

> Supported formats :
- HDTV up to 1080p@30Hz
- TV (Standard and Progressive

PAL & NTSC)
- Computer up to 2048x108ORB

> Large range of connectors
(BNC, HD 15, DVI, mini DIN 4,
Cinch, RCA)

> Logo insertion

From US, :".11111tit Ailit,Rnil and the Caribbean
Analog Way Inc.  Phone: (212) 269 1902  Fax: (212) 269 1943
 Email: salesusa@analogway.com  web site: www.analogway.com ANALOG WAY

HD/SD-SDI EMBEDDER
Cobalt Digital COMPASS 9323
Offers sample rate conversion, audio level,
channel phase inversion, channel mapping
and video level controls; features audio
processing at 24 -bit with 16 AES inputs,
eight analog audio inputs, 16 AES outputs
with 16 channels of audio de -embedding
and embedding, with 16 channels of SRC.

800-669-1691; www.cobaltdigital.com
Booth: N281Q

CROSSCONVERTER
Doremi Labs GHX-10

111111111
An HIDMI and SDI crossconverter with
audio and genlock; features HDMI, DVI
and SDI connectors; supports both SD
and HD video and features audio support,
sync output and genlock; can be used as
a computer DVI to HD -SDI converter, a
HDMI resolution converter, or as an HD
video upconverter or downconverter.

818-562-1101; www.doremilabs.com
Booth: SU602Q

SIGNAL PROCESSORS

QuStream Integrity 600

Offers high component density and high-
level redundancy; features include redun-
dant power supply and optional redundant
control plus reference board for two power
busses, two Ethernet busses and two refer-
ence signals to every card, as well as two
sets of fans with individual tachometers for
early warning of potential failure.

416-385-2323; www.qustream.com
Booth: N3421

MULTIFORMAT CONVERTERS
Ediral VC-200HD and VC-300HD

4E

Scale any input to multiple resolutions;
support full DVI-I input and output; offer
bidirectional conversion and scaling be-
tween component SD/HD and HDV/DV,
DVI land SD/HD-SDI with VC-300HD);
embed accompanying audio into the DV/
HDV stream.

800-380-2580
www.rolandsystemsgroup.com

Booth: SL1052Q
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lOGIGE PCIE CARDS
Small Tree Communciations
Designed for Intel -based Apple desktop
and server systems running Mac OS X
Server version 10.5 Leopard; available in
single -port and dual -port configurations;
connect Power Mac G5 servers with PCIe,
Mac Pros and Intel Xserves to Edge -Core
and Foundry switches with 10GigE.

866-782-4622; www.small-tree.com

Booth: N3937

CONSOLE FURNITURE

TBC Consoles IntelliTrac
Allows unlimited lateral positioning of
critical monitors via front and rear de-
vice tracks; features easily upgradeable
rack bay turrets and removable vented abs
panels; includes a full range of articulat-
ing arms for distance, height and tilt con-
trol for mounting flat -panel monitors,
speakers, phones and task lighting.

888-266-7653; www.tbcconsoles.com
Booth: SU2729. SL6702

RACK -MOUNTABLE SHELF OPTIONS
Stantron E-Rack/Presentation Racks

Feature a range of clamp shelves and can-
tilevered shelves; clamp shelves support up
to 251b or 501bs; include adjustable top and
bottom clamping hardware, low -compres-
sion set foam padding and preinstalled
studs; cantilevered shelves are made from
steel or aluminum and are available in sol-
id, vented and mini -cantilevered designs.

920-387-3000; www.stantronracks.com

Booth: SU5613

DTVMARKETPLACE -- 114
NAB PREVIEW
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*ITBCs, FRAME SYNCS,

CONVERSION EQUIPMENT

CAMERA -MOUNTED TRANSMITTER
RF Central RFX-CMT-II

Offers HD upgradeability with low delay;
features a variable 6MHz/7MHz/8MHz
modulator, 100mw power output and cus-
tomer -controlled MPEG menu; linear RF
amplification technology limits spectral
regrowth at full power to less than -35dBc;
offered in the 2GHz frequency band.

717-249-4900; www.rfcentral.com
Booth: C6622

ECLIPSE V -SERIES PANELS. TAKE CONTROL AND LOOK GOOD.
Transforming the maelstrom of lightning fast changes and unforeseen events into quality live programming requires quick

intercommunication and complete control.The new Eclipse V -Series panels give production professionals the ultimate in features

for maximum control of their communication. Individual mix level controls let users adj_ist personal audio levels for varying

workflows. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and Supervisor Functionality maintain cent-alized control of any remote panel.

Source and destination are more distinct and easily identified through 10 -character graphic displays and multiple language support.

When everything's happening at once, digital memory can replay the last 10 seconds of any message.

But if that weren't enough, panels now have

color -lit LEDs, making controls easy to see

in darkened rooms.With its bold new

contemporary design and ultimate functionality,

the V -Series puts total control at your fingertips.

Clear-Com is raising performance.

www.clearcom.com
02000, Vitae Group Communications, LLC. All rights reserved.
(it Clear-Com is a registered trademark of The Vitec Group plc.

iii -7:111

un Clear-Com
RA SING PERFORMANCE
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1/3RU PRODUCTS

MITE°.
Includes block upconverters, block down -
converters, test loop translators and 1:1
redundant switchover units; provide flex-
ible configurations for use in many earth
station terminals 1RU.

631-436-7400; www.miteq.com
Booth: C9731

ENTERPRISE MEDIA RECEIVER

WEGENER Unity 550-2

Includes MPEG-4 ABC video coding
for SD/HD and DVB-S2 modulation;
streams to additional Wegener decoders
that are addressable over existing internal
IP networks; features COMPEL control
that makes product backward -compatible
with the company's DVB receivers; pro-
vides hands -free satellite downlink opera-
tions to remotely monitor and reconfig-
ure Unity receivers.

770-814-4000; www.wegener.com
Booth: SU7911

SATELLITE TERMINAL

Advent Communications FtyDrive 120

A compact, lightweight, fully motorized
satellite terminal designed for rapid deploy-
ment; can be used as either a traditional
flyaway or as a semi -permanent vehicle -
mounted terminal that can be fitted to most
roof racks using standard fittings; will fit
into two IATA weight -compliant cases.

978-671-5700; www.adventcomms.com
Booth: C180713

STUDIO, FACILITY

SUPPORT PRODUCTS

DIGITAL AUDIO PATCHING

Bit -tree 2 x 32 AES 7512
Audio Patchbay

Combines bantam audio on the front and
BNC connectors on the back; designed es-
pecially for AES 75,1/ unbalanced digital
audio; features patent -pending hybrid ban-
tam ITT) jacks with BNC rear connectors;
uses the company's hybrid bantam/coaxial
AES 751Z patchcords; ideal for facilities us-
ing AES 7551 unbalanced digital audio for
routers and new -generation VTRs 2 x 32
jack configuration; available in 1RU, 1.5RU
or 2RU.

800-500-8142; www.bittree.com
Booth: C2243

TECHNOLOGY LEADER

"The success of any business strategy depends on
the ability to quickly deploy the right technology

and perform at a strategic level."

ScheduALL's out -of -the -box functionality
links unique business processes that create,

extend, and reorganize your operational
requirements as needs evolve.

ScheduAtt
+1.954.334.5406

www.scheduall.com

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
MIAMI I LONDON I LOS ANGELES
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RECORDING MEDIA

VERIFICATION RECORDER

Digital Broadcast MediaView
Provides ongoing verification of off -air feeds and search capa-
bility by date and time, scrubbing and burning material to CD
or DVD; stores up to a year's worth of off -air feeds per station;
simultaneously compares off -air feeds of multiple stations.

352-377-8344; www. d igita I bcast.com

Booth: SU6205

INSTANT -REPLAY SYSTEM
Echolab MultiPlayMD
A multidefinition, multichannel instant -replay system; provides
continuous recording of up to 32 channels of SD or HD content;
every input features an independent key channel; allows operators
to switch instantly between live, play and record functions, with
instant synchronous playback available on all channels.

978-715-1020; www.echolab.com

Booth: SU9607

HARD DISK DRIVE

Maxell Information Versatile Disk for Removable Usage
A field archive media for the nonlinear professional video workflow;
the lightweight, compact, rugged HDD provides a highly efficient
offline storage solution; available in 160GB and 250GB capacities;
includes a 2.5in drive and rotational speed of 5,400rpms.

800-533-2836; www.maxell.com
Booth: C842U

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT, SERVICES

CLIENT CONTROL SOFTWARE
Genesis Networks IRIS
Provides client control over remote bandwidth provisioning,
point-to-multipoint routing and transmission scheduling; en-
ables clients to book, reserve and monitor their network and
occasional video services in real time, remotely or locally, from
anywhere in the world; serves as a database tied to a flexible
provisioning system that automatically reserves the bandwidth,
equipment and resources necessary for client broadcast services.

212-962-1776; www.gen-networks.com

Booth: N/A

RECEIVER

Scopus Video Networks Integrated Receiver Processor

42t, et,-
A new platform for advanced digital turnaround applications;
provides rich content distribution capabilities, including DVB-S/
S2 reception, full transport stream descrambling and multiplex-
ing, as well as SD/HD MPEG-2/AVC decoding for broadcasters
and content providers; a powerful edge processor and receiver
for satellite, terrestrial and IPTV operators; when installed at re-
mote distribution hubs, it receives digital content via satellite or
IP and processes it for DTH distribution; with multiple ASI and
IP interfaces, it can support local content insertion.

609-987-8090; www.scopus.net

Booth: SU1122a

Broadcasters Trust
Telecast Fiber for ALL

their Fiber Optic Needs.
issimeis*., .

-A1-,1 /

ADDER and ADDER II
Whether you need analog audio, AES, intercom

or even A -D and D -A signal conversion, there

is an Adder system ready to handle any audio

challenge. Up to 256 channels per fiber, at

24 -bit resolution, with optical redundancy for
quiet, reliable sound.

SHED/HDX and COBRA
For Triax and hybrid cabled cameras, we have

solutions to liberate you from your heavy copper.

SHEDs eliminate your costly hybrid cables on HD
cameras, while Cobras replace max on HD or SD

camera systems...with ten times the distance.

VIPER I / SIDEWINDER
For 14 years the Viper and Sidewinder have
supported ENG/SNG applications around the globe.

The reel -mounted Sidewinder and Viper Mussel

Shell are immediately familiar as the workhorse
systems that have proven themselves in the most

extreme conditions...day in and day out.

VIPER II 6000
With small "throw down" modules that can be
converted to rack mount, the Viper 11 is an

expandable system that grows with your facility.
Modules range from video/audio to Ethernet to
robotic HD/POV, for incredible flexibility using
simple building blocks.

9006

ANPIONt

COPPERHEAD HD/SDI
Our camera -mounted CopperHead makes light

work of a wide range of applications, from
news coverage to digital cinematography.

Turn your ENG camera into a remote production

camera, and avoid the cumbersome, expensive
triax backs and base stations.

TeleThon
The TeleThon transceiver is a hybrid device

combining the digital signal transport of
Python II and the CWDM wavelength

management of Teleport. The result is up to

32 Gb/sec of transport, answering all of your
digital trunking needs.

S..

Save time on your event production schedule. On a single

lightweight cable we support all your broadcast signals from

the field and the booth to the truck. From Telecast, the leader

in fiber for television broadcast production.

riTelecastFiber Systems, Inc.(508) 754-4858

Ni products mentioned herein are trademarks of Telecast Fiber Systems

www.telecast-fiber.com
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Aodular Receiver Decoder
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13 0013

THE MRD 3181A PROVIDES you WITII:

VERSATILE MODULAR PLATFORM

 Prevents Being Locked
in Today's Technology

 Adapts to Your System

 Simultaneous HD & SD
Downconverted SD outputs

 AFD Controlled
Downconversion

 DVB CI & Biss Decryption
Options Available

 Integrated Web -Server for
Easy Remote Access

 8 Configurable I/O Slots

WIIIIW.SENCORE.1:0141

GESE-IVCCD1=1111111
INNOVATIVE BROADCAST SOLUTIONS

SINCE 1951

1-800-SENC0RE

NIULTI-DEFINITION

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

04 NOlook,

 High Density Multi -Format
Decoder Solutions

 10 Channel VSB into
Downconverted SD Out

 AFD Controlled Down -
Conversion

 Fully Compatible with ALL
OpenGear Components

 Multiple I/O MPEG2/4
HD & SD Decoding

Call for your specific application
or stop by Sencore booths at NAB

(N1122 or SU12108)
and discuss your needs.

1.800.736.2673

DTVMARKETPLACE
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HD PRODUCTION SWITCHEFS
Broadcast Pix Slate series

Streamline live production workflow with
a file -base architecture; new models in-
clude the Slate 100 HD, a cost-effective
live HD video production studio switcher,
the Slate 1000 HD with a professional
switcher panel, the Slate 3000 HD with a
router that provides up to 18 live inputs
and more redundancy; each model in-
cludes a switcher with up to six keyers and
DVEs, multiview monitoring, a Harris
Inscriber CG, and a clip store; seamlessly
network with content from edit bays.

866-914-9484; www.broadcastpix.com
Booth: SU10605

LOGO KEYER

Crystal Vision Multilogo

Works with HD/SD; provides storage for
three layers of keying from four keyer
sources with look -ahead preview; allows
three stored still or moving graphics to be
independently brought up from a multi -
port nonvolatile solid-state store that can
read and write multiple images at once;
features drag -and -drop software that will
autoconvert images of most common file
formats to that required by the logo keyer.

+44 1223 497049; www.crystalvision.tv
Booth: N1311

PRODUCTION SOFTWARE

EVS IPDirector
Offers a comprehensive suite of software
applications to control production work-
flows form ingest to playout; includes a
new production playlist and a new series
of tools offering intuitive control of media
between XT [2] servers or between XT [2]
and third -party craft editors.

973-575-7811; www.evs.tv
Booth; C4911.

TIME CODE READERNIDEO INSERTER
ESE LX -266U

41111111111
Decodes SMPTE/EBU time code and su-
perimposes the date and time on video
signals looped through the unit; displays
date and time with 5 x 7 dot matrix char-
acters; available with one channel up to
12; includes size, position, display mode
and mask mode settings.

310-322-2136; www.ese-web.com
Booth: N3121

MULTIFORMAT DIGITAL VIDEO
ROUTING SWITCHER
Sierra Video 1602HD
Monitoring Switcher

L.1, uUUULUOLOO ° °

Passes digital video signals, including
SMPTE 310M, 259M, 344M and DVB-
ASI up to 540Mb/s along with HD serial
digital video signals conforming to SMPTE
292M; features input equalization and au-
tomatic output reclocking; can be ordered
as an HD/SDI-SDI video -only unit or with
single -stream (unbalanced) AES/EBU digi-
tal audio, two -stream (balanced) AES/EBU
digital audio or analog stereo audio.

530-478-1000; www.sierravideo.com
Booth: SL4305

SD/HD MULTIFORMAT
PRODUCTION SWITCHER
Snel & Wilcox Kahuna

New DVE capabilities include Fluid Ef-
fects, which allows operators to wrap
live video around animated models for a
highly sophisticated look in live produc-
tion; rather than render video and the 3-D
model on a separate system, operators can
select any real-time source and apply it to
any 3-D model that has been preloaded
onto the switcher.

818-556-2616; www.snellwilcox.com
Booth: SU4220
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FLIPFACTORY MODULE
Telestream FlipScan
Scans, analyzes and processes non-stan-
dard, user -generated content being up-
loaded to video Web sites; automates
high -volume content repurposing to Web
and mobile distribution channels.

530-470-2057; www.telestream.net

Booth: SL5405

ENCODERS

Thomson Grass Valley ViBE
A new range of HD and SD MPEG-4
AVC encoders; take full advantage of the
MPEG-4 toolkit and feature a profession-
al -grade compression engine; the ViBE
EM3000 delivers high -quality HD in bit
rates as low as 4Mb/s; the ViBE EM2000
provides MPEG-4 AVC encoding of SD
signals; the ViBE EM1000 is a multichan-
nel SD encoder, designed specifically for
IPTV applications where best use of the
bit rate is the absolute priority.

800-547-8949; www.grassvalley.com

Booth: N131a

DTVMARKETPLACE
NAB PREVIEW

VIDEO STREAMING CARD

ViewCast Osprey -700 Hde

Streams HD/SD content over IP video dis-
tribution and VOD applications; adapts to
any incoming SD/HD standard without
interrupting the encoding session; uses
an array of Designed for Live features that
give users greater reliability, logo bitmap
overlays and automatic logo sizing and re-
positioning when switching between any
supported SD/HD modes.

972-488-7200; www.viewcast.com

Booth: SL13109

PRODUCTION

SWITCHERS,

VIDEO EFFECTS, KEYERS

SCAN CONVERTERS

Analog Way Broad Scan range

141PW tjf7:11

Me
Convert workstation, PC or Mac graphic
images up to 1600 x 1200 at 60Hz (1920
x 1200 RB) into NTSC/PAL video or
HDTV formats; feature genlocks fitted
with loop through outputs allowing for
device chaining and real-time conversion
with high-performance image processing;
include LCD screen and computer input
format memory.

212-269-1902; www.analogway.com

Booth: SL4623

TOUCH -IT DIGITAL.

NAEISHOW

The Touch -It Digital

- HD/SD-SDI

4 Up to 16 inputs

4 Multi -view with channel ID

4 Ethernet/RS-232 remote

4 VGA and SDI outputs

4 Touch screen control

The Ultimate Monitoring
Solution for Space Critical
Environments.

PAN m RAMA'

COME SEE THE TOUCH -IT DIGITAL APRIL 14 - 17, BOOTH 'N1314

INVENT. LEAD. EVOLVE.
USA +1 888 5 WOHLER Freel +1 510 870 0810 UNITED KINGDOM +44 (01 1234 320006 HONG KONG +852 2851 8325 salesfawohlercom www.wohlencom
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BroadcastEngineering°
mISPECIALIZED TRAINING

GIVE YOUR EMPLOYEES THE TRAINING THEY
NEED TO CLIMB THE LADDER OF SUCCESS!

Does your staff need training on the latest technology? Can't afford to
send them to expensive seminars? Broadcast Engineering's Specialized
Training Corporate Subscriptions provide the solution!

Broadcast Engineering has assembled key E nc knowledgeable
instructors to prepare a catalog of v deo, broadcast, satellite, engineering
and operational courses for station and production staff. These courses
are designed to provide tutorial, nor-proclurt, training on the basics and
intricacies of video, audio, and basic electronics.

Best of all-courses are self -paced and accessLle from any computer at
any time! Students can start and stop the courses at their leisure.
All that's required is a standard internet cor nection and computer audio.

Our catalog has something for everyone. Some courses are designed
for newly -hired and less -trained err ployee5. Cther courses provide an
engineer -level tutorial. There will be courses appropriate for any level of
training you may need!

BENEFITS OF A CORPORATE SUBSCRIPTION:
 Provides low cost training. No travel, housing or overtime pay required.
 Ensures a standard basic level of training for all employees.
 Provides a refresher course to current staff.
 Helps employees keep pace with the times and technology.
 Use the courses to prepare key staff for p-omcrtions to new duties.
 Material is industry targeted and thus useful in preparing for

SBE certification (though not designed for any specific SBE certification test).

 Authors are broadcast engineers, consultants and industry -specific
experts with more than 1 00 years of combined experience.

 New courses are continually being developed. Let us know if there are
specific course topics you'd like us to develop and cover!

For a complete catalog of current courses, or more information on
purchasing your corporate subscription, please contact:
Steven Bell at 91 3-967-7221 or steven.bell@penton.com.

Powered by

gsp,, OBOR TRAINING DOESN'T
DIGITAL COST, IT PAYS!



CLASSIFIEDS

WHEN YOU NEED DELAY

AL86
Video/Audio delay up to 5.6 seconds

Composite video input/output
and AnaInn Addin In/nut

ALL ROADS

AY86
Video/Audio dt1 . up to 20 seconds

SDI & composite in/out
and AES/PU/Analon Audio in/nut

Hotronic is your 1 -stop Delay source,
from 1 frame to 3 hours.

SDI  HD  Composite

DE41
Video delay - Composite in/ou:

from 1 frame
to 16 frames

AV61
Video/Audio delay up to 3 hours
HD, SDI, Y/C & Composite in/out

and AES/EBU Analog Audio in/out

H HOTRON IC
sales@hotronics.com 408.378.3883

TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

VideofraMeTv
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

MI6
Booth SIMS'

DVEO

MPEG-2 HD
Transport Stream

Encoder

NCoder HDTM with IP Output

 MPEG-2 4:2:2 or 4:2:0
video compression

 Low Latency: 100
milliseconds

 Input: HD -SDI
 Output: DVB-ASI and/or

IP (UDP/RTP)
 1080i, 1080p, and 720p

858-613-1818
www.dveo.com
Systems PCI Cards Software

BroadcastEngineering

BROADCAST ENGINEERING IS AIMED AT

THE MARKET THAT INCLUDES CORPORATE

MANAGEMENT, ENGINEERS/TECHNICIANS

AND OTHER MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL AT

COMMERCIAL AND PUBLIC TV STATIONS,

POST -PRODUCTION AND RECORDING

STUDIOS, BROADCAST NETWORKS, CABLE,

TELEPHONE AND SATELLITE PRODUCTION

CENTERS AND NETWORKS.

To REACH INDUSTRY

PROFESSIONALS,

PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!

SUSAN SCHAEFER

P 484.478.0154
F 484.478.0179

SUSAN.SCHAEFER@PENTON.COM
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"Universal"
Time Code
Processor

- Translates between 23.976, 24. 25.
29.97. and 30 fps time codes.

- Adds +/- offset to TC out from TC in.
- Error analyzer detects and displays

six common time code errors.
- "Auto" or manual setup modes.

Unconditionally Guaranteed!

HOUMA
www.horita.com
(949) 489-0240

magnum
TSG

HD Test Signal Generator

Multiple Signals & Multiple Standards
Engineer Version

 20 SD and HD Standards
 40 Test Signals including

Moving Zone Plate*
 Lip Sync Test
 Keyboard Entered 'dents
 VITC Generator*
 Tri Level Sync Outputs
 Audio Tones
*Specific to Engineer Version

FacilFtles Version

 20 SD and HD Standards
 8 Smultaneous Signals*
 Lip Sync Test
 Keyboard Entered 'dents
 4 simultaneous Standards*
 Tri Level Sync Outputs
 Audio Tones
Specit: to Facilities Version

HOSAILEW
Shootview Limited, 87 Cadbury Road, Sunbury, Middlesex TW16 7LS

Tel: +44 10)1932 782823 Fax: +44 (0) 1932 772824
Email: sales@shootview.com Web: mivw.shootview.com

Business Services

Li LAWSON

architects for the broadcast industry t 301 654 1600
www.lawsonarch.com

Broadcast Engineering
www.broadcastengThneeng.corn

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
-NUImFbre7 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

SIGNAL PROCESSING

Vistek/Pro-Bel HD/SD-SDI Up/Down/Cross
Conversions, NR, ARC's, Frame Sync,
Proc Amps, 12 bit Video A/D's & D/A's,
VALID's, Control Panel: V6406P, V6404,
V1669, V1668, V1667, V1647 etc. in
V1606 Frame. Demo Gear, 2 Year Pro -Bel
Warranty. $9,975. www.britvideosystems.
corn, 401-334-1422

'Help Wanted
NYC NOC CONSULTANT

6 months to permanent. Network Ops
experienced. Create Operations Dept
from ground -up. Digital Asset Mgmt,
Traffic, Scheduling Systems for sponsored
model (snipes, credit squeezing). Upgrade/
negotiate vendors/supervise. Requires
7-10 years Ops SOP, program-ming or
production experience. HD experience a+.
Icandoitnow_entertainment@msn.com
6 figures. Company expanding.
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Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted

4ff/1 /6 /7 AI°
A limeWarner Company

Broadcast Maintenance Engineer II,
Network Engineering

Oualifications: One to three years of
experience as an engineering support
engineer in a state-of-the-art television
broadcast organization. Successful
candidate will have hands-on
experience in installation, repair and
maintenance of server based on -air
play -out systems, Computer Assisted
Playout systems and broadcast
related computer networking or
engineering experience is desirable.
Must be proficient in the use of
broadcast related test equipment
including, but not limited to, waveform
monitors, vectorscopes, multi -meters,
oscilloscopes, test signal generators,
spectrum analyzers, etc. Must have
competence in MS Office software
applications (Outlook, Excel, Word,
etc.).

Duties: This position will report to
the Engineering Shift Supervisor. This
position requires an individual with
initiative a willingness to learn. The
individual will work in any of the three
24/7 shifts, performing preventive
and demand maintenance and other
assigned duties as directed and under
supervision. The individual will be
required to produce comprehensive
work order, shift agenda and project
reports.
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. and
its subsidiaries are Equal Opportunity
Employers.

For an immediate response, please reply
to: brad.ramer@turner.com as well as
apply on line at www.turnerjobs.com
position number 95111BR.

DIRECTOR OF BROADCAST
ENGINEERING AND IT

SAT -7, a multi -channel, multi -language
Christian Satellite TV service based in
Cyprus, seeks a Director of Broadcast
Engineering and IT for its International
Broadcast Centre in Nicosia, Cyprus.
Responsibilities will include expansion
of Master Control Room operations
including satellite uplink and internet
streaming, for 3 channels, managing
live feeds, overseeing procurement and
maintenance for remote production
facilities in Egypt and Lebanon, and
developing the organization's overall
equipment and IT strategy. A minimum 5
years relevant experience required. Send
resume to hr@sat7.org and visit www.
sat7.org

TV STUDIO BROADCAST ENGINEER
WRAL-TV - ENGINEERING

(JOB #8032)
DESCRIPTION. Person to repair and
maintain equipment and assist in
construction and/or modification of
facility; provide technical support to all
departments as required. Will adjust,
calibrate, align, and modify circuitry and
components, and record effects on unit
performance; check functions of newly
installed equipment and evaluate system
performance under actual operating
conditions. This individual must have an
in-depth knowledge of video and audio
as it applies to the broadcast industry;
extensive experience with repair and
maintenance of VTR's and cameras.
Must be experienced with non-linear
editing equipment, SAN architecture,
and computer networking; proficient
computer skills. Bachelor's degree,
three to five years of related experience/
training, or equivalent combination of
education and experience required.
Apply online at www.cbc-raleigh.com.
EOE, M/F. All Capitol Broadcasting
Company properties are tobacco free.

CONTACT; Corporate Human Resources,
P.O. Box 12800, Raleigh NC 27605
Email: cbcjobs@cbc-raleigh.com or fax:
919-890-6011.

It is the policy of the company to be fair and
impartial in all relations with employees and
applicants for employment No person will be
discriminated against in employment because
of race, color, religion, age, sex, military
status, national origin, physical/mental
disability, or any other characteristic protected
by applicable federal or state law.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
TECHNICIAN - MTV NETWORKS

Fast -paced 24/7 environment seeks
technician to maintain the technical
integrity of a Network Operations
Center. Candidates should have 3 to
5 years plus experience in broadcast
TV with maintenance experience with
VTRs (DigiBeta, HD -Cam, and Beta SP),
Server based video playout platforms
(OMNEON, Pinnacle & Grass Valley),
Archive Management systems (Avalon,
Front Porch Digital), Master control
video switchers (Miranda & Saturn,
Evertz/Quartz), Video/audio routers, and
Digital tape archives. Strong knowledge
in Baseband Video/Audio is required,
knowledge of RF, TCP/IP networking
infrastructures and AutoCAD a plus.
Certificates in Harris/Louth Automation,
Sony VTR maintenance on DigiBeta VTRs,
MCSE, A+ Certification, or SBE preferred.
Night crew positions available. Please
email all resumes to nocstafflng@mtvstaff.
com, or fax to 631-300-3259.

Are you ready to put your skills and
expertise to the test and join the very
BEST in the industry? Are you open to
learning new skills in an exciting, fast
paced environment? CNN, the most
trusted name in news and a global
leader in the latest news gathering and
production technology is aggressively
seeking qualified, motivated, and tal-
ented broadcast professionals to meet
the demands of CNN's ever converging
HD, Broadcasting, and IT Technologies.
We are currently seeking the following
positions in Atlanta / New York / Wash-
ington, DC:

-Broadcast/IT Support Engineers
-Field/SNG Engineers
-Operations Engineers

-IT/Production Support Professionals
CNN offers competitive salaries and
world -class benefits, leading edge
technology, and excelent training and
growth opportunities. Turner Broad-
casting System, Inc. and its subsidiar-
ies are Equal Opportunity Employers.
To apply, please visit www.turnerjobs.
corn or email resume to Brad Ramer at:
brad.ramer@turner.com

SR. MAINTENANCE ENGINEER -
WASHINGTON DC

Seeking proactive, hands-on team
leader to perform equipment repair and
documentation, project management,
and engineering staff guidance for a
high -end conferencing and audio visual
environment. Serve as Chief Engineer
during large scale staging events and
for broadcast level live news feeds. 8+
years broadcast, AV or large market TV
experience. In-depth knowledge of legacy
and state -of -the industry multimedia
systems and equipment used in best -
in -class conference centers, including
videoconferencing. For complete
description &to apply: www.teampeople.
tv > Job Seekers

Recruit  Retain  Explore

JOBzone
The Industry's #1 Job Zone
Finally, a job site created

exclusively for the broadcast
industry.

http://jobzone.broadcastengineering.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted

VP OF ENGINEERING/DEPT. MANAGER

Systems Integrator seeks qualified
Engineer/Department Manager. Mid
sized Denver based firm seeks person to
head their growing integration division
serving broadcast and related clients.
Position requires a mix of engineering
and managerial skills and reports directly
to ownership. Duties include acting as a
resource during sales process, assisting in
proposal generation, conceptual design,
AutoCAD based design, commissioning,
consulting and overall management of
staff. Five years of relevant industry expe-
rience required. Salary commensurate
with experience.Excellent benefits
package including health, retirement,
profit sharing and performance
bonus. Please contact Robin Heywood
robinh@burstvideo.com.

MULTIMEDIA SENIOR PROJECT
MANAGER

Multimedia Senior Project Manager, Lake
Mary, FL - Manage music and animation
projects and design interactive product
demonstrations and flash animation for
computer graphics software company.
Bach. Degree in Computer Science, Com-
munications, or related field, or foreign
equivalent and 2 yrs. exp. Salary com-
mensurate w/ exp. 40 hrs/wk, 9 AM -6 PM,
M - F. Mail resume to: Digital Juice, Inc.,
600 Technology Park, Drive, Suite 104,
Lake Mary, FL 32746.

Broadcast
Engineering

Digital Reference Guide

I

The Broadcast Engineering
Digital Reference Guide

is your easy reference online
yellow pages to equipment

and services in the
TV broadcast industry.

Search by company name

or select from a list of

product categories.

You can find everything from

Audio Accessories to Satelite

Equipment to Video Storage.

CHECK US OUT AT:
http://www.bedigitalreference.com

CHIEF ENGINEER

KERO, the ABC affiliate in Bakersfield,
seeks a Chief Engineer with a minimum
of 10 years broadcast experience and a
thorough knowledge of networking, sta-
tion automation, desktop digital editing,
and IT security; transmitter, RF. Duties
include ensuring compliance with FCC
rules and regulations, evaluating and rec-
ommending equipment purchases, over-
see maintenance and operations staff and
assist with oversight of IT environment.
Manage the transition to DTV for studio
operations and transmitter. McGraw-
Hill offers an excellent benefit package
including full health benefits from day
one of employment, 401K with a com-
pany match, pension plan, life insurance,
generous paid time off policy and much
more. Visit our benefits website at www.
mcgrawhillbeneflts.com for more infor-
mation. Please apply online at www.mc-
graw-hill.com/careers

Se NEP Broadcasting, the
largest remote tele-
vision engineering
and facilities provider

in the world, is seeking Mobile Unit
Engineers of all experience levels
to manage and monitor mobile unit
broadcast operations at remote sites,
perform preventative maintenance,
trouble -shoot, execute changes and
engineering updates on the mobile unit.
Degree, training, 3+ years experience
in broadcast technology, equipment,
facilities, and production or any
combination considered. Maintenance
engineering background a plus. Please
send resume and salary history to NEP
Broadcasting LLC, hr@nepinc.com. An
Equal Opportunity Employer. www.
nepinc.com.

TELEVISION RF ENGINEER

WFMY News 2 seeks Television RF Engi-
neer: Must be reliable, take charge techni-
cian with 5 yrs exp maintaining/repairing
UHF High Power transmitters, microwave
links, tower/transmission facilities and
related equipment. Capable of managing
a project/crew at tower site, good com-
munication skills, working knowledge
of computers/networking, the ability to
document equipment installation. Avail-
able 24/7 when necessary. ATSC Encoder
and PSIP set-up/troubleshooting exp
req'd. Knowledge of and compliance with
FCC Rules and Regulations. STL/ENG
Microwave troubleshooting, MPEG, SDI,
Dolby, AES, DVB AS3 and ATSC standards
knowledge a must. Some elevator based
tower work. Harris transmitters/Flexi-
coder ATSC encoding a plus. Resume to:
WFMY News 2, Deana Coble, 1615 Phil-
lips Ave, Greensboro, NC 27405 or email
wfmyresume@wfmy.com. EOE.ma i cast nomeenou

111.111

.!j TURNER1.'1 STUDIOS
Turner Studios, the state of the art
HD television complex serving the
production needs of the Turner
Entertainment Networks in Atlanta,
Georgia, is seeking highly motivated,
client service oriented Engineers to
support our growing facility.

STUDIO ENGINEERS:
Provide control room and studio
technical support for live and taped
network television productions in a
fast -paced environment. This position
requires troubleshooting of complex
television systems, repair and
maintenance. Ability to make sound
decisions in rapidly changing situations
and solve technical problems prior
to and during 'air'. Experience in
supporting network level live sports
productions desired.

EDITORIAL ENGINEERS:
Responsible for technical support
of Final Cut & Avid Non -Linear Edit
Systems, Production Control Rooms,
Tape Rooms and Studio equipment
as needed, including installation,
upgrades, repair and maintenance.
Provide hands-on support during
live broadcast, studio event, post -
production and advanced computer
graphics activities.

EFFECTS ENGINEERS:
Supporting high -end CGI, Design,
Composite and on -air Graphics
systems. Multi -OS, IT and related
application experience highly desired.
Oualiflcations:
Successful candidates will be motivated
self-starters, detail and deadline -
oriented team players, with strong
interpersonal, communication and
customer -service skills. Minimum 3 -
years industry experience with strong
background in television production
and / or post -production engineering.
Additional high-level experience,
particularly in a large television or
related organization is preferred.
Advanced proficiency with computer
systems, television engineering, and
key responsibility in previous large
scale and/or critical project or role
is desired. Flexible work shifts are
required.

Please send resumes to
brad.ramer@turner.com.

For more inform-ation, please visit:
http://www.turnerstudios.com
Turner Broadcasting is an Equal

Opportunity Employer
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Google my TV?
Combining the Internet andTV is the

industry's latest attempt at convergence.

panasonic and Google have
announced a cooperation
that will allow Panasonic
to manufacture Internet -

enabled flat -screen TV receivers with
the capability to access Google Web
services, such as YouTube. So, from
its incredibly successful roots as an
Internet search engine, we now have
Google Docs (a free Microsoft Office
competitor), Google Phone (the com-
pany's reported attempt at developing
an iPhone killer), the rumored Google
OS and most recently, Google TV.

Does the broadcast industry have
yet another competitor in that fierce
battle for viewers' eyeballs? The real
question is a challenging one: Can
entertainment television and Web -
based activity coexist on the same liv-
ing room, media room or rec room
large -screen? Google, and presumably
Panasonic, believes it has the killer
app that will bridge the two mediums
to convergence. But does it? Let's take
a look at recent history

"Killer apps" from the past
With great fanfare, Apple TV, a de-

vice allowing the streaming of content
from the PC to the TV receiver, was an-
nounced in September 2006. Last year,
Apple released a software upgrade to
enable the streaming of YouTube con-
tent. With an incredible track record
under Steve Jobs for developing such
nifty and highly successful products
as iPods, iPhones, and iMac and Mac
computers, Apple TV has languished
in the marketplace.

Yahoo! Tech picked Apple TV as
one of its top 10 worst tech products
in 2007. In an attempt to address
these disappointing sales, Apple plans
to deliver yet another software up-
grade, this one designed to enable the
streaming of HD movies, which can

BY ANTHONY R GARGANO

be rented through iTunes and viewed
on HD displays. Thus, Apple -a su-
perstar in product innovation - con-
tinues to search for that convergence
magic bullet.

Remember WebTV? Founded by
ex -Apple Computer and General
Magic engineers, WebTV, accord-
ing to its then CEO, was supposed
" ... to make Internet access via TV
a low-cost, fun, easy and compelling
experience for consumers."

At the opening of NAB1997, Mi-
crosoft announced its planned ac-
quisition of WebTV, an action that
many people thought signaled the
company's plan to enter the TV in-
dustry. After three years of minimal
consumer acceptance, despite the
hype of the behemoth Microsoft
marketing machine (household pen-
etration was less than 1 percent),
WebTV slowly faded away as Micro-
soft morphed it into UltimateTV, a
DVR platform available through
DIRECTV and MSN TV, a collec-
tion of TV -oriented services mostly
delivered through an entertainment -
centric Web portal.

One final "killer app" from the past
is Sony's Location Free TV technol-
ogy. Originally introduced in 2004
as an Internet -enabled two-piece TV
receiver, it used a base unit and view-
ing screen that were connected by the
electronic umbilical of Wi-Fi. Intro-
ductory prices were in the kilobuck
plus range. Today, Location Free TV
has been essentially morphed into a
$200 Slingbox competitor.

The road to convergence
The road to convergence of the

Internet and the TV screen is littered
with remains of the many previous
attempts. Will Google and Panasonic
be able to capture the imagination of

the public where others have failed?
Is YouTube the "killer app" that will
finally open the door to true conver-
gence? I don't think so.

I do think that convergence will
happen. The real enabler is still out
there, waiting to be discovered. In
the mean time, the broadcast indus-
try has the opportunity to continue
doing what it has been, which is to
aggressively embrace and exploit the
Internet as an adjunct to its broad-
cast service. As the industry does this,
these two services will come closer
together. And, as the industry melds
its delivery services, it will be well po-
sitioned for the coming convergence
in the home.

Stick to what you know
Back to YouTube. I can understand

the strategy to place YouTube in front
of as many eyes as possible, from PC
screens to cell phones to TV sets. But
I don't think YouTube belongs on my
large -screen HDTV.

Google built a tremendous busi-
ness based on its search engine tech-
nology. Tom Peters in his seminal
book on management, "In Search
of Excellence," had an entire chapter
titled "Stick to the Knitting;' or stay
with the business that you know. Per-
haps someone at Google's headquar-
ters should Google it. BE

Anthony R. Gargano is a consultant and
former industry executive.

ISend questions and comments to:
anthony.gargano@penton.com
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Control room design just got easier!
Up to 72 displays...from one chassis,
with up to 576 inputs

California 2

Evertz VIP -X Series Routers & Maestro Control Software

Control Room Design Checklist:

E(The industry's largest range of routers

 from 32x32 up to 576x576
 mission critical, high availability
 true 3Gb/s routing components

[The industry's largest multi -image display system

 up to 72 displays
 unmatched image quality
 industry standard control system
 used by 1000's of broadcasters worldwide

EiAny input on any display at any time

 no limit to expansion, no blocking

The Complete Control Room Solution
VIP -X offers the m Dst flexible solution in the industry,
combining both viieo routing and multi -image display.

...WITHOUT COMPROMISE

1-877-995-3700  www.evertz.com
US & International Sales

905.335.3700
sales@evertz.com

US West Coast Sales
818.558.3910

LAsales@evertz.com

Washington DC Sales
703.330.8600

dcsales@evertz.com

UK Sales
011 44 118 935 0200
uksales@evertz.com
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that other broadcast manufacturers can't match.

Interoperability and integration lead to unmatched innovation. Only from Harris.
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To contact a Harris representative call: North America +1 800 231 9E0.3  Caribbean and Latin America +1 786 437 1960.
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